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as aare
topic
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(in
How
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abstract
as aare
topic
way,
you
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(in
How
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abstract
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asitaare
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topic
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you
sexuality
(in
How
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not
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discussing
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abstract
as
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itaare
pertains
topic
way,
you
sexuality
(in
How
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to
not
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discussing
you
open
abstract
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individually)?
it itare
pertains
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way,
you
sexuality
How
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not
to
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open
you
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individually)?
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itare
pertains
pertains
you
sexuality
to
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discussing
you
you
(as
individually)?
individually)?
it pertains
sexuality
to you
(as individually)?
it pertains to you individually)?
#

What gender do you
If you
most
pressed
identify
"Other",
with?
What write
is your
your
ageresponse
Where
group? ishere
your residence?
Do you identify asFamily
a Sikh?
life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
If you pressed
social media,
"Other",
Between
etc)writea your
consenting
response
Between
married
here
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

1qeeqhw3uc9m3ng1qeeqas9c2t1t50y2
Man

Over 60

United Kingdom

0

kd2xmtsoadl77t0bpkd2xmtwpup1ct8g
Prefer not to answer

26-39

India

0

9zcfiarzuh3blotpmt99zckjkrf37kjc
Woman

26-39

Pakistan

0

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

f3983qehm2jteef3a7iyrxkxi219rj7a
Man

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Other

Ttt

Between a consenting man and woman

3iu6sjvqpgxw0d85j3iu6ak4tl0sqmc4
Prefer not to answer

19-25

United States

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

19-25

Bangladesh

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

eun44tdytegz9k3ykeun4zw6gpibpnx8
Woman

Under 18

Cape Verde

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

For pleasure or desire
Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

Between a consenting married man and woman

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

ifd9rrq3ffh6856ib6gwdioifd9rr1og
Woman

26-39

India

1

Bangladesh

0 Family life/Cultural norms

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

307x9advn044fnhergx86307x9adv54e
Prefer not to answer

26-39

Mauritius

0

I like Daily Sex

1 I don't know

7 Fuck yourself motherchods
2019-10-05 19:34:00
2019-10-05 19:37:22
f02116580c

1 love

7

7

7

6

1

3

3

4

3

3 gfdf

2019-10-05 19:24:09
2019-10-05 19:27:39
b204cceaa4

4

2019-10-05 19:19:14
2019-10-05 19:26:14
21ef185570

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Natural process

1

7

7

3

1

7

7

1 As a basic education
2019-10-05 19:21:56
2019-10-05 19:25:47
05d759bafd

For pleasure or desire

0 Sex is basic need of body that why
2 God made peer2 of it

2

2

1

2

7

2 They should give 2019-10-05
clear cutt education
19:14:53
2019-10-05
on sexuality,
19:21:14
people
6ae802d3c1
should know the difference between sex and lust

1 Hi

3

4

5

6

7

1

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Same-sex attraction

Same-sex attraction

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction

Hi

Other

A

1

2

2019-10-05 18:44:56
2019-10-05 18:46:38
fed578b617

1 N

4

4

7

7

4

4

7

7

2019-10-05 18:18:00
2019-10-05 18:22:42
3dbc6c90f6

0

1

4

4

4

1

4

4

4

2019-10-05 18:14:34
2019-10-05 18:19:13
4d66d7670f

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 No Idea

5

6

5

5

5

5

5

5

2019-10-05 18:14:50
2019-10-05 18:18:09
d05264ee83

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire

0 Procreation is life

6

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 Stop looking down2019-10-05
on people when
18:13:24
2019-10-05
they ask a question.
18:15:49
89423dddd1
Don’t base their answer on own cultural background

For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Sex is every individuals requirment.
4

4

4

4

4

4

5

4

For love

For pleasure or desire

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Other

2019-10-05 19:29:59
2019-10-05 19:33:31
dda1174a7e

For pro-creation For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires
‘Sin’

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

1
7

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

0

Pakistan

1
7

4

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

0

26-39

1
7

3

1

26-39

1
7

3

Holy See (Vatican City)

nuzw67i1dufr38dqtynuzw67i8qp696x
Man

1
7

3

19-25

way41pkmu0v0jteway41p6itr707d694
Woman

1
7

4

6bswzml5jf3379sm0wc6bswzmqhguqeo
Man

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

1
4

3

Heterosexual attraction

United States

2019-10-05 19:39:20
2019-10-05 19:44:08
7b3c51aa7e

0 Need and pleasure
0 No ans

5

0

India

2019-10-05 20:10:39
2019-10-05 20:14:02
0f84f0c354

For pleasure or desire
For pleasure or desire

3

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

Bangladesh

2019-10-05 20:48:32
2019-10-05 20:51:30
7ab3cd3957

7 I don't know

5

Pakistan

Pakistan

2019-10-05 21:31:08
2019-10-05 21:36:41
a5f54b93c9

7 Love

7

3

India

40-60

2019-10-05 21:29:48
2019-10-05 21:37:32
8ed712ec2d

1 No

7

7

4

19-25

26-39

1 Councilling

1

7

2

3

19-25

19-25

1

1

3

7

4

m4obr7s5t5gesvb6vjum4obrb1jkh0tl
Prefer not to answer

26-39

1

1

7

7

0 fsdfg

vqml2p782d4kolg548gvqmlrrw139gfx
Man

e3841d6snqmph70yezge3841d83gm9gn
Man

1

1

7

7

0

Heterosexual attraction

cibqcrd6o9jjsav6o54xcibqcrdtnm47
Man

1

4

7

1

For love

1
0

mr42xd14vnxpqfumgy3mr42xda2js3de
Woman

2

1

7

0 To satisfy your desires

For love

India
India

ixkzplnx8nqan97ar8sdixkzpiywp42f
Man

2

7

1 Love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

26-39

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

2

0

For love

26-39

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

1 2 people in love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

xht4owmseurn7gyxb7u4xht4owmleghj
Man

HiHiHi

For pro-creation For love

Heterosexual attraction

xpvn5kbq7mhc63lvadsxpvn2hcbgd57n
Woman

Other

For love

‘Sin’

Between a consenting man and woman

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
If you
security)
pressed "Other",
In your
write
understanding,
your response
In your
are
opinion,
here
sex and
what
With
lustissynonymous?
your
a Sikh
family:
understanding
With your non-Sikh
of sex and
With
friends:
itsyour
relationship
Sikh friends:
With
to human
the larger
life?Sikh
With
community:
your family: With your non-Sikh
With
friends:
your Sikh friends:
With the larger Sikh
How
community:
can Sikh institutions
Start Date
(not
(UTC)
limited
Submit
to Gurduaras)
Date (UTC)
address
Networkissues
ID
related to sexuality?

For pro-creation
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting man and woman
Between a consenting married man and woman

8of5oh9a9imf3oyfi9w8of5ohg679zta
Man

Pre-marital sex

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Pre-marital sex

‘Sin’

For love

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

2019-10-05 18:09:30
2019-10-05 18:13:35
4a802f2f93

0 Trust, positive

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

1 Don't know

2019-10-05 17:56:23
2019-10-05 18:05:53
29fc395b92

1 Peace & love

7

7

7

7

1

1

4

3 Zero tolerance

2019-10-05 17:56:07
2019-10-05 18:00:24
6bbcc24cc1

1

4

3

2019-10-05 17:54:35
2019-10-05 17:59:13
d283ad29f9
I don't know

sfe2dg0mudj3favc3ubrsfe2kh5k8mkz
Man
q84xidfoauze1uaw7tq84xidfcotv7g5
Man

26-39
19-25

Pakistan
India

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting man and woman

1 Family life/Cultural norms

For love

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

dm6w3jqk0pc0c826ca3dm6wtir55z6b8
Man

40-60

United Arab Emirates

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

3w6per6s2qgusuoia7i3w6pex92yhtm4
Man

26-39

Bangladesh

0

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

yap4nar9qs7g92nyapswtkv45xbgm6e2
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

kny32swz32b8owskkny32jo6pqazqe4a
Man

40-60

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

froin0v7ip5mpyz8froithyr97dlb1q4
Woman

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Heterosexual attraction

Any sexual thoughts or desires

‘Sin’

txfeb3unn1tuhvctxfeb2pnlbojzdl4b
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of gender)
and man
woman
and woman

40-60

India

0

hjtzfuttyhvxz4owhjtzfuzzxfrvntt0
Man

26-39

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

eb5clcx3nf3ob94eqmgleb5clc931ppf
Woman

26-39

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

d3ypcqm5sffr9m46t6qd3ypcqmwnue3n
Gender Variant/Non-Conforming

26-39

India

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Masturbation
Masturbation

Any sexual thoughts or desires

xthrk3idrjwdvt8fyxthrk3ufgegnm5r
Man

19-25

India

0

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting man and woman

Heterosexual attraction

td9ln6iojb3z9g76d5ntd9ljf3zw1hbk
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting man and woman

Heterosexual attraction

c2uga2irz8281m6fw7pchc2uga2a44ai
Woman

19-25

India

0

cg8lyn036n2nwckbsfpkscg8lyn03prg
Woman

19-25

United Arab Emirates

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

rjmobxp07950d9yuxscrjm0mj8wchl64
Man

26-39

India

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

26-39

India

1

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

391v9lms1celc6na391v9a5rftf6thdu
Gender Variant/Non-Conforming

19-25

Pakistan

0

ixm6nuatrqetew30xazixm6nuoucmii2
Prefer not to answer

26-39

India

1

ls4ldtmmvkz63mcocpls4yyti40i1onp
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

4

4

4

0 A person should have physical relationship
3
with just
7 one partner who5 is his or her wife4or husband

4
2

1
6

1

1

6

Social media platform is only I can think of as of now
4
2019-10-05 17:44:50
2019-10-05 17:50:30
da9dde7803

2019-10-05 17:48:40
2019-10-05 17:55:07
9b5970cf80

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Not sure

5

7

7

6

4

7

6

3

2019-10-05 17:39:05
2019-10-05 17:42:32
4259a734bc

1 Importan part.

7

4

4

4

1

5

5

4 Nothing

2019-10-05 17:09:45
2019-10-05 17:13:46
0ff9433663

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I have no idea.

1

7

7

4

1

4

4

4 No idea

2019-10-05 17:00:37
2019-10-05 17:05:40
91a9ebbac3

1 I think this is help line how to improve
1
sex between4married couple and
7 may be guide 1some good

1

4

7

1

2019-10-05 16:37:57
2019-10-05 16:53:30
8922c3b7c6

0 I am a Muslim. Sex is allowed only
1 after حاکن.

3

1

1

1

1 I m not Sikh

2019-10-05 16:35:25
2019-10-05 16:43:22
7faaf1df89

For pleasure or desire

1

2

7

7

For pleasure or desire

1

4

1

1

For pleasure or desire

1 Understanding
0 No idea

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

X

1

1

7

7

7

7

4

7

4

4

7

2019-10-05 16:36:23
2019-10-05 16:41:28
e0a00636e7

4 Don't know

1

1

1

1

1

2019-10-05 16:22:44
2019-10-05 16:29:24
2b6878b47a

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

2019-10-05 16:00:33
2019-10-05 16:05:59
ac1a71761f

2

2

2 None

3

3

3

3

3

2019-10-05 14:56:40
2019-10-05 15:08:05
a98d1a292b

5

3

3 Bring topic to main
2019-10-05
stream and14:59:41
discuss
2019-10-05
in families
15:04:52
and
d40d67d6a3
awareness among masses

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Anysecurity)
other feeling
For pleasure or desire

1 Don't know

4

4

1

4

4

4

4

4 Don't know

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Don't know

7

7

7

7

4

7

7

7 Spreading awareness
2019-10-05 14:15:08
2019-10-05 14:32:46
70a686793b

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Not sure

7

7

7

7

2

7

7

7 By adding it as a non
2019-10-05
optional 13:57:43
subject.
2019-10-05
Or maybe
14:01:26
just4c5abe075b
have a whole under grad course.

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Same-sex attraction

Between a consenting married man and woman

4

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Other

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Same-sex attraction

Between a consenting man and woman

1 I don't know

For love
For pro-creation For love

Between two consenting people regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
(includes LGBTQIA+)
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

f0v5v7d9csvm47vgf0v5qmucjz6af6ux
Man

For pro-creation For love
Pre-marital sex

Between a consenting married man and woman

dzyjydp9gq0d90g0nc3idzyjyi1klkk7
Woman

6mran0jbh4wdruyz2orj6mran0g96mxm
Man

For pro-creation For love

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires
Between a consenting married man and woman
Between a consenting married man and woman

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

Pre-marital sex

1 I don't know

4

5

5

4

4

3

4

1

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Passion and desire

7

7

7

7

1

7

7

7 By being open about
2019-10-05
it.
12:49:51
2019-10-05 12:57:49
3808a20885

For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For love

2019-10-05 13:29:54
2019-10-05 13:33:51
cd612ded9e

0 Don't know

1

7

7

1

1

7

7

1 Don't know

2019-10-05 11:34:26
2019-10-05 11:38:47
6aaa4de538

0 ok

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

2019-10-05 11:07:47
2019-10-05 11:11:57
59f9f860e3
Sex

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

m6s3trjy4bomum1m6s3tnfhgj0g9mnhm
Man

19-25

Kenya

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

haubzkom5s56wi9zh0386xia4gtkbldz
Woman

26-39

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

2t6zys8g72w4pr3dcpv2a6lg2t6zys85
Woman

19-25

India

1

p4pkpsw0jte7e2k7p4pkp3d2bzfrook1
Woman

26-39

Pakistan

0

y8ota9u81jpzkppjv0y8ota9p8zfgwrs
Man

19-25

Pakistan

0

My own brain!

Masturbation

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)
Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

6bbr4oa61rdmere2yes26bbr4svesq6j
Man

26-39

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

40-60

Egypt

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

mevyyway61s6rpoafrmevyywaiqss26c
Man

19-25

United States

1

hu9kvvfg0radoraabsa3hu9kvvfgz3br
Woman

19-25

Pakistan

0

gtcm22numm6tyh52m34gtcm28aqi9p5y
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

For love

India

0

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires
Pre-marital sex

19-25

India

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Bangladesh

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

19-25

Bangladesh

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

bx668stujzeqiismbx668sv8dfmhbfrf
Man

40-60

Bangladesh

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

mkh27k4o73uo87p4c6mkh27kspdhlqb9
Prefer not to answer

40-60

India

0

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship
Between a consenting man and woman

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Heterosexual attraction

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pleasure or desire

0 Just a mental satisfaction

4

7

6

7

7

7

7

7 Best by education2019-10-05 6:21:37
2019-10-05 6:31:27
769a95f505

For pleasure or desire

1 Dont know

3

7

4

4

2

4

4

4 Not sure

2019-10-05 6:23:34
2019-10-05 6:28:36
8ad4ddbff8

1 I don't know

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 I have no idea

2019-10-05 6:15:13
2019-10-05 6:19:49
1a9f142d09

For love
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Pre-marital sex

Heterosexual attraction

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting man and woman

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

kdv9gpgutcb63vskdvziohduqem26tfk
Man

26-39

India

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting man and woman

346kuo979kkqs4fezgyct346kuo9wm4y
Man

26-39

Mauritius

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

abotcd0sew4f38xrabotfpykniz76u5l
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0

Heterosexual attraction

For pro-creation For love

Pre-marital sex

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Pre-marital sex

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

H

For pro-creation For love

19-25

India

1

Over 60

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

bk7ywm14qgq0v0hrmbk7yw6imk9djiy2
Man

40-60

United States

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

1vzzniy13um2h801vzod0sr8p45fb516
Man

26-39

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

9syn5k6p8fhv9qajcwubrj9syn5k6pqb
Woman

40-60

India

0

Pakistan

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

te66si17mwr3hzdp1q2twcete66si03z
Man

40-60
40-60

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

0 Family life/Cultural norms

bf2z5e35ljjbz9cbf2zrmbz9o607z6jl
Man

40-60

0

ibhsof6rlokiebbibhsofuflg0hoeizz
Woman

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

48w6sxe2kh8t73ppr048w6s7qmiorvk0
Woman

26-39

India

0

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

bhsyy9nvypyij2jkr3jbhsyy9nqqoe18
Man

26-39

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

tk5c2a0s4lqc7v10s10tk5c2a0jbzolr
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

dp3s73tajye4ux7bbhhkydp3s73y50tl
Man

40-60

India

0

Pre-marital sex

Sorry for that

Pre-marital sex
Pre-marital sex

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Heterosexual attraction

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Other

basic human thing

Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

1

4

4

4

1

1

1

1 No

2019-10-05 4:11:00
2019-10-05 4:15:46
38b2b8b446

1 Yes

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2019-10-05 4:19:24
2019-10-05 4:26:05
3d93903630

2019-10-05 4:02:41
2019-10-05 4:06:34
e4f767febd

0 I believe that Sikhism teaches us2to live a full and engaged
7
lifestyle. 7Sex is a big part of
4 human life and one
2 of the most important
7
manifestations
7
of intimacy 4
which
Include
is a queer
form offolks
human
2019-10-05
in the
connection.
language
3:44:18
2019-10-05
they use in their
3:49:13
regular
fb133ca98c
programming and hold events geared toward discussing Sikh issues

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Before any religion we are human
7 , and it's a God gift of all living beings.
7
We should enjoy
7
it without any7obligation

7

7

4 There are many kinds
2019-10-05
of institutions
3:23:03
2019-10-05
like badhu sahib
3:48:19
7fe4d6cc1a
, in which the students are studying getting full in lust cus this is a fact that

For pleasure or desire

0 In my opinion sex is very important
3 in life for pleasure
7 and happiness7 of two person and
7 also it reduce stress
3

3

7

7 They make a video
2019-10-05
about problem
3:34:42
occur
2019-10-05
in sexuality
3:41:31
32d10bc23b
and explain why problen occur and also do inform youth about sex what atu

0 Not known

1

2

1

3

1

5

2

2 Not known

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Pleasure
security)

0 No ideq

5

7

7

5

5

7

7

7 Sexual course and
2019-10-05
risk involved
3:07:05
through
2019-10-05
education
3:10:47
c99937f2cb

For pleasure or desire

0

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

2019-10-05 2:58:56
2019-10-05 3:04:08
0eafd5fa95

0 No idea

4

4

4

4 No idea

2019-10-05 1:44:09
2019-10-05 2:56:37
f76cc4e039

5

7

7

7 With a non corrupt2019-10-05
mind
2:51:42
2019-10-05 2:56:32
fccaddf781

Other

Also for baby

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

4

4

4

7

7

7

2019-10-05 3:21:45
2019-10-05 3:29:05
8319324cb2

4

4

4

4

2019-10-05 2:50:36
2019-10-05 2:56:19
e46fd0bf7b

4

4

4

5

4

5

2019-10-05 2:41:34
2019-10-05 2:44:44
5be6cef48b

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2019-10-05 2:35:50
2019-10-05 2:40:21
b2208a37e9

For pleasure or desire

1

1

1

7

7

1

1

1

1

0 necessary to keep working

1

7

7

4

3

7

7

6 they never address
2019-10-05 2:16:02
2019-10-05 2:20:47
9a5b0ef737

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

1 Sex

4

2

1

2

2

3

3

4

2019-10-05 2:14:13
2019-10-05 2:17:37
2b6d8624b3

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

0 Love

7

7

7

4

4

7

7

7

2019-10-05 2:10:15
2019-10-05 2:14:59
b4b80f1e15

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

4

2019-10-05 2:34:18
2019-10-05 2:39:27
b8a9805b28

For pleasure or desire

1 No

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2019-10-05 2:06:36
2019-10-05 2:09:55
97ecbc4f04

For pleasure or desire

0 No comments

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 No comments

2019-10-05 2:01:13
2019-10-05 2:08:46
5ee8686598

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Mj

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

2019-10-05 1:56:11
2019-10-05 1:58:04
1d3047b879

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Don't know

5

5

1

7

1

1

1 Don't know

2019-10-05 1:46:56
2019-10-05 1:52:03
d5a104cedc

0 Normal

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 Community service
2019-10-05 1:43:39
2019-10-05 1:48:18
3fb3b306fd

For pleasure or desire

1

1

7

4

4

7

4

4

4

4

2019-10-05 1:41:03
2019-10-05 1:47:15
0a850445a5

1 love each other

1

1

1

2

3

2

2

2

2019-10-05 1:27:44
2019-10-05 1:33:37
63979bf98d

4 Dont know

Pre-marital sex

2019-10-05 1:17:58
2019-10-05 1:24:39
59d0d2a6bf

For pleasure or desire

1 I am not sikh

3

For pleasure or desire

1

4

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I am not Sikh

7

For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 No

5

1 I don't know

4

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Peace

6

For pleasure or desire

1 good for health and mind blowing7relationship

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

3

1

1

2

2

1

2 Don't know

2019-10-05 1:19:35
2019-10-05 1:23:38
c68ce5bc05

4

4

4

4

4

4 May be

2019-10-05 1:16:11
2019-10-05 1:21:03
d80c6c519a

7

7

4

7

7

4 I don't know

2019-10-05 0:52:05
2019-10-05 0:56:40
eb239e19d7

6

5

6

6

7

6 Don't know

2019-10-05 0:42:24
2019-10-05 0:46:53
61f2d50125

5

4

4

4

4

4 Yes

2019-10-05 0:20:28
2019-10-05 0:25:48
ccd6a2803f

7

7

7

6

7

7

7 Sex education classess
2019-10-04 23:57:25
2019-10-05 0:02:47
d3f7aefd33

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 no

6

7

7

4

1

7

7

4

2019-10-04 23:10:15
2019-10-04 23:17:13
0b44f87358

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2019-10-04 23:00:27
2019-10-04 23:04:49
1edd47eed1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
anthing
security)
agreed upon by participants
0 I aProcreation?

7

7

7

7

3

3

3

3

2019-10-04 22:56:15
2019-10-04 23:03:42
d2b0557682

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Pleasure and procreation

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6 Sexual education 2019-10-04 22:17:47
2019-10-04 22:23:22
e627742c84

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Considered impure before marriage
1 and doesn't allow
5 comfortable conversations
2
to occur
1 between parties;
1 tabboo subject
4 which makes it difficult
2
for this generation
1 Be more
andliberal
the upcoming
and
2019-10-04
open-minded
one 22:00:41
2019-10-04 22:12:35
4871d2e87c

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Fun

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 No idea

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex furthers/strengthens the connection
1
between a7 couple but cannot
7 form the basis of
5 that connection.1Sex isn't just for pro-creation
7
but you
7 want or need fo
4 itHave
should
more
not open
control
dialogue,
2019-10-04
you
possible
21:44:46
2019-10-04
host events/talks
21:53:27
dca278cf8b
around it. Also allowing younger generation a safe space to discuss matte

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction

For pro-creation For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

mglgl4771oane8inmglg4a8cgidwgjhn
Man

40-60

Bangladesh

0

sg1zgnwfombdmhsfx5sg1zd2bohqvfdl
Man

26-39

United States

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television,
Science
social
and media,
personal
etc)
experience

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

aqei1ikkud3u6wun2b8aqei1ikk14zgf
Woman

19-25

United Kingdom

1

h6bn41cxe13qxb4a8th6bn449yfx3qij
Man

40-60

Pakistan

0

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

nmmim1brru2s7yrc1qanmmimn3m89xez
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

0

1 No comment

1

y9owolnjlw6acviny9ownwb27ngvh2dq
Woman

Pakistan

7 Is not restricted...Free
2019-10-05
to everywhere
4:19:00
2019-10-05 4:23:58
cb6ea8a686

2

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television,
my personal
social feelings
media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

26-39

6 I dont know

7

1

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

8zh5oqh8sefg532y908zh5oqhdtu2ft6
Man

6

7

1

0

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

6

7

For pleasure or desire

Mauritius

United States

6

7

For pleasure or desire

United States

Over 60

6

7

For love

40-60

9b94ckg4fyt5yih0z9b94cty6tcar9m3
Woman

6

7

For pro-creation For love

Over 60

Other

6

7

Any sexual thoughts or desires

xr46stat5tqbcxr46pe06lzt57j7ybtq
Man

Other

0 I dont know about sikh religon. 5

Any sexual thoughts or desires

yapfw32k59ysh4zode6yapfw32wcco4v
Man

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

2019-10-05 5:09:14
2019-10-05 5:14:31
d2f47d0781

4 Not Understand 2019-10-05 4:23:09
2019-10-05 4:29:43
2ee228fd4c

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

0

7

Between a consenting married man and woman

0
0

0 Family life/Cultural norms

1

For love

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

4

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Bangladesh

Pakistan

3

5

For love

26-39

Pakistan

7

7

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

26-39

Pakistan

7

4

‘Sin’

12q07zcngttxkc63otnf712q0w9z9jzv
Man

26-39

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

4

1 Our need based relationship

Masturbation

om7ey000dpvlu0lihsiom7ey0edqwsao
Woman

26-39

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For love

Between a consenting man and woman

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman
personsl relationship only

26-39

0 I don't about sikh

4

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married man and woman

2019-10-05 5:31:35
2019-10-05 5:38:30
02832195c0
2019-10-05 5:16:48
2019-10-05 5:19:54
4ec435bc85

0 Sex is physiological need of human
3 and Sikh they6are supported the6 women and never
4 harass. They help
2 the person and6 sex is a basic need
6 of human life for
4 Sikh
generation
institutions are
2019-10-05
goes very4:44:51
well 2019-10-05
their rule and
4:56:52
regulations
d026b9bb32
are very hard and verify discipline to each and every thing. They g

For pro-creation

Same-sex attraction

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

Other

hktwalq5reky5ex6vbf2hktwh2w2j0fv
Prefer not to answer

4 muslim

1 Don't know

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

uy1naiz27a0jf9invuy1nagri0a7lcwj
Woman

7

2019-10-05 2:26:19
2019-10-05 2:27:27
db880496bd

Between a consenting married man and woman

Between a consenting married man and woman

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television,
Yes social media, etc)

a3m04ae4w9qdl5gp7wba3m04ae4kq0s6
Man

4

For love

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Other

Other

1 no

0

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married man and woman

1

1

For pleasure or desire

For pro-creation

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting man and woman

tycitc5m9szlhnbktycal5krmzgwn3cf
Man

0

2019-10-05 5:41:13
2019-10-05 5:52:01
46a98c2848

1

0 Pleasure leading to beautiful creation
5

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

France

4

For pleasure or desire

Same-sex attraction

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

India

7

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

19-25

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

wz2yiuz8lfflofpg9e0pijwz2yiuzkbb
Woman

19-25

7

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

0w9knh1wxlauekpicpd0w9knx8w7upp0
Man

33xh9w0us917vktfye0e33xh9lm3pbws
Prefer not to answer

4

For pro-creation For love

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

wrcfadmoiozp3w033wrcfa54jbuc6662
Woman

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

‘Sin’

4

For pleasure or desire
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Between a consenting man and woman

7

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Heterosexual attraction

0

7

For pleasure or desire

Masturbation
Any sexual thoughts or desires

India

4

For love

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

40-60

1

For pro-creation For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

0

ehstkajak9wv8f7wcmehstkatmi2xf41
Man

2019-10-05 5:47:51
2019-10-05 5:55:22
8755ccbca9

For pleasure or desire

4

India

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

4 I don't know

7

Pakistan

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

4

1

19-25

0 Family life/Cultural norms

4

4

19-25

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

4

4

zlqrnsssoy9xk0hzlqtuiocjfje3k80v
Man

Mauritius

4

0 SEX for love

bv6svu3gbtpaotrbv6wii3sqtyswy409
Man

India

4

For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Over 60

4

1

Same-sex attraction

40-60

4

1

Between a consenting man and woman

lspafbzunewaghig68fsrq1lspafbzpm
Woman

0 I don't know

1

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

43ie2pzxjv7kcmq43ie2zslpwcrtfr21
Prefer not to answer

2019-10-05 6:07:05
2019-10-05 6:10:37
d1bfcd7936

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
Self informed
social media,
understanding
Between
etc) a consenting
of identity
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Between a consenting man and woman

2019-10-05 5:40:56
2019-10-05 6:14:57
eb42c5db50

4

4

1 Family life/Cultural norms

0 Family life/Cultural norms

4 No need

4

3

0

0

4

4

3

United States

India

7

4

2

Pakistan

Mauritius

1

4

3

India

40-60

4

4

3

19-25

19-25

4

4

0 no

26-39

gv3qtkzfbybsv0m39gv3qtkaaikqy5ur
Woman

7

4

1 Sikhi

Any sexual thoughts or desires

lif9uxuvzhmnc7mlif9zmgeo8o318e0z
Man

1

1 Best

For love

26-39

wtr9jkxapviquaeiqs7wtr9jkx27yyfx
Man

For love

0 Its A way To understand other person
4
on different 7
level like connection
5 of soul but at the
5 same time it's not
3 a bad thing or 5something to be ashamed
5
of even 4
if you
Try do
to make
it for fun
our community
2019-10-05understand
6:09:11
2019-10-05
that it is6:18:15
ok if 921dcbf821
two grownups want to have sex it's there right to be comfortable in there th
0 idk

For love

zqzazxf77l7dy8k1izqzazxk2izrth5l
Woman

Other

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

For pleasure or desire

For love

Same-sex attraction

hd1x6303i8jfu6ghd1xuv5p1uet0yknk
Man

1

2019-10-05 6:33:00
2019-10-05 6:40:36
2d7a1a89ae

4 Good

1 Collect, cleanse and
2019-10-05
make use6:26:53
of survey
2019-10-05
data 6:31:57
9bb1f9edd4

sku2xtsx52ho59p42obsku2xt49t3i8n
Woman

India

2019-10-05 6:42:43
2019-10-05 6:47:10
4efa49364b

4
1

Same-sex attraction

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

19-25

1 Not known

4

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Sex is the fundamental need of humna
Between
body aand
consenting
there aremarried
right ways
mantoand
fulfillwoman
this need, according to every religon.

67c93c0y3bqhd3lsgno64mwft67c93cm
Man

1

1

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

1 Family life/Cultural norms

1

1

4

0 Family life/Cultural norms

India

1

1

1

0

26-39

1

4

Pakistan

lq8454q8g6wtpietln0v4lq8454me80b
Man

1

4

India

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

2019-10-05 6:49:21
2019-10-05 6:52:30
204087797a

0 Not known

4

26-39

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

2019-10-05 6:31:20
2019-10-05 6:58:11
8f8cb2c9bc

1

4

26-39

0

2019-10-05 6:54:43
2019-10-05 7:01:02
b7ca018540

3

1

4

fgsyngbkhpb05uu2hafgsyns3oj89z8l
Man

1

4 I think they are not2019-10-05
open to it yet
6:58:32
except
2019-10-05
some issues.
7:03:37
b01567a9b5
4 good

3

1

4

3i736zovv6p9n7ks23i73eajh6n7p3e2
Man

Pakistan

4
4

5

1

4

Pre-marital sex

Between a consenting married man and woman

United Kingdom

4
4

4

4

‘Sin’

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

26-39

4
4

3

1 Good

Pre-marital sex

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

26-39

4
5

4

1

0 Same as other religions

Between a consenting man and woman

q4lg0ndvt85jc1pq4l69pdwbazj5933r
Woman

4
5

5

1

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

gc1pqqagbxujma8ngc1pqw9yzvjr8u58
Man

4
5

5

1

For pleasure or desire

Heterosexual attraction

19-25

Myself

4
7

0 No idea

For pleasure or desire

Any sexual thoughts or desires
‘Sin’

htqr9a63tkcbvyi7htqr9jy32cek9y79
Woman

2019-10-05 7:38:32
2019-10-05 7:42:45
084ea9480b

0
0 do not know

For pleasure or desire

For love
All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

‘Sin’

x0ib76bgpcqx3y00qmywb4x0ib7i3edv
Woman

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

4 They shoulb a little
2019-10-05
open about7:46:49
it 2019-10-05 7:51:17
6883521f33

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

hssvqm5x7nie934o5tdhssvqm2ywo2xv
Man

Other

7

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

26-39

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

7

For love

Heterosexual attraction

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires
Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

1hmzu1ddb5lebjd6ky1hmzos0a9x464r
Man

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

1

1 I dont know

Between a consenting married man and woman

0

5

7 Absolutely no idea2019-10-05 7:32:07
2019-10-05 7:42:54
7746e58f77

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Bangladesh

7

1

0

40-60

0 Sex is nothing but a way to pleasure
1 whether in love
7 or not.

7

Pakistan

43qwvn4isj1f5a943qwows4ms48vplk3
Woman

2019-10-05 8:39:35
2019-10-05 8:43:27
2f267fafa6

For pleasure or desire

1

26-39

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

4

1 Social media platforms..awareness
2019-10-05 8:27:29
2019-10-05
camps
8:31:22
ba18defade

7

lp6ldl3fu5joi4eckwlp6ldzw5itdb9h
Man

0

4
1

1

Between a consenting married man and woman

India

4
7

7

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

26-39

1
1

1

Pakistan

mg42u7n5u2zkclhvzpdfcmg42u7n96dd
Prefer not to answer

4
2
7

40-60

MUSLIM

7
1

1

13hejct54w0uvi7q2j113hejctqc30f1
Man

0

1
6

7

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Pakistan

1
4

1

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

40-60

1
0 Its part of life

7

0

fljh4uvrkxv903zpmhfljh41lj5xi7jg
Woman

2019-10-05 9:25:51
2019-10-05 9:31:28
7bfb973218

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

0

0

7 Make it possible for
2019-10-05
people of 8:57:57
different
2019-10-05
secual identity
9:04:40
3b951dbbda
to feel safe and have a voice, empower people (regardless of gender iden

7

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

1 No idea

7

1 I dont know

Pakistan

Pakistan

7

7

0 Perfect sex understanding

26-39

India

7

7

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

26-39

19-25

1

7

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Sense
security)
that keeps u alive

i6sfmkeagclo7c3a6twi6sfmke0qxbwj
Man

26-39

3

7

For pro-creation For love

wr1h8u2lnz6did384wr1h8um9bnvlfdz
Woman

8khk0rq5vm93w4eobbl8khkiwb4ku3nf
Man

7

7

For pro-creation For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

9uzua6pmtlxoxhx8bt469uzuaprxlibs
Woman

1

7

‘Sin’

Between a consenting married man and woman

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

1

0 Procreation, heterosexuality

‘Sin’

‘Sin’

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

2019-10-05 10:19:56
2019-10-05 10:21:30
8c0b110e72

1 It's human need

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
De-stress
security)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Other

Other

For love

For pleasure or desire

Between a consenting married man and woman
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman
School

Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Other

For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between a consenting man and woman

2jc0j8m8zj7r8axothf9h42jc0j8m7d2
Man

Pre-marital sex

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

2019-10-05 14:24:29
2019-10-05 14:33:39
64e203ba5c

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For love

Between a consenting man and woman

Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman
Between a consenting man and woman
Between a consenting married man and woman

Normal

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

19-25

Pakistan

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

26-39

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

For pro-creation For love
For love
All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

bcydwf5eqv0vdsy64mc5xbcydw9j1ta5
Woman

For pleasure or desire

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

eau9d7j5znk4s5veajeau9d7ceup8q9c
Woman

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman
Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pro-creation For love
Pre-marital sex

1

1

5

7

7

4 As they want

7

7

7

7

7

7 I don’t know what 2019-10-04
they do now21:44:28
but I2019-10-04
can assume21:56:27
they007f2a9b90
could be better about LGBTQ+ acceptance and general healthy approache

2019-10-04 21:53:19
2019-10-04 21:58:05
f31744046f

0 I don't know

5

5

4

5

3

5

4

7 I m n't sikh

2019-10-04 21:44:46
2019-10-04 21:50:59
dd50e66d42

1

1

4

4

1

1

4

1

1

2019-10-04 21:41:52
2019-10-04 21:46:13
a965a9ce3c

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Pro-creation,love

5

7

7

6

6

7

7

7 Formal

2019-10-04 21:26:08
2019-10-04 21:35:23
8b619c02da

1 Natural

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2019-10-04 21:23:56
2019-10-04 21:28:45
f4b34fd657

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 I dont know

1

4

4

1

1

1

1

1 No comments

2019-10-04 21:22:05
2019-10-04 21:26:58
de2b852311

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Relationship between those who 7have done anand2karaj to express 2
love and bring new
2 lie to the world. 5

2

2

1 offer protective services
2019-10-04
to those
21:08:32
in 2019-10-04
abusive relations
21:15:30
fc19d18783
or victims of rape.

1 its everythng

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 low lebido

2019-10-04 20:57:36
2019-10-04 21:05:46
474e5b455a

0 Idk

1

7

1

1

1

1

1

1 Idk

2019-10-04 20:56:57
2019-10-04 21:01:57
8507ad5d3a

For pleasure or desire
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

2
7

For pleasure or desire

For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

2

2019-10-04 23:44:47
2019-10-04 23:52:30
bd3228c5a2

For pleasure or desire
For

y6kf0q70vl9sgc4zo0oy6kf0q7djr0zj
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

lpfwt4tp0gqqr0hwl6flpfwlk8olwudu
Woman

26-39

Pakistan

1

1ovn8d55xoi8nn1ovn8dmqk8zlin87ax
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0

kh7wrusbnuevn6fdz4yyfkh7wrusx5rh
Man

40-60

Japan

1

3uqq2f12ztw4cv2j3uqqa4o7xakjpywz
Woman

26-39

Western Sahara

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)
Other

Hello

‘Sin’

For love

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Heterosexual attraction

For love

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Heterosexual attraction

Pre-marital sex

30usn13j4vocr3kmh30uwmx39fqta7hr
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

s6dwszqgf7q41s6d7otl360v9key818r
Man

19-25

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

d0lzcru5x2wvtjcrns3d0lzcr3jdpq48
Woman

19-25

Kenya

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

b9pw6ro1srtjmtcot56i5b9pw6r2kw27
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Pre-marital sex

f268plcpr435wsewlhe94f268plmua54
Woman

40-60

Pakistan

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

hft8922kkblxg7t6ihft8922huoz47ij
Man

26-39

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

26-39

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of gender)
and man
woman
and woman

Between a consenting married man and woman

Heterosexual attraction

1405bh3meg5sqfi6m1405em3skh4f5ud
Woman

26-39

India

1

Media (including pornography,
Other
television,
I observe
social
andmedia,
try to have
etc) my own view point on sexuality related issues.

s3w0qiuxmh0vmwx4yids3w0qgplfy95v
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

d6t6nlp3k2c2my7ch5d6t57rr5l5r6g0
Man

40-60

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

ofv3pctqvzwztvij9cibofv3pcj3q9yz
Man

19-25

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

s7snc1t7bgawzo3ajs7ua586ha0necw2
Man

26-39

India

1

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

1

1

1

4

4

1

2019-10-04 15:19:51
2019-10-04 15:27:39
352b048b5d

1

1

5

5

4

4

2019-10-04 15:15:45
2019-10-04 15:19:38
816845607e

3

5

2

5

3

3

5 Timing is the issues
2019-10-04 15:11:49
2019-10-04 15:17:28
856881f97a

7

6

6

4 Have forums for discussion
2019-10-04
and
15:11:57
invite
2019-10-04
our parents
15:16:10
to e05595946c
open up and share what it really is.

7

7

7

7 Teach about sex education
2019-10-04 15:03:50
2019-10-04 15:11:55
2ff9549334

1 Like other religious

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation For love

Pre-marital sex

1
1

5

0 It is a gift from God to procreate and
5 for husband and
6 wife to find pleasure
6
and comfort4 in each other

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

2
1

0 I don't know

For pleasure or desire

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Between a consenting man and woman

bxmr4xggdxxja6lm97bxmr4vqx0uxwwo
Woman

1
1 Don’t know

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Same-sex attraction

For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire

7

7

0 Physical relationship between man
4 and women

5

0 a responsibility

5

4

0

5

7

7

5

6

1

4

5

2 Don't know

4

5

5

5

5

5 a good initiative 2019-10-04 14:20:17
2019-10-04 14:27:46
85f54b72f3

7

7

7

7

6

6

6

2019-10-04 14:07:06
2019-10-04 14:10:42
b33d3e4fc1

0 They Don’t break anyone heart for
6 sex

6

6

7

7

7

7

5

2019-10-04 14:01:32
2019-10-04 14:04:25
f776a4532f

1 Very important

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 Love and fuking 2019-10-04 13:55:53
2019-10-04 14:02:37
e0297fdeb9

7

2019-10-04 15:04:06
2019-10-04 15:10:20
b6b6d8aea5

0

2

2

2

3

2

2

3

3

0 No idea

2

7

7

7

2

7

7

4 By giving lectures2019-10-04 13:47:12
2019-10-04 13:51:19
f7daaa0b89

0 I don't think my religion says anything
1
about sex. Though
4
nam simran
4 while observing5grihsath is said to1 be highest kind of
5 tap in my religion.
5

2019-10-04 13:54:14
2019-10-04 13:59:49
9af349113d

5 I don't know

2019-10-04 13:34:36
2019-10-04 13:43:05
29229eeba8

Don't know

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pleasure or desire
All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Same-sex attraction

Don't know
Other

Any

For pleasure or desire

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

7

7

7

5

7

7

6

1

2019-10-04 13:23:37
2019-10-04 13:28:41
fcc1635b62

1 Sikh

7

4

1

1

1

1

3

4 No

2019-10-04 13:19:04
2019-10-04 13:25:12
1422838cb4

1 Yes

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5 More

2019-10-04 13:16:13
2019-10-04 13:19:38
6627e0d6c5

1

1

7

2

1 By making every generation
2019-10-04aware
12:59:04
2019-10-04
about sex education.
13:04:47
cf9b55840d

0 I think it would be the same for all7 religions. Sex is 7a taboo everywhere.
7

zqhc0ez02456uloykzqhc0ezjtygsx60
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is not about power or control.5 It can be about 6connection, procreation,
5
love, growth
4 including spiritual
4 growth. It requires
4 respecting oneself
4
and the other.
3 Talk
It is about
beautiful
theand
Sikh
2019-10-04
isperspective
not to be 12:47:49
misused
on 2019-10-04
sexuality
or abused
without
13:04:13
norrendering
3165556ff3
used to judge
judgement
others.or creating exclusion. What creates healthy sexual ex

9da31wh8a8s6i3q39da31aoxi9ekvka4
Woman

26-39

Pakistan

1 Family life/Cultural norms

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire

0 Its the part of life

4

7

4

1

7

1

3

4 No

h5nlz7jso6e393kbi8h5nlz7jskt4ym9
Man

19-25

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Mostly, That it is a sin. But it

4

7

7

7

6

7

7

4 Reach out to People
2019-10-04
with the references
12:52:34
2019-10-04
of it, to13:01:34
groups
890578b9a9
of people.

sz9qp6l9sbc0vsz9tepohw7wm73mn0te
Man

40-60

Australia

0 Family life/Cultural norms

For pleasure or desire

0

3

4

4

cwdm0lo1ih30p3bsbf69jcwdm0lodlu8
Woman

19-25

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting married man and woman
Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

y8vgvocoesivduxy8vgvqecrq0hh39za
Woman

26-39

India

0

t26kudk419zs19t26wrdfjvpksnp00pw
Man

19-25

Pakistan

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

6tgbfz4c6yu9vj9yl16tgbfzmgdy4p2x
Man

19-25

India

0

Other

assd6o1dnk4cumfgfcd13assd6o1w4l9
Man

Over 60

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

rcza2pjpdb1lf7qnrcza2pde5qcvgavm
Woman

26-39

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

It's just in the mind to show love,not lust

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Other

Between a consenting married man and woman
Between a consenting man and woman

v3kqetg4nw5aiionaav3kq80lt5phi0s
Man

19-25

Pakistan

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

ml6hrcjm13yjyd9beml6hbqb5k5m8brv
Man

19-25

Mauritius

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

6kvfe6mf3yuv082ns3i6kvfe6eq2xpkw
Man

19-25

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

rvu1q499gmol1s850brvu1q49pk0b4f4
Man

19-25

India

0

dmyh8qp8xc53g97q4pbbdmyh8q5vdypv
Prefer not to answer

19-25

o7i96ubj47d6v5zlkqx3m6o7i96ubju7
Man

19-25

India

1

Other

Heterosexual attraction

Sexuality is innate-Body's natural response

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

0 No idea

7

7

7

1

7

7

7

1 No idea

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I am not a sikh so no idea

1

7

7

7

1

7

7

7 never attended any
2019-10-04
sermon 10:14:35
2019-10-04 10:20:24
a89c209641

For pleasure or desire

0 Na

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 NA

2019-10-04 10:13:02
2019-10-04 10:16:08
2fe979815b

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

4

2019-10-04 9:39:08
2019-10-04 9:46:12
4254e17e2d

1

1

4

4

1

4

4

7

4

2019-10-04 9:20:43
2019-10-04 9:29:19
f3fb20843a

1

1

1

1

1

1

2019-10-04 9:19:35
2019-10-04 9:23:04
ccaf979ee4

7

7

7

4

3

7

7

4

2019-10-04 9:08:36
2019-10-04 9:12:38
22f0c37e69

0 In sikh religion sex is just to increase
5

5

5

4

6

5

5

4 Human life cycle. 2019-10-04
Just for reproduction.
9:04:21
2019-10-04 9:12:30
daf2fa4995

For pleasure or desire

1

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

For pleasure or desire

0 Sex is involves the union of two people
4
who are in 4love amd want to 5create new life

1

4

4

4

1

0 He should always be helpful ,provide
5
sensation and
6 comfort feeling 3

1

2

5

3

1

For pleasure or desire

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

5w3t4gqt948mmdh85w3gyzvcs68y1vve
Man

19-25

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting man and woman

19-25

Kenya

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of gender)
man and woman

38408pobwxjsc7ao3840g7fdz3ps0co4
Man

26-39

India

0

wi6c28xisva2iavpdwi6cpfcfliqg7oh
Man

19-25

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

8s06hj44z08v1888s0632fkp3tm2lx0h
Gender Variant/Non-Conforming

19-25

Malaysia

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television,
Mentors
social media, etc)

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

6upd8a2taojxkp6x789j6upd8a2gv9t4
Woman

19-25

India

0

lbm07ety47pidc647h38bqlbm0ve7ozi
Man

26-39

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

rzbbo74zcr67eaypu4rzbbo7goa4xrwo
Man

19-25

India

0

anbz2pr2576ciermv0manbzkf6b8ik11
Woman

Over 60

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

8uhemam20trm3ky73248uheziq04avoa
Woman

26-39

India

0

w1kyb9qp3c55k6rf9b9w1kyb9qz58uqm
Woman

19-25

India

0

6ssesutpftbraqkmt6ssees6cyymp2mq
Woman

Over 60

Philippines

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

3

7

7

4

2

7

7

4

2019-10-04 8:51:18
2019-10-04 8:57:25
6cc9782d62

For pleasure or desire

0

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

2019-10-04 8:38:27
2019-10-04 8:41:54
1095cb4ca7

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Other

Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

India

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

India

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television,
Education
social
being
media,
a doctor
etc)

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Heterosexual attraction

13gh46sea9xsd113ghbp85o1eeok17ka
Woman

19-25

India

1

Pre-marital sex

4mvs2beefjigif37aj6mn4mvs2be4phd
Woman

19-25

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

‘Sin’

Bangladesh

0

India

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

19-25

India

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

ooj9ejy9otknooj9einenc3ozsmyv8pn
Man

19-25

India

0

Between a consenting man and woman

e6g37bn5084cbe6g3t4mgiqxyq5xdq1r
Man

26-39

Australia

0

sc7idqaimypj49osc7i8p4p4vw6vk31n
Woman

Under 18

Bangladesh

0

7oi45j56vvl81zpixl7oi45jcidul2r6
Woman

19-25

India

1

u4wlxsbcqdrfvv27mct0cu4wlxsby1xr
Man

19-25

Philippines

0

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of gender)
and man
woman
and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

7

7

4

They could not be much able for the subject yet.
2019-10-04 6:22:24
2019-10-04 6:35:40
70457193ef

0

2

6

6

1

4

4

1

2019-10-04 6:31:16
2019-10-04 6:34:14
37a317f67a

1

7

7

4

4

1

4

4

2019-10-04 6:15:28
2019-10-04 6:19:11
dfa19b6dcb

2

0 Sex is a nature thing , we should4do it after marriege
7 with our life partner
7
in loyality

4

4

7

7

4 In colleges also 2019-10-04 5:55:57
2019-10-04 6:03:28
fdce88be86

0 I have no clue

7

7

5

2

1

7

6

1 Educational camps
2019-10-04 5:56:59
2019-10-04 6:00:54
4319c978e1

0 ghhhh

5

7

4

5

1

7

7

7 talk open and freely
2019-10-04 5:51:59
2019-10-04 5:56:13
57ca6b2454

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Mostly its between two people who
1 are in love spiritually
3
as well as physically
3

3

1

1

1

1 Well i dont think parents
2019-10-04
want 5:39:57
to discuss
2019-10-04
these topics
5:48:08
beb865d91c
with there kids

0 Family

4

4

4

4

4 Average

For love
For love
For love
For pro-creation For love

4

4

4

For pleasure or desire

1

7

5

5

5

4

4

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

4

4

4

4

1

4

For pleasure or desire

0 One should sex with other partner's
3 consent. One should
4
first understand
3
the relationship
1 with other partner
1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

1

3

For pleasure or desire

1 its a part of life

1

1

4

2019-10-04 5:39:03
2019-10-04 5:43:25
1c5d072519

3

2019-10-04 5:30:17
2019-10-04 5:36:18
ab2f6c4dc7

3

1

2019-10-04 5:23:35
2019-10-04 5:30:45
f5649289c9

1

1

1

1

2019-10-04 5:22:36
2019-10-04 5:26:06
50da0240e7

4

4

4

4

4 hmm

2019-10-04 5:14:38
2019-10-04 5:20:20
2e09de16ef
2019-10-04 5:14:27
2019-10-04 5:19:22
7bd0da73e3
2019-10-04 5:08:32
2019-10-04 5:13:01
6dc6fe1675

6

6

1

6

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pro-creation For love

Between a consenting man and woman

Movies

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

0

ntysp3mh32jnk52uuntysimqsxgwzxuk
Woman

19-25

Germany

0

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

rk6wup6ys2a82pzqf69s1rk6wup6yp2y
Woman

19-25

India

1

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

3ixwcr51rzp7s4x8ywfz83ixwcru6d52
Man

19-25

India

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pro-creation For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pro-creation For love

msjs31po73vrkrk5izmsjs3akj5a89hp
Man

19-25

Kenya

0

df35zk1jq7xka65ddf35zkki6gh35zy5
Woman

26-39

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television, social media, etc)

y0v704h7zx2x38rjeiwxhy0v704mb2sf
Man

19-25

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

70wymsjvttyrfwp70wui98fta41j3xrn
Man

26-39

uhghr50ewd5c7ikfuhghxxqkvokqlycd
Woman

19-25

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

For pro-creation For love
Pre-marital sex

87rttk5xdaxp2i1ilcs87rttsuy08ing
Woman

40-60

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

26-39

India

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

ts8xqp6499xq6udts8xc9adv98j7mdhi
Woman

19-25

India

0

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

aqdttmfth977amqaqdttmf2idd9y2tn5
Man

Under 18

Pakistan

0

uywd34mit4f059ouywdq7f95co53eg3s
Prefer not to answer

19-25

India

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Masturbation

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pleasure or desire

0 Not aware

3

3

4

3

3

3 Through their medical
2019-10-04
procedures
4:21:39
2019-10-04 4:36:45
7f9f551a34

0 as sex to others

5

5

4

4

4

4 rducate

Other

2019-10-04 4:19:20
2019-10-04 4:23:03
36cf1ece38

For understanding each other, maintaining trust and love,care rather than just pleasure some emotional and sentimental values do matter
0
1
7
4
1

7

4

1

Pre-marital sex

2019-10-04 4:08:26
2019-10-04 4:16:48
c9229bf066
2019-10-04 4:10:23
2019-10-04 4:16:24
b6ae1bee4e

Between a consenting man and woman

4

1

1

1

1

1

1 don't know

7

6

7

2

6

6

6 Start with conversations.
2019-10-04
Sexuality
4:09:18
as
2019-10-04
a taboo restrains
4:14:56
3ef7d8e971
people from exploring their sexual realm.

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

5

5

3

3

3

3

3

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Between two consenting people regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
(includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

2iv6jqjdah7sx2iv6ig9c17aue9925ti
Man

26-39

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

k45sjxaquu2v2jpt73svve1k45sjxaqr
Woman

19-25

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

1zsybdr17rwb3qhtpyk1zsybd9enk4bb
Man

26-39

India

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

chos7u9fdo0rpqz1xwsmchosvqe02jpy
Woman

26-39

Singapore

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

2e684d0maq5vy2e684d7f56qwsh9i9pi
Man

19-25

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting man and woman

My own understanding of sexualities that exist in the world around me

3zahoyzvfjddx313zahtd3pm82eu22or
Man

26-39

India

1

40-60

Bangladesh

0 Family life/Cultural norms

y8btqdh85ywv4lz7jb52y8bteiejrqfu
Man

26-39

Bangladesh

0

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

x9v4byo4h92a673a92jgxx9v4k35emt2
Woman

19-25

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

o2vd4r7zry56e9rzyo2vd4rz9xydsy7p
Woman

19-25

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

xvcah3tzp6aphwgxvcjkgvjbsn5bbhsb
Man

19-25

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

19-25

United Arab Emirates

0

qxji5djj2koa0hlhfu8ef5qxji5cp08x
Man

40-60

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

pbswzwc1bienaab5f8pbswd0ouzx681r
Man

40-60

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

bhqc96njw1g7kkekjbhqlk929vruxemp
Woman

19-25

India

1

19-25

Bangladesh

0

Over 60

Philippines

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Heterosexual attraction

su4vwqj8oge5clk2g0ti8su4vwqjmm87
Man

19-25

India

1

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

7k7emoslefu42xn0l6za7k7ea7ei6i6m
Man

40-60

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Inner Voice/Instinct

7vvac2s8ci3u19qn0qd37vvac2jrjaxc
Man

Under 18

India

1

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)
Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

w8ngopetb7eon71j3w8ngoupt9bj3j6z
Man

19-25

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

uqx2yildcebvpn5sfd1uqx2lp2b2yu8s
Woman

19-25

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction

l82j7qsh0wjr3t0l82j94no5axhor70o
Man

26-39

India

1

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

wncooewno7lnat2de1490wncooehwi3h
Woman

19-25

British Indian Ocean Territory

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

tbsal3bn71emosz4zptbsasssooz407o
Man

19-25

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

kegh8nq0b5edke4dc4kegh8n55kbqv3q
Man

40-60

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

2tx35rtt9xfe68sw6k2tx35g9kkepyrs
Man

19-25

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

qgwfgo56m4lscdxjd9dqgwfgow7eh3t6
Gender Variant/Non-Conforming

Under 18

Canada

0

q3sa0r1qt3junirdme3fy4bwq3sa0r1q
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

mddhbads1jjfbaop4j0mddhbc3xh8tuz
Woman

19-25

India

1

Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of gender)
man and woman

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Between a consenting married man and woman

Masturbation

‘Sin’

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

7

2

2 It must start from 2019-10-04
home, parents,elder
3:28:36
2019-10-04
siblings. No
3:35:02
one
c082657786
must hesitate to talk about it.

6

6

5

6

5

5 By seeking help from
2019-10-04
a counselor,
3:27:23
friends
2019-10-04 3:32:24
895beec14e

0 Sex is good but never let lust overcome
1
your inner7self

5

3

1

7

5

3 In India it is believed
2019-10-04
to be a taboo,
3:21:59
2019-10-04
no community
3:30:40
shares
8cd20cfcd5
theri views openly, but if parents are encouraged to support their child

1 Fun

0
1

2

5

6

5

6

6

4

4

5

6

4 By books

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 I don't know

3

5

3

3

3

4

3

3 I don't know

7

7

3

2019-10-04 3:17:54
2019-10-04 3:21:33
19cc62d067
2019-10-04 3:17:07
2019-10-04 3:21:23
8a65be71ac
2019-10-04 3:09:47
2019-10-04 3:13:58
3208adc253

7

7

7

5

5

5

2019-10-04 2:16:14
2019-10-04 3:08:26
f44c7f88c6

4

5

5

7

2

5

4 2019-10-04 2:55:58
2019-10-04 3:02:09
e021a3baa3

For pleasure or desire

0 No opinion

1

5

1

1

1

6

1

1 Don't know

2019-10-04 2:45:55
2019-10-04 2:49:30
1f85fd1b6e

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

1

6

5

3

1

7

6

4

2019-10-04 2:37:35
2019-10-04 2:44:09
7e3fe48cd1

For pleasure or desire

0 No idea

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1 No idea

2019-10-04 2:32:53
2019-10-04 2:35:51
99c9d3a9ff
2019-10-04 2:27:27
2019-10-04 2:34:01
d19cc74721

1 They won't

4 By teaching n educating
2019-10-04
sex education
2:22:17
2019-10-04
to thm 2:28:04
968d4687cc

For pleasure or desire

0 It's good

5

5

5

6

5

5

6

6 I can't understand2019-10-04
your question.
2:20:31
2019-10-04 2:27:19
ebacde222f

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Not sure

7

7

7

7

6

7

7

7 Up to them

2019-10-04 2:22:29
2019-10-04 2:25:03
d66ffcd005

For pleasure or desire

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2019-10-04 2:22:07
2019-10-04 2:25:02
0584f94053

0 Sex is normal function as any other.
1

6

3

2

1

6

2

2 There’s no way one
2019-10-04
talks about
2:16:24
it because
2019-10-04
people
2:22:44
consider
174b998ed8
it as taboo

For pleasure or desire

1 Sex before marriage is generally 1prohibited

1

4

1

1

4

4

1

2019-10-04 2:08:40
2019-10-04 2:20:11
98f7ef5d5f

1

5

5

5

5

1

1 personali

2019-10-04 1:49:18
2019-10-04 2:12:42
255af8f3dd

0 Sex is something which add more1 love and understanding
7
with your 7soul mate and it can
4 be used to prob
1 create whenever
7 req.

7

1 Have never heard2019-10-04
of such things
2:03:30
about
2019-10-04
gurudwara
2:09:22
. They
bd573eb16e
are pure

0 No idea

1

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

5
4

5

5

5

4 Talk it out

2019-10-04 1:53:17
2019-10-04 1:58:40
9b96651fc9

6

2

1

1

1 Dont know

2019-10-04 2:00:10
2019-10-04 2:03:28
f0cbd5113b
2019-10-04 1:49:53
2019-10-04 1:54:32
c4f18e42f5

0 sex within married couple for repaxing
5
mind and body.
4

5

1

4

4

4

1 by providing the adult
2019-10-04
education
1:42:44
and
2019-10-04
couselling 1:51:02
for neefy
7300e84e6e
person.

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is essential for reproduction and
5 sustain pleasure5 in life

4

3

5

6

4

4 Rather they create
2019-10-04
sexual problem
1:35:03
2019-10-04
,by let us feel
1:41:58
thatd96e72314c
it sin to talk and think about sexuality

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Feelings
security)

1 Its right of everyone and for new 1genration

4

1

1

4

4

4

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

No

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Very disciplinary but necessary at3 the same time 4

4

3

5

5

2019-10-04 1:36:44
2019-10-04 1:40:52
9328ce9364

2

5

3

3 No Idea

2019-10-04 1:21:06
2019-10-04 1:37:07
306c5b4fba

5

6

5

6

2019-10-04 1:27:34
2019-10-04 1:33:34
af2ae76df4

0 I know very little, but sex is essential
1 as breathing and
4 couples should
5 have controlled1sex.

1

4

6

1 Give childern information
2019-10-04
about
1:18:39
sex2019-10-04
education. Many
1:27:06
14ff9c151b
chlidern get assaulted and they didn't even know what happened. It's ruinin

0 Not clear

1

1

1

7

7

1

7

7 No

2019-10-04 1:10:55
2019-10-04 1:26:33
6174de85ea

0 For generatoins only

4

7

7

4

1

7

7

1 Donot know

2019-10-04 1:19:21
2019-10-04 1:25:47
91fd7c28fc

5

5

1 It is creation of god

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 I cant say anything.
2019-10-04 0:59:38
2019-10-04 1:05:09
b0f9efbbcd

0

4

5

5

5

4

5

5

5

2019-10-04 0:50:57
2019-10-04 0:55:50
4feb8eef49

0 Cant answer

2

4

4

2

2

2

2

2 Cant answer

2019-10-04 0:42:15
2019-10-04 0:50:43
dbdbec8745

6

6

7

2019-10-04 0:42:07
2019-10-04 0:44:16
03e54e05f2

4

7

7

4 It is to be discussed
2019-10-04
in detail, not
0:37:48
here
2019-10-04 0:43:15
300a3de7d0

For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 No comments

3

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

4

1 Pro-creation

5

For love

5

6

For pleasure or desire

1

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

5
2

4

For pleasure or desire

For pro-creation For love

1

4

For love

Pre-marital sex

1

0 Ardaas

For love

For pro-creation For love

1

0 Its is a part of life

For love

For pro-creation For love

4

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation

Pre-marital sex

4

For pleasure or desire

Other

Masturbation

2019-10-04 3:30:53
2019-10-04 3:35:13
bf21aa7fd4

0 Well,sex is imp. As per i have been
6 told,acc to sikh7understanding, its
1 just a way to continue
1
the progeny.
2

0 Sex is for having baby

For pleasure or desire

Heterosexual attraction

2019-10-04 3:40:14
2019-10-04 3:45:35
983857ece1

4

1

For love

Pre-marital sex

2 Dont know

3

4

For pro-creation For love

Pre-marital sex

7

2

4

For pro-creation For love

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

7

1

6

For pro-creation For love

Pre-marital sex

2

5

0 I don't know

For love

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

2

4

7

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

7

5

4

For love

h5v9jjak2lafseah5v9j110t58oglt87
Man

7

1

Heterosexual attraction

pz27lpdwg34ak31eisdpz27lpd82es1t
Man

1

4

For love

Pre-marital sex

2019-10-04 3:57:37
2019-10-04 4:01:02
209bc759b9

1 I dont know.

4

Heterosexual attraction

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

3 Sex is so under rated
2019-10-04 4:05:40
2019-10-04 4:11:56
5b4c571eef
1

6

‘Sin’

Between a consenting man and woman

3
1

5

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting married man and woman
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

3
1

0 Sex is important for normal and happy
4
life. It gives 2u satisfaction if u 3enjoy it.

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Pre-marital sex

1
4

0 Its jss their own desires

Between a consenting married man and woman
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

4
1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Heterosexual attraction

‘Sin’

7
4

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Between a consenting married man and woman

4
4

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Between a consenting married man and woman

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

1
4

0 Sex is pious to a Sikh

2

2019-10-04 4:08:50
2019-10-04 4:12:04
834514b6df

0 It is part of being human
0

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

h15ojjckw1nrn2u6l1h15odbtjucyyjo
Man

Pre-marital sex

Any sexual thoughts or desires

e2ace7z46ajpfelm5lfe2acfgsjtdzcj
Man

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

3

1

Other
For love

2019-10-04 4:32:53
2019-10-04 4:38:56
e6cb4d6656

0 I dont have a "sikh" understanding
7 of sex

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

4

7

0 good

For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Being
security)
more aware of oneself

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

7

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pleasure or desire

Any sexual thoughts or desires

2019-10-04 4:36:12
2019-10-04 4:40:18
4beb5895ca

1 Human life's relationship with sex7is very important4
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

2 Don't know
7 Not aware

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

7
7

For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

7
7

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between a consenting married man and woman

7
2

For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

7
7

For pro-creation For love

Friends

1
7

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Other

7
7

For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

7

0 I have known Sikh people who believe
7
that sex is what
7
is called lust.7I believe that Gurbani
7
says that lust4 is something that
7 takes over our sound
7
minds inhibiting
3 Byour
being
interests
more open
and
2019-10-04
intellectuallity
to the teenagers
4:27:32
to2019-10-04
perform
and educating
other
4:39:43
activities
them
ccf639e501
about
that can
sexuality
give pleasurable
freely. And not
experience
just by telling
and make
themus
what
happy
is written
in this in
life.
G

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting man and woman

1 Don't know

For love

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

3riircn6f0s91dciufb1ml3riirt3wrj
Man

For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

For love

2019-10-04 5:04:18
2019-10-04 5:09:19
e27428aa19

0 our Gurus have considered everybody
3
an equal and
4 it also teaches to
4 respect everyone
3 no matter what3their sexual prefrences
4
and identity3 are. Sex is not given
3 They
much
areimprotance
not really
2019-10-04
open
except
about
for4:23:32
procreation
this 2019-10-04
topic. Mostly
under
4:41:03
sikh
sikhism.
b8a03a4a54
Community
This belief
have
is rigid
backed
andby
negative
certain opinions
rational reasons
about sexuality
which i and
believe
other
are
issu
c

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love
Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires
Between a consenting married man and woman

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

1

2019-10-04 5:42:44
2019-10-04 5:47:09
271861913a

4
4

3

1

1

India

Other

2019-10-04 6:38:55
2019-10-04 6:44:13
14d57a1190

Other

4

For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Pre-marital sex

2019-10-04 6:58:30
2019-10-04 7:01:57
07cd2ff528

0 Satisfying the urge of love,emotion
4 and body for well
7 being of self and
7 the larger society
4 as well.

0

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Other

3

For love

19-25

0 Family life/Cultural norms

5

Any sexual thoughts or desires

2nh7z3da7itq80o2rwl2nh7z7fb3i1ix
Woman

Pakistan

7

6

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

26-39
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1 Don't know

0 Family life/Cultural norms

l0vdh7n6vqpb6k8l0vdy0q8hltebtyxp
Man

2

7

Pakistan
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4
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Bangladesh

India

7

7

40-60
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1

4

26-39
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Man

1 I don't know

4
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Man

0
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2019-10-04 6:48:21
6fc347d5a0

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
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Man
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4 I can not say

7

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

19-25

6
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Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
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gender) two consenting
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people
two consenting
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committed
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anyrelationship
number
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Woman

7
7
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Other

7
4

1

0

0

6
5

7

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

5
7

4

India

India

7
7

1

19-25

Mauritius

2
4

0 Sex is a part in love, but love is not
7 for only sex

19-25

19-25

0 I clearly have no idea
1 Pro creation and need of body

0 Don't know

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

26-39

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire

For love

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

c0cbov2j7840mc0cb6q8lpiwz9ao55js
Gender Variant/Non-Conforming

2019-10-04 7:14:48
2019-10-04 7:18:54
addca6ea60

4 By putting up talks2019-10-04
and opening
7:01:32
the2019-10-04
minds of Sikhis
7:06:39
7f0e0144bf

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

g06d91dm84rygjdir587g06d9vxu3q9l
Woman

2019-10-04 8:09:57
2019-10-04 8:12:57
64d7fc85c9

7

7

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Masturbation

4slrqhea6sfg35jt4slrqsou2594gmle
Woman

1

7 Acceptance

7

7

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Pre-marital sex

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

2ccbdipwmlenzwqc8g72ccbelhrfhvka
Woman

Australia

7

7

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Pre-marital sex

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

7

7

1 WHO HAS A CONTROL OVER BODY
7
AND MIND7AND " KAAM KRODH
7
LOBH MOH7HUNKAR AND BE CONTENT AND
7 HAPPY AND DO
7 SEVA, AND BELIEVE
5 Through
IN VAND
Gurbani
CHHAKO
2019-10-04
Quotes.TE NAAM
6:34:12
2019-10-04
JAPO
6:43:28
59cfe7a5f9

For pro-creation

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Heterosexual attraction

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

7

7

7

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

7

7

For pleasure or desire

Same-sex attraction

Any sexual thoughts or desires

26-39
19-25

lohqk06tfl1h6z8clohqk0irrvqhra28
Man

7

7

0 Sex is given as as gift by God, therefore
7
it being something
7
that has 7a lot of meaning, 4sex is needed to pro
6 create

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

rafzfa8fvel67db5rafzfas4iiqechw8
Woman

7

0

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

ie7dxjc7czh994362ympvnie7dxji1yn
Woman

1 Sikhism has always celebrated sex.
7
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)
Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

0

For pro-creation For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting man and woman

Media (including pornography,
Other
television,
347302822311
social media, etc)

India

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires
‘Sin’

Between a consenting married man and woman

19-25
19-25

India

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

yflfcx9xqgtdznd9was69yflfckvb2t4
Man

2019-10-04 8:53:05
2019-10-04 9:01:29
2bdb2b8bfb

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting man and woman

miyzg7oovcitnmiyze7n8syqvqtw42ws
Man

2019-10-04 9:06:07
2019-10-04 9:09:34
a98e84a11b
1. By compensating
2. By teaching him
2019-10-04 8:48:44
2019-10-04 8:58:10 5360937473

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman
Between a consenting married man and woman

9pkjop5a04576pw03u09pkjop4bbpbzf
Woman

19-25

For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Other

19-25

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

1

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting man and woman

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

0
0 Nil

2019-10-04 11:37:13
2019-10-04 11:41:27
33b8b064fe

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

For pleasure or desire
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

Same-sex attraction

gm1etiflfb8ts4xgm1etifec295nbmhv
Woman

b6phy9wcrjm4lijvu6b6phyw84g3wihc
Man

For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

2019-10-04 12:45:55
2019-10-04 12:50:37
d714b87631

For love
For pro-creation For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Heterosexual attraction

2019-10-04 12:58:16
2019-10-04 13:02:54
676a88f87a

For pro-creation For love
For love

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

4

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

5

0 I think its plain simple a man and5a woman in a married
5
institution should
6
have sex and
4 not look at anyone
5 outside the marriage.
5
Its mutual5respect and love 5that
YouTube
my sikhism
videos.
teaches
2019-10-04
interactive
me . social
12:31:21
media
2019-10-04
pages.
12:35:37
Nice813aebe70d
short animated clips maybe that I could show to my son.

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

1vumf285b06sg1vtvlguhihb09sbiw6t
Man

For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)
Other

For pro-creation

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Media (including pornography,
Other
television,
It's all about
social perspective
media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

1

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

5
7

7

4

0 No idea

5

4

1

4

4

4

4 It may help developing
2019-10-04
healthy0:34:17
living
2019-10-04
and stop all
0:41:52
those
ddbaa7d5ae
immoral thongs happening arround.

0

3

5

4

1

4

5

2

1 By openly describing
2019-10-04
the whole
0:21:21
thing
2019-10-04 0:27:41
9ca20ef257

0 Je ne sais pas.

3

7

1

1

2

4

4

4

2019-10-04 0:24:35
2019-10-04 0:27:24
61a04f1060

For pleasure or desire

0 Don't know

2

7

4

4

2

2

2

2 Don't know

2019-10-04 0:04:22
2019-10-04 0:09:40
86062e5d39

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sharing Souls, consensual, love 4
& compassion

7

7

6

5

7

7

6 There isn

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

gvzvwuxk3uzb39pgvzvwuoomt9yrg83e
Man

19-25

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

5ui9m56y5o7uakd5g45ui9m5cgys69me
Woman

19-25

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

ujmqdhgwzxspidoi185bwujmqdha5uzz
Man

19-25

Pakistan

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

ewbyawbo3da8q1ewb4czormwjmgtwm33
Woman

19-25

Bangladesh

1

erap18yl0c274ec5erap182oqpdvgtgd
Woman

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between a consenting man and woman

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Any sexual thoughts or desires

0pxbx8h0bqver0qxr3c50pxbxbm0wrda
Woman

19-25

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

fk6n2cb2tuwl6wqfk6n2cbafagkv9of7
Woman

19-25

Pakistan

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

t3qeu6ox3tv68jts5iq4t3qeao9wnzwq
Prefer not to answer

19-25

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Heterosexual attraction

bmvcl5akh1iyt0uhmv1bmvcl5akf4by2
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

ehc6dj814mx11sag7dpehc6dj8t192vr
Woman

19-25

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

For love

2

2

2

1

1

3

1 No

1

4

4

1

1

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Sex is a basic desire of human 1

2

7

1

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 dont know

2019-10-03 18:33:56
2019-10-03 18:38:31
fe67ee2e0b

1

2019-10-03 18:24:26
2019-10-03 18:29:23
3be394f5b9

7

1 People but brakes2019-10-03
barris to talk
18:14:26
about
2019-10-03
sex
18:23:32
2f227ab4e7

1

4

4

2019-10-03 17:59:00
2019-10-03 18:06:03
2a3640a0c1

1 Normal

7

7

7 Social media

2019-10-03 17:52:12
2019-10-03 17:58:34
7daebb77c8
2019-10-03 17:38:37
2019-10-03 17:44:44
b1c521175c

7

1

1

1

7

1

1 Idk

0 I am not a sikh but still took the test,
7 i am sick basically.
7

7

7

1

7

7

1 Just educate kids 2019-10-03
in school 17:28:11
2019-10-03 17:32:37
9f3aebaa69

0 i dont know

1

1

1

6

1

1 i dont know

azghrrvwl82jrxyz5razghr8ao9xjyzz
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0

yzs1u16vsv5uizepv39yzs1uijkw1io3
Woman

19-25

Pakistan

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’
Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction

xmkoyca1iiua87ehtk6mxmkoyca4y968
Woman

19-25

India

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

0v5k80jel7vt6kd0v5kd9jf8ecmlnkp6
Woman

40-60

Pakistan

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

5raago5hsabtfc915raaxzlbzvgoffw6
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

kep46kzpnpbmnzxkep46k9x8gboc3vmh
Man

19-25

Pakistan

0

t1wnb9ik0br6aav0t1wnbrjsrsgiz1d4
Man

19-25

India

0

Between a consenting man and woman
Between a consenting man and woman

Masturbation
Pre-marital sex

Any sexual thoughts or desires

2019-10-03 17:26:24
2019-10-03 17:30:19
ff303b8f5c

0 It is an act of love between two married
4
people with6 the intent to fulfill6 emotional, physical
4 and social needs.
4

6

5

4 by being open to discuss
2019-10-03
and 17:17:25
listen2019-10-03
to understand
17:24:02
332f50db12

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

4

4

4

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

6

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire

Heterosexual attraction

4

4

7

For love
For pro-creation For love

4

7

For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

1 I dont know really

5

For pro-creation For love

Heterosexual attraction

For pleasure or desire

2
1

3

1 Its all about loveing each other sex
1 is a part of human
1 life and love is
7 most importantfor
4 a good relationship
1

Any sexual thoughts or desires

‘Sin’

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

Media (including pornography,
Other
television,
My boyfriend
social media, etc)

1 dont kno
For pleasure or desire

For love
All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

For love

Masturbation
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting man and woman

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of gender)
man and woman

4

4

0 I have no idea

2

1

0 Sin

1
1

4

4

4

2

1

1

1

1

2019-10-03 17:09:03
2019-10-03 17:14:25
1edaaaab32
I am nor sikh thats2019-10-03
why i have17:06:54
no idea
2019-10-03 17:11:12
5ac25fba37

1

2019-10-03 16:54:41
2019-10-03 16:59:38
5f88c6c080

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

4

4

1

1

5

5

1

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Sex is goodthing being a normal 4person

6

5

4

3

5

5

4 Discussing it logically
2019-10-03 16:47:27
2019-10-03 16:53:31
b3702e6509

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire

1 Need

5

5

5

4

3

3

4

5 Throught small lectures
2019-10-03
where16:47:00
sikhs2019-10-03
are in a handful
16:51:44
57cf6792ac

1 Dont know

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

1

2019-10-03 16:53:23
2019-10-03 16:58:18
46e4033cb9

2019-10-03 16:43:10
2019-10-03 16:47:18
a57f82e3c0

0 .

2

6

6

3

2019-10-03 16:41:59
2019-10-03 16:45:35
4f185d7cd1

1 Don't know

No opinion
Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)
Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

‘Sin’

Between a consenting man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

p5d4k134k10ynoq02v3mzw12v9p5d4k1
Man

19-25

Pakistan

0

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
.
social media, etc)

0i0fi4sh2cbybhilnlj10i0fiyvepdp5
Woman

19-25

India

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

uv8rqliyflzzd4nws2uv8r5v06yxwpo2
Woman

19-25

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

fa4tcly1qm5koqni6k2fa4tcl842fh8k
Woman

19-25

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

vi35glatel1mikeflamip57vi35glptc
Man

19-25

India

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)
Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

2pwi2x5gnss2ry2bazjn2pwislza01za
Man

19-25

India

0

ermdcxdh4wq7qqsq7xtuermdcxloyhnb
Woman

Under 18

Malaysia

1 Family life/Cultural norms

4e6029z12df1aqz8u0i4e6029gfr3lgc
Woman

19-25

India

0

56ly4a2xi852vo6hs56npsvb8t2dkpzk
Woman

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

w2v4g37ta9t8epnfwbkkwbiw2v4g3r9i
Man

40-60

China

0

x4hhczcy48zuizx4hh0fyllfgk8twls6
Man

19-25

Pakistan

1

d8tnv7e0nwr3hrmjcd8tnvt883wgpdpb
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0

cy5i1nrlauvgchnarvcy5i4pmof0i8fg
Woman

19-25

India

1

2o26t7f6jlk5fte6m8nz2o260j22lg10
Woman

19-25

Pakistan

0

cw1321pcj7ii9hgwcw1i30d8eqv7nptd
Woman

Under 18

India

1

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Between a consenting married man and woman

‘Sin’

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

For love
Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

1

1

1

1 .

5

5

5

4

2

5

4

4 .

0 I am not a sikh so do not know 5

7

7

1

3

1

4

4

4

4

5

4

4

4 I have no idea since
2019-10-03 16:04:47
2019-10-03 16:09:26
b6e4da873d

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

5

5

5

5

5

5

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

1

2

2

1

2

2

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire

0 No idea as I'm not a sikh

2

7

7

7

For pro-creation For love
For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pro-creation For love

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires
Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
(includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Heterosexual attraction

For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Media (including pornography,
Other
television,
Some time
socialI feel
media,
love
Between
etc)
whenaam
consenting
with my love
married
my body
couple
is just
(regardless
attract towards
of gender)
him feel some type of craving to kiss him

5xgxlvhrxtrhxyc8qrk55xgxlvnnedpj
Gender Variant/Non-Conforming

26-39

India

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

19-25

United Arab Emirates

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

zga7zwafhmvw1567z4uzga7zwqvlhvmk
Woman

19-25

Pakistan

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

‘Sin’

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

iybbwzymexdat5qk9edimiybbwzls59c
Woman

19-25

India

0

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

apscpzcz64weveh2pdapscpz6z2fn655
Man

26-39

Pakistan

0

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

rimzsf685n6inom6v5rimzui9pxwu4cn
Man

19-25

India

0

26-39

United Arab Emirates

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Media (including pornography,
Other
television,
That's social
many ways
media,
Between
other
etc) butaIconsenting
can't express
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Between a consenting man and woman

kyw7p4kiw8k94kyw7p16kuqdv6617cod
Man

40-60

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

iznvdgr3knja3ss53iznvdl45jxrnwp4
Man

19-25

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting married man and woman

6pz5k4dxuph56pzoapb59vse4zhdst4p
Man

19-25

Singapore

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)
Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

‘Sin’

Between a consenting man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Heterosexual attraction

Pre-marital sex

Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

1nitfqtq8cxdcfgl61nitfigp916yxc7
Man

19-25

India

0

26-39

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

hnpqnohlevjqthhnpqv4c4sdkm1affcu
Woman

Under 18

India

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

mtasikdowevfabgmtasixsnvsbqg3vo4
Woman

19-25

India

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

9djonva14ajb72t939djkdvyyrarws94
Man

40-60

Pakistan

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

‘Sin’

5

7

6

3

6

7

7 by socializing

2019-10-03 14:48:08
2019-10-03 14:52:31
2e34273737

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 asd

2019-10-03 14:48:08
2019-10-03 14:50:41
d9867289ca

0 If we love someone then we would
6 like to feel that 7feelings.... Share 7our thoughts with 5whom we love by6physically but if second
7
person also
7 feel the same....5There's
Like any
noother
right to
Community,
anybody
2019-10-03
for
We..as
having
14:28:05
2019-10-03
Sikh
physically
also right
14:48:42
attached
to speak
93944fd389
without
openly....if
second
weperson's
are having
consent....
issues.. Although
If we to speak
it's create
openly
ourwith
kid's...
anyone.
Whic

Ok

0 Don't want to answer

4

6

6

6

4

5

5

5

2019-10-03 14:32:05
2019-10-03 14:37:09
9fbf317b1c

1 Fuck

5

4

5

4

2

2

3

3 Fuck off

2019-10-03 14:23:09
2019-10-03 14:26:03
1c1176decd

1

4

7

1

1

2019-10-03 14:06:31
2019-10-03 14:10:58
aad46e5ef6

4

4

1

4

4

4 Nothing

2019-10-03 14:00:16
2019-10-03 14:03:24
b6c74339b5

1

1

2

1

1

1 Don't know

2019-10-03 13:52:10
2019-10-03 14:03:22
803e89b9a2

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is a way to express love and5want wjich they have
7
for their partner
1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Nothing

4

4

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Dnt know

1

4
5

5

4

5

6

7

6 Keep it normal

2019-10-03 13:59:26
2019-10-03 14:01:42
862db18ccb

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2 I don't know

2019-10-03 13:49:32
2019-10-03 13:58:21
d932379d63

For pleasure or desire

0 no idea

7

7

7

5

6

6

6

6 no suggestion

2019-10-03 13:31:43
2019-10-03 13:49:57
67abcca79f

0 Its just a process of continuing our
4 generation further
5 and attaching them
7
to the beauty2 of gurbani

2

5

7

2 They must organise
2019-10-03
counseling
13:41:36
sessions
2019-10-03
for particular
13:45:59
4e506b7879
groups,individuals.

0 Life and love

7

5

7

7

7 Love

4

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

7

7

7

2019-10-03 13:38:54
2019-10-03 13:41:53
dceb7bada8

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Pre-marital sex

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Not to say

7

7

4

4

7

7

7

2019-10-03 13:35:18
2019-10-03 13:40:36
488028c1c1

Heterosexual attraction

Pre-marital sex

For pro-creation

For pleasure or desire

0 It's basis of new life and comfort 4
for oneself

7

7

3

4

4

4

4 Hmmm

2019-10-03 13:33:46
2019-10-03 13:40:08
b4ef3a83bf

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

2

7

7

4

1

7

7

4

2019-10-03 13:32:27
2019-10-03 13:35:04
c2d74c8004

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I M not a Sikh

4

7

7

3

3

7

7

3 Idk

2019-10-03 13:30:54
2019-10-03 13:34:09
d27ebbca5b

1

1

3

5

4

1

3

4

1

2019-10-03 13:15:52
2019-10-03 13:24:10
2e6c2485d4
2019-10-03 13:02:32
2019-10-03 13:14:23
f153974d71

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Heterosexual attraction

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

For pleasure or desire

19-25

India

0

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting man and woman
Between two consenting people regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For love

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

vlemdv7hvvnojxwvlemdat0slsgltlpd
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

uu2zj4h5ozep6jscuu2f97vga5kf8xkv
Man

19-25

Canada

0

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

xfdbq49fi5ixfdf6errm1dqpru6shgsf
Woman

19-25

Canada

1

cvy9qy3av9eis9nxcvy8mz1e0p7pfuey
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

1

1

1

1

2

4

3

0

4

6

6

4

5

4

4

4

0 It's purely a religious concept

7

7

7

7

4

7

7

7 Talk about it. Sex 2019-10-03
education is13:08:45
really2019-10-03
important to
13:14:01
deal5168536fca
with problems these days

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

2019-10-03 13:18:29
2019-10-03 13:22:51
7bd32cbd77

0 I don't have any idea about that, 5
sadly, because I haven't
7
met one yet.
4 But I'm sure many of them would4be accepting towards
6
all sexual orientations since pretty much everyone2019-10-03
has access13:05:20
to media
2019-10-03
now. Every
13:12:29
community
a6b4227b39
has those who are tolerant AND intolerant towards something tha
0

4

4

4

1

7

1

1

2019-10-03 13:03:45
2019-10-03 13:08:29
c0e726a49d

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is only for procreation .

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 idk

2019-10-03 13:05:30
2019-10-03 13:07:45
53c9179abf

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I dont know

4

5

2

1

5

2

2

1 Education

2019-10-03 13:03:13
2019-10-03 13:06:24
a7c637ff73

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 procreation, love, binding a marriage
6

6

4

3

1

5

5

3 educate, expose 2019-10-03 12:58:30
2019-10-03 13:03:03
45368e7341

0 just another part of one's life

5

2

2

1

5

3

1 educations, seminars,
2019-10-03
focus groups
1:57:19
2019-10-03
but all within
2:01:00
the a322097b84
realm of Gurbani

6

5

1

1

6

5

1 Via internet chats 2019-10-02
to keep people
6:07:11
anonymous
2019-10-02 6:11:32
1e6b9e1abb

For pro-creation
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex for procreation and for the divine
7
connection of5 two bodies to seek
5 pleasure together.
3

7

6

5

3 By identifying issues
2019-10-02
of sexuality
5:13:01
between
2019-10-02
different
5:17:32
age
91ef2d850d
groups. Younger people seeing the value of being in healthy sexual relat

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
. security)

1 .

7

7

1

1

7

7

1

1 Being less misogynistic/transphobic/homophobic,
2019-10-02 0:34:32
2019-10-02 0:39:14
and8b894ae210
healing their ties to their own indigenous forms of (monastic!) knowledge

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Only when married

7

7

7

5

6

6

6

6

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 From women, Gurus, Kings/Singhs
4 and Queens/Kaur
6 are born. Gotta
5 have sex to create
5 life.

4

5

4

3 Create safe spaces
2019-10-01
in Gurduaras;
12:40:02
Conduct
2019-10-01
webinars
12:48:19
2c18c9a0cb
on the topic of sexuality

6

6

6

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

1

Pre-marital sex

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

For pleasure or desire
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between a consenting man and woman

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

6
7

1 No idea. I am non sikh with Sikh 6
partners.

j7b78p9ah104djj7jsj7b780i6qrzkjl
Prefer not to answer

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

2019-10-03 15:06:01
2019-10-03 15:08:17
a03a28b143

1 nothing
0 must

0 No ideas

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

1

4

For pleasure or desire

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Canada

4

For pleasure or desire

0

26-39

4

For love

Bangladesh

e43m50dk3kshh3wpo8e43m50dvy75c9p
Woman

4

For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Self-discovery

6

2019-10-03 14:35:15
2019-10-03 14:38:28
bcf78a06a8

19-25

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

6

2019-10-03 14:40:01
2019-10-03 14:46:48
2febfbb75d

wni6zyl8reyu7h1hdt1i6nswni6zy82c
Woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

5

For pleasure or desire

For love

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

1

For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

2019-10-03 15:24:23
2019-10-03 15:26:36
2e936682dd

1 l

5 I'm not surr

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

1

1

7

0

0

2

7

India

0

6

7

19-25

0 Family life/Cultural norms

7

5

31671k8xontjcvbei6j31671k8x994x5
Woman

United States

6

7

For pro-creation For love

Canada

4

7

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

India

1

0 A soulful connection of 2 people.7

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

India

3

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

19-25

2019-10-03 15:27:29
2019-10-03 15:29:12
71bb1d3623

1 women

For love

0

19-25

4

1

India

Under 18

4

4

India

Under 18

4

4

19-25

ranshb9liogin12sn7dg2anranshbo3n
Man

4

4

19-25

ci7rvms2k5rl2zsci7rjszzao3k24zec
Woman

2019-10-03 15:24:13
2019-10-03 15:31:31
de301a30e2

4

1

5gx9o6lmvgx75gxkjqbmnk6igsc74jbk
Woman

j2ozhsuioqoanu9plpj67j2ozhsufurs
Man

4

4

4

1xslcxaiiwkpio92htwl1xslc76vc993
Woman

e4eg1olughaw2p2oe4eg1oa6iyfbba5z
Woman

7 By removing the typical
2019-10-03
narrow
15:27:54
mentality
2019-10-03
if possible...
15:33:07
c82112539b

4

7

4

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

hzpsv3o07y7zecolepputhzpsrtcjn59
Man

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Pre-marital sex

7

3

1

1

For pro-creation For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Heterosexual attraction

2019-10-03 15:48:04
2019-10-03 15:53:07
7c2e0bef72

7

1

0 Not sure

0 Can't say anything

Any sexual thoughts or desires

gttr9gojmwdk4ace8gbgttr9gojct6ja
Woman

2019-10-03 16:06:07
2019-10-03 16:09:24
5dca4c6fa6

2

0 Sex is the type of physical and mental
1
activity that 6will unite together5with full of blessings
1

For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

2019-10-03 16:16:07
2019-10-03 16:20:36
3daa689b46
2019-10-03 16:03:22
2019-10-03 16:10:56
44bc53f76a

1

For pleasure or desire

Other

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

1

For pleasure or desire

Same-sex attraction

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

ysuqi2jsi3tmjeya2xdysuqilggmtvdt
Man

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married man and woman

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For love

Between a consenting married man and woman
Between a consenting man and woman

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Pre-marital sex

‘Sin’

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires
Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

0 Consensual between man and woman
1

Its normal part of humianity, dont shame on it or shy away from the topic
2019-10-01 21:23:26
2019-10-01 21:28:56
34d3d8db6c

Open debates with different age groups. Plan design course for each age to make them aware about what is going to happen in

Our most of lectures are abut ideal word where real life is missing. For example to tell kids: if you get in drugs you may be like th
4ov63n6gd25wsqib9q4ov63n6g7olxr5
Man

40-60

Canada

1

52nkui8uw9pmna6bo097ix87352nkuie
Woman

40-60

Australia

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television,
Need more
socialopen
media,
debates
Between
etc) ina Sikh
consenting
society
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

lrhfahaujuronjnaxlrhs97z7uih0i4x
Man

26-39

Norway

1

ne2iq7umzbwzl4ekb7c2yne2idsx9fwj
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

kwn4mou2rsjhmdshvxkwn4moj5z8lrxh
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Other

Same-sex attraction

psychological works eg Jungian thought, Indian n other spiritual perspectives
Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
Work social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

19-25

United States

1

Any sexual thoughts or desires

9vouh67o0vpk0rvv9vou1xecgbenyzpr
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

2awhvjl2hpvy309olvtd2awhvj0g4hc7
Man

19-25

India

1

Between two consenting people regardless
‘Sin’
of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires
‘Sin’

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Heterosexual attraction

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

p493db47mcpziblxjxp493dbosmecbew
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

40-60

India

1

n9o8l9qhk48ve0wtvn9o8ldx2ytf0kao
Man

19-25

Russia

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Any sexual thoughts or desires

g886truy6jzdn8l57sg886trah82qjev
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

Any sexual thoughts or desires

36l9gbz0hd7q15zgce36l9gbzzm1rzmd
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting married man and woman

19-25

Canada

1

19-25

United States

1

26-39

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

3ngq6c462646fpq4tun3ngq6cz3z39pr
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

pb9tpjoqtxx1d0ipb9tceoypjipxs3hi
Woman

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

40-60

Canada

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

tq1sl92acu74srlz1nbtq1saff5u68mx
Man

26-39

United States

1

26-39

Canada

1

u3s1oao3gu9dov2pkyexbyu3s1oddubl
Man

19-25

Canada

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

z0092wyh08lnq2vl3z0092wybagf65zf
Woman

40-60

United Kingdom

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

jrh71sfoxmxqt4ysa095yjrh712i64gw
Man

40-60

United States

1

Other

Between a consenting married man and woman

Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

u8jlxe0vcgs2vnv5g4mouu8jlxe0xlsu
Woman

40-60

United States

0 Family life/Cultural norms

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

dvje98nsi6giv5tkxrtwdvje98nnw4sn
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

sdcjp0fpxmwnlbsdcjpqdwnzozhjsurg
Man

19-25

United States

1

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

‘Sin’

3umpkvp6lpsu4t1mxf3umpkvh5t31j7h
Man

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Between a consenting married man and woman

‘Sin’

5cp5bk4pojzv5cp5x1td0eyfav3cnvh3
Man

19-25

United Kingdom

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

8pabg2h8lq13smgz0d8pabg07lqw7m1e
Woman

26-39

India

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

j87hj0555xpxq0xajkq8pj87hj05e0i1
Woman

40-60

n2xewkgr5srh03otn2olo5uc1s3biov9
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

ke9y2qrjh4og26oke9y2daxmazkatai0
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

26-39

United Kingdom

0 Family life/Cultural norms

40-60

Canada

0 Family life/Cultural norms

jkw3vkgwqad2kd52uvjkw3vz22nzzqfr
Man

40-60

Canada

0 Family life/Cultural norms

nf0ok4wq3b5un8keqk4cwnf0ok4wq3jp
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

0

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

atikoalbo0ed9deqqg6atikoa014qryb
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

0

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

u9jxgnpocz6400i22osow3u9jxgh370m
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

0 Family life/Cultural norms

gvgy5oouvcogl767op09ngvgy5oz8bdo
Man

40-60

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

9014uo2apdve2s2c9014uo228kk0kmd1
Woman

40-60

Canada
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2 Bring the norms and
2019-09-30
understanding
20:06:57
2019-09-30
to Western 20:10:45
practices
1541eba519
5 Reduce the stigma
2019-09-30
and have open
18:56:12
sessions
2019-09-30 19:00:29
7809c2a594

4

1

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I believe it strengthens the relationshio
5

3

4

4

4

4

4

4 By explaining Sikhi
2019-09-30
angle on this
11:54:32
topic
2019-09-30 12:01:53
2571ac4dfa

For pleasure or desire

0 Since we consider that after being
7 amrit dhari we have
7
to keep away7from par istri par1pursh sang ,so I think
2
that this means
7 we have to refrain
7 from having sexual
1 Theythoughts
cannot. about
2019-09-30
anyone ,other
11:37:00
than
2019-09-30
our better
11:42:39
half.dbfa6809fe
So in sikhi i think sexual relationship is considered good among married c

For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Pre-marital sex
Pre-marital sex

4

4

4

4

4

4

2019-09-30 11:37:35
2019-09-30 11:41:04
fa4b62f663

4

4

4

4

4

4 By gurmat

2019-09-30 11:18:42
2019-09-30 11:26:50
a5bd7737c5

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 it is not a bad thing.

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4 using seminars , discussions
2019-09-30 11:17:10
2019-09-30 11:20:27
0f5bbd02b3

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It exists

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4 To discuss/touch 2019-09-30
the topics 8:46:19
2019-09-30 8:51:36
8cd1670563

0 Don’t no

1

4

1

1

4

4

4

4 Don’t no

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman
Between a consenting man and woman
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

1 nothinh

5

5

1 Although I don’t know much about
1 Sikhism’s perspective
4
on sex, in my
4 opinion, the idea
1 is not openly talked
2
about and is2often resisted.

2

1 Most are mute on2019-09-30
the idea. 5:09:52
2019-09-30 5:17:27
88c95fba25

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 Not sure. Not silkh

1

1 Not sure

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For pleasure or desire

Pre-marital sex

For love
For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Other

1

5
3

5
7

2019-09-30 5:59:08
2019-09-30 6:02:17
3a915b7626
2019-09-30 2:38:28
2019-09-30 2:51:52 7094811258

0 Sex is between a married man and
7 woman (there are
7 only 2 genders)
7 for the purpose 7of procreation.

4

2

7

7 Ban homosexuals2019-09-30 2:07:56
2019-09-30 2:13:07
11b2b9f8a8

1

5

5

5

1

5

5

5

0 It’s a part of life.

4

7

7

5

4

7

7

5 With an educational
2019-09-30
program 1:02:38
2019-09-30 1:07:46
b16907fb8f

0 It is purely for creating a family 2

5

3

2

5

4

4 More awareness 2019-09-29 23:34:32
2019-09-29 23:44:13
8d2b88e7d4

3

2 Sikhs need to accept/meet/acknowledge
2019-09-29 23:00:25
2019-09-29
modernism
23:07:58
034f1ee93b
better when it comes to sexuality.

4

5

4

0 Kam or sexual desire should be controlled
2
and only7 used for reproduction
1

4

3

3

1

1

1

1

7

1

1 Provide religious background
2019-09-29 21:58:15
of Sikh
2019-09-29
sexual history
22:07:17
ina3440917cb
true way not to mislead people

5

5

6

4 By having open dialogue
2019-09-29
that 21:54:56
its not2019-09-29
a taboo. 22:00:41
f5d26902e5

1

7

7

4 Seminar

0 Sexual relationship can transcend
5 to spiritual connection
5
when the underlying
5
bases is3 love.
1 Idk

1

7

7

2019-09-30 1:22:35
2019-09-30 1:29:32
c23165e27a

4

2019-09-29 22:18:14
2019-09-29 22:23:03
d207449d9e

2019-09-29 19:15:59
2019-09-29 19:20:12 7666332840

For strengthening the marital relationship
0 Sex acknowledges
- the Sikh Institution
the biological
of marriage
3position
(and
of human
all historic
7 beings
institutions
to be either
of7Marriage)
XX or XY
has
and
always
the
6 ability
exclusively
for the been
exchange
5
defined
of gametes
as between
5 to occur
two sexually
via intercourse,
5 complimentary
Gurbani
3individuals.
recognizes
We need strongly
Rakat 2019-09-29
and
reiterate
Bind that
and
18:19:01
the
the2019-09-29
householders
production of
18:40:46
human
life 74629a8859
(pursuing
life viaabiological
family) is mechanisms
the only avenue
- mechanisms
within which
that
a sexual
effect the
relationship
biochemistr
is

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Depends
security)
on individual experinece
0 Sikhism in it's pure orthodox form7is very restrictive7and only permits4sex between married
2
couples of opposite
4
sex. It has5a traditionalionak3heteronormative 2family
Theystructure
need to as
reform
it's
2019-09-29
ideal
and reject
and 8:57:20
Gurbani
fundamentalist
2019-09-29
itself demonized
interpretations
9:07:19
2810cc8f15
any deviation
of Sikhism
fromand
thisadopt
norm.newer
This is
scientific
why I personally
explanations
consider
of sexuality
myselfan
an
Other

Love

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

7 More youth to be 2019-09-29
involved in discussions
8:16:50
2019-09-29
about 8:23:16
this topic
94ec49169a

0

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

2019-09-29 6:58:12
2019-09-29 7:02:57
7c6535b59f

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

1 Na

5

6

6

5

5

5

5

5 Be open

2019-09-29 5:57:47
2019-09-29 6:01:01
3311f6cda8

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire

0 Married man and woman can have
7 sex, nothing else
7 rest is part of lust
7

7

7

7

7

7 Read Gurugranth 2019-09-29
sahib this will
5:41:03
help
2019-09-29
every one 5:49:40
being091d77e11f
with a directon

1 Love

4

3

3

3

3

5

3

6

0

6

7

7

7

7

7

7

For pleasure or desire

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2019-09-29 3:54:30
2019-09-29 3:58:54
60a00d5906

For pro-creation

For pleasure or desire

0 N

2

3

4

2

1

4

4

3 Respect

2019-09-29 2:27:48
2019-09-29 2:32:39
d7ca5ca5e9

For pro-creation

For pleasure or desire

0 Pleasure

4

2

2

3

3

3

5

1

2019-09-29 2:03:21
2019-09-29 2:05:51
c7f196a3ad

6

6

4 I don't know

2019-09-29 0:52:55
2019-09-29 0:58:05
adce76f429

For pleasure or desire
For love

‘Sin’

For love

Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

7

5

0 I have no answer

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Any sexual thoughts or desires

7

5

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

Heterosexual attraction

7

5

0

0 i dont nkow
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

4

0 Sex sustains human life - it’s procreation,
1
but Sikhs6 tend to not understand
3
sexuality beyond
2
that as much
1 as I recognize 6in myself

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Between a consenting married man and woman
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

Two fold. First for the purpose of 0procreation
If we readand
Rehatnamas
expandingwritten
the Path.
by7 Sikhs
Second,
whotolived
increase
7in thethe
presence
bond between
of7the 10th
a married
Guru'sMan
physical
7 and Woman
form, wewho
7veryare
clearly
bothsee
committed
that
7 Sextowithin
deepening
the 7marriage
their experience
is not considered
7 of
If God
Sikh and
institutions
taboo
their
or practice
a2019-09-30
want
bad thing.
toofaddress
Sikhi.
In
5:55:15
factthese
2019-09-30
it is considered
issue it6:08:51
must
healthy.
aa14dbc586
be done
However
by getting
when
5 Amritdhari
one becomes
Sikhs
a slave
together
to these
to discuss
desires,
theone
issue.
looses
No ot
th

For pleasure or desire

Between a consenting man and woman
Between a consenting married man and woman

2019-09-30 8:13:56
2019-09-30 8:18:40
459096c9da

0 A Sikh understanding is that sex 1with your partner 5is a regular part of5 human life but Kam(lust)
5
must be 1
controlled, you can
3 not let lust be the
3 driving factor for3 your
Theysexuality.
can give the2019-09-30
Gurmat view
6:07:19
of sexuality,
2019-09-30
they
6:13:56
should
1f18ef8aef
use Gurbani to relate to the issues of sexuality that we face today.
Other

For pro-creation For love

For love

Between a consenting man and woman
Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

4

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For love

Pre-marital sex

0 Love

2019-09-30 16:05:08
2019-09-30 16:10:05
2c7a3f5c1e

5
4

For pro-creation For love
Pre-marital sex

Necessary for a healthy married relationship
5

0 Nij naari ke sang nehu tum nit brieo!
4

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation

Between a consenting married man and woman

t82al7gs8fwask5ot82al7jiq490n1sj
Prefer not to answer
wwwav6ii314stru1qgkuw4wwwa1kkwcm
Woman

3 Relevant, honest 2019-09-30
and open conversation
23:28:09
2019-09-30
can be23:36:56
started
b67d3c3996
online, through blogs and pod casts. It has to be relevant to today’s gen

3
7

4

Pre-marital sex

Heterosexual attraction

2 Do seminar on age
2019-09-30
base 16 23:44:16
2019-09-30 23:49:11
3a4346ec20

5

5
7

1

Masturbation

Between a consenting man and woman

3

5

4
4

1

Masturbation

Between a consenting married man and woman

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

3

4

3
7

4

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction

3

7

5
7

4

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

5

7

5
7

1

Personal intuition Between
and experience
a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

hng13hv5smzdxvhng1hd0m9gijthh7wl
Man

4

5

4
7

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

4

0 Normal part of life

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Between a consenting married man and woman

0 Love your wife and have children4for panth

0

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)
Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

0 Sex within the marriage with your4partner you took6Laavan with, being
5 mutually respectful
3 and consenting.
2 Remember Waheguru
7
even during
7 sex, be grateful
5 for
Thethe
goal
good
in our
feelings
life2019-09-30
asthat
Sikhs
come
is16:39:15
to
with
use
2019-10-01
sex
thisand
human
thank
8:05:23
life
waheguru
to
b41ec4bc00
connect
forwith
the babies
Waheguru
you and
made
become
while having
one with
sex
him.
:) Like everything else,

0 Procreation and pleasure

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Masturbation

4 If you got sex Addict
2019-10-01
it may be11:41:41
more2019-10-01
dangerous,11:56:39
maybb3d270ce7
have 1, 2,3.

5 see it in a broad context
2019-10-01
just like
9:51:56
anything
2019-10-01
else in
10:01:13
life that
bf32fbc3e8
needs to be engaged in with awareness. dont hv to mk it anything spe

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Between a consenting married man and woman
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

7

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
(includes LGBTQIA+)

7

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

For pleasure or desire

6

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

spqo4odcn2dccms3fspqo4al2sdee8ys
Man

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

7

Pre-marital sex

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

2qvqckmdtsay9hv7k3yg2qvqb712716v
Woman

Pre-marital sex

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

n78an0ngdhlfdwhtj8n78an0nlajmro9
Man

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

9s3wjngc6tdf534mgfb9s3wfm2nzyinu
Man

clazeq8rfn3s45l8uclazeq8uhk9hdgd
Man

0

0 part of transient life which can be5experienced with7awareness just like
7 everything else5 in life. key is the5awareness behind
7 it, not the action7 in itself.

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

40-60
40-60

b61t86adg0fgrdmref2b61t8225kahij
Man

Between a consenting married man and woman

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

phlkvdlm0gwu2typhlkv7vvt8ju89phr
Man
nos5wjhqab4vfo93y7znos5wjhxnv4h7
Man

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Other
For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-bein

my sex life not good

1 sex probelu

1

7

4

7

4

1 I don't know

5

5

6

5

6
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2019-09-29 4:43:35
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2019-09-29 4:24:34
2019-09-29 4:32:42
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2019-09-29 1:27:07
2019-09-29 1:38:42
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y17ur2mku5zxoovjdcofpy17ur2u0pud
Man

19-25

United Kingdom

1 Family life/Cultural norms

jfzcctozo73zydzkycjfzcc1umxdigu5
Man

Over 60

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

b8f1cd0dh19n28qfx12b8f18ghwbx9hc
Woman

19-25

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

wvezz0aoudv7o7z2e8sewvezz0apbjva
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

7o99qtwwcp1u9twl7o9cw0afl3lvyteo
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

Between a consenting man and woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

‘Sin’
Any sexual thoughts or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Heterosexual attraction

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pro-creation For love

xvz5zre6t46dz19cpmhrxvz56ei7rht8
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

For pro-creation For love

l6k4zqm0mm9c4rrl6klkp3w5dpiqpmdp
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

kwargba2sm87ndzfwnc5kwargbbxy58x
Woman

40-60

United States

1

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

v484d74qudtywrft3v484d7fbyvfu30l
Man

19-25

Canada

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

9tbgyz4fhy02cv31roi2dpz9tbgyn9ga
Man

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

sxia6tdkbtzwps4dtfsxia6tpgr0c5zj
Woman

26-39

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

40-60

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

wrz555qb66s4wr2wy0vo1ery44rnf6s2
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

jko38wzrnjiip7o4awzhipjko38wgmpt
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

5tg6g7xmjat5ms015tg6gg3rcj4jfcx3
Man

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

nhxhtcaa5iuunhxhsa3yhxxclcpqjnun
Gender Variant/Non-Conforming

26-39

Canada

1

fov8j1bviqwagypq9fov8f95nb4sub77
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

tto4zhhyuh8x38hvapjtto4zhabrkbnh
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

40-60

United Kingdom

1

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

z4meyzswypudau4rbvz4meyzsby4683y
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

eug9anb5m6e42nh0elbsrgtw1yrmir2l
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

tgtf9ti0hf948ip9xgtgtf9muc29drh5
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

United Kingdom

1 Family life/Cultural norms

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

ejcp5ftk5i4p070ztayejcp54e30e3k5
Man

26-39

United States

1

io5q8opmjcuu0d8w5hyio5q8op5ezzin
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

‘Sin’

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Pre-marital sex

1

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

on6qjsmj8j3kxx8ddsk3on6qjsmeywqx
Man

19-25

Canada

1

ys2bukb9v5vac95eu6ys2bycfy1uhljn
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

nat1twlpex9rg2rnaz3z6wnaq1yekdmo
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)
1 Family life/Cultural norms

ekvgeivowl7lu54t66cfoekvgeirjp91
Woman

Over 60

United States

1

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

mg3va4y39rcxcrtfqspyghmg3va4gnw9
Man

19-25

Canada

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

20hml2wv8ay4246mz7w20hmkgxkxn80w
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

xbyvspwseptx5p8zhvv2xbyv1zj4akj8
Woman

19-25

United States

1

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

2019-09-25 3:03:15
2019-09-25 3:14:40
2f5c01322a

7

3

1 Not make it such a
2019-09-25
taboo topic2:49:27
or sin
2019-09-25 2:51:45
4a1127dace

For pleasure or desire

0

7

7

6

2

7

6

3

1 Don’t be afraid to 2019-09-25
discuss these
2:36:31
issues
2019-09-25
and make
2:44:15
them
4a1127dace
a taboo topic

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

2019-09-25 2:58:36
2019-09-25 3:00:55
d8b06a5183

0 Sex is the means for pro-creation,
3 a means of exhibiting
6
love for a married
5
partner, and
4 the manifestation
2 of lustful desires
4

4

1 facilitating inter-generational
2019-09-25discussions.
2:32:28
2019-09-25 2:39:18
79847791eb

1 Between two loving partners regardless
5
of how they
5 identify and preferably
3
in a healthy
1 marriage

4

4

3

1 What healthy relationships
2019-09-25
look
2:03:27
and2019-09-25
feel like. 2:07:19
88a4c16495

1 Everyone comes from sex. But entire
4
life shouldnt 2be about sex. Only
5 for procreation 4

2

2

4

4 Use gurbani references.
2019-09-25
Its has
2:00:49
to be
2019-09-25
clear that 2:06:11
this topic
1114dfbcab
needs to be discussed according to gurbani. Not what individuals feel a

4

2

1

2019-09-25 1:29:25
2019-09-25 1:33:31
a6c3cb7251

0 Sex is part of the human experience
5 and important7to the continuation
5 of humankind. It4 is not sinful or shameful
5
but according
6
to my understanding
5
should be4 contained within marriage
2019-09-25 1:19:46
2019-09-25 1:23:56
df73e1684d
0

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

5

6

6

5

2

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Expression of love, most obvious3manifestation of 7
creative energy that
6 can also be channeled
5
into other1avenues

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire

0 Should not be done too much, but
2 required for procreation.
2

For pro-creation For love

2

1

1

1 I don’t know that 2019-09-24 22:39:30
2019-09-25 1:03:36
c2112820f4

4

4

1 Talk about it in a way
2019-09-25
that is neither
0:41:11
2019-09-25
explicit or belittling
0:51:53
98ce2846bf

1

1

2

1

1 Explore what guru2019-09-24
ji says on this
23:17:09
topic
2019-09-24 23:24:31
9610a29ede

For pleasure or desire

0 Sex between husband and wife is7 acceptable that 7
took if both partners
7 are willing.

4

7

7

4

4 Sexuality is individual
2019-09-24
concept.23:07:41
Sex2019-09-24
between married
23:20:09
5b1adac530
couple is acceptable norm but excessive ness if it is one sided will constitu

0

4

4

4

4

4 Open discussion for
2019-09-24
better understanding
22:58:17
2019-09-24 23:01:18
fcf6a10b3c

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 A Sikh understanding of sex is traditional
6
in the sense
7 that it happens
2 between a married
1 couple, meant2for the purpose of5 pro-creation. However,
3
as you can1 see,
I think
myitbeliefs
needs are
to 2019-09-24
be
beyond
discussed
this22:38:39
understanding.
as a2019-09-24
normal thing,
22:51:24
that
dd9c7847e4
the feelings should not be squashed. And that sexuality, sexual orientatio

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
For security)
exploring. For experimenting.0For
Sexdivine
is part
understanding.
of life. To live with love.
2 It's part of being5 human. To live as
3 a collective. It is3 experiencing the1world in its fullness
6 and embodied3practice.

For love
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

4

4

4

0 No comments here

4

4

4

4

5

5

0 Create life

6

6

6

4

5

6

7

5

3 Engage in Education.
2019-09-24
Use appropriate
22:22:41
2019-09-24
words, e.g.
22:41:18
queer
7fce6da623
or LGBQTI, rather than terms like homosexuality for those with differen
5

2019-09-24 22:34:00
2019-09-24 22:38:21
88e7820de7

4

2019-09-24 22:33:47
2019-09-24 22:36:54
4c7d6a6480

4

2019-09-24 22:30:37
2019-09-24 22:36:51
bcaab79863

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

1 For procreation

6

5

4

7

6

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I don’t know? I assume with the one
4 you are married
6 to

5

4

6

5

5

5 I’m not sure, but everyone
2019-09-24
should
22:24:49
be
2019-09-24
welcomed22:33:02
to the290fa8abaf
institutions, regardless of sexual orientation. Discussions are always a go

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is part of human life cycle

4

4

4

3

5

5

4

3 Talk about it and relationship
2019-09-24 between
22:20:51
2019-09-24
sikhism 22:27:46
0816d4bd01

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 Intimacy

4

4

5

3

5

4

4

3

2019-09-24 21:33:20
2019-09-24 22:17:43
7475de5397

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

5

5

5

4

4

5

4

4

2019-09-24 22:06:53
2019-09-24 22:10:22
df73e1684d

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

7

7

6

4

7

7

2019-09-24 21:42:33
2019-09-24 22:00:46
dcd191f657

7

5

3

2 Should raise it on 2019-09-24
time to time21:10:01
with community
2019-09-24 if21:58:31
any ce8dea0905
issue comes related to sex and educate to community with the of Gurbaan

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

5

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Have sex for love not lust

4

7

7

4

4

7

7

4 Hold forums and give
2019-09-24
counseling
21:16:32
where
2019-09-24
needed21:19:45
132041bc53

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 it is a necessary oart of human life
5 and a natural phenomenon.
7

6

6

3

7

6

6 information! to, first,
2019-09-24
lean away20:52:32
from2019-09-24
the notion that
20:58:58
above
9610a29ede
all the vices that kaam is black and white and all sexual thoughts are

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 My answer is mainly based on what
1 is accepted in 7my family. Sex is 2meant to be between
2
a married man
1 and woman to procreate.
5

1

1 Be more open about
2019-09-24
sex and not
18:51:45
make
2019-09-24
it be a taboo
18:55:47
subject
2f7428c250

For pro-creation

For pleasure or desire

For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

5

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Other

Being a married to keep your sexual
0 Being
desire
a sikh
and pleasure
two body with
one your
soul ,partner
2sex only
only
after
to become
marriage
4
family
with you
guypartner
.3
only to become
2 family guy belive
2 in one , stick with
4 one

2019-09-24 21:26:35
2019-09-24 21:30:15
3d359a6ca5

0 Kam is 1/5 of energies that drive 7material life. It is essential
7
to life but7 has the potential7to create havoc. 7Marriage is an instrument
7
of control7over the practice7ofStudy
sex. Culture
of Gurbani
has 2019-09-24
provides
integrated
a sex
safe
19:18:20
into
environment
2019-09-24
love for both
for
19:30:03
the
good
a2228fb86c
discussion
and bad. of all topics.
1 Its for procreation only and all other
4 views of sex are
1 Kaam.

3

1

1

1

1

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 It's an integral part

2

6

4

3

1

6

2

1 More articles, events,
2019-09-24
safe space
18:45:32
conversations
2019-09-24 18:47:45
9610a29ede

For pleasure or desire

0 its part of human life

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4 There should be more
2019-09-24
awareness
18:10:59
about
2019-09-24
sexuality
18:42:48
,as177384c7cb
Sikh prospective with young ( teen ) kids

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

2 They don’t

3

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
Heterosexual attraction
Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

Between a consenting man and woman

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

4

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
Pre-marital sex

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)
Between a consenting married man and woman

4

3

For love

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

United States

Canada

4

7

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
Pre-marital sex

Masturbation

United States

United Kingdom

2

6

Any sexual thoughts or desires

40-60

19-25

4

5

0 To reproduce

For love

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

19-25

40-60

4

0

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

52n0vuuajr1dq501o41z52n0vuv6g7cd
Man

2l7k675uxkxrjd62l7k675r32l4qgqe0
Woman

2019-09-25 3:08:38
2019-09-25 3:15:52
df73e1684d

4

0 I don't think its an evil thing in Sikhi.
2 I think it is part7of life, its natural7and not something
2 to be ashamed 1of. The fact that the
7 Sikh Guru's lived
7 a family oriented
1 lifestyle
the institution
makeswould
me2019-09-25
think
needthis.
to create
I2:53:00
know2019-09-25
athat
safelust
andisopen
one
3:04:31
of
environment.
8e77d2e6b3
the 5 evils/sins
Having
but Iposters
don't believe
that show
sex and
same
lust
sex
tocouples
be in theorsame
couples
category
of diff

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

rkzkvd4jxn0rkzkauos6sjpotavlgw6b
Woman

1je8pplu8d874wz1je8pp08hejel78v8
Man

For married partner satisfaction 0

For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Other

2019-09-25 9:42:54
2019-09-25 9:45:52
4c7d6a6480

0 Sex is your way of excerscing control
3
over your lust
7 in a controlled manner
7

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

2 Not sure

0 It is a tool to be used for its purpose
3 (not excessively
4 to the point of distraction
7
from Waheguru
6
or outside
2 the confines of Anand
1
Karaj as shown
4
by the Gurus2 and
By keeping
in rehat).inAll
mind
5 2019-09-25
vikaars
Gurmat
can
principles
1:20:12
be used
2019-09-25
including:
for Waheguru,
1:56:15
humility,
6e89eddc31
Seva,
love,
or non
self actualization,
judgemental attitude,
but outside
emphasizing
of their purposeful,
Guru's Hukam
controlled
(as learned
use (

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

3

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Between two consenting people regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

26-39

5

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

vtc9jpfwhi2jujegm4vtc9jj7uzfeq49
Woman

3

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pro-creation

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

1gxbjmte1evsdv9l1gxbjmjar2ffo2ga
Woman

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

2zf6wd4g7yg7ib2zf6w5ig9kj66b667f
Man

1 Eliminating the stigma
2019-09-25
individuals
5:23:56
may
2019-09-25
face when
5:32:12
engaging
310ff4aca0
in premarital sex (safe consensual sex is something that NEEDS to

2

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

Media (including pornography,
Other
television,
Self love
social media, etc)

4

Pre-marital sex

Personal experience and identifcation. Feminist and queer engagements
Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

2 Be more informative
2019-09-25
to all ages
7:17:43
not 2019-09-25
just youngsters
7:23:10
but
add2ceb79c
elders too. Workshops, leaflets etc

7

4

Pre-marital sex

Between a consenting married man and woman

ypecuk4rbkqbz86et37ypecky5z81qe6
Woman

4

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

ywjyfipn48eh9hbbmutywjyfi0r4r09o
Woman

4

1 By educating them
2019-09-25
about Gurbani
8:29:15
and
2019-09-25
Sikh characters
8:40:15
df73e1684d
in history.

6

7

4

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

ibseuw20rdz3lsreh7z6rjibseuwujqo
Woman

3

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires
‘Sin’

Canada

jll2zr347t5w0bjll2rlt33ptaryiu64
Woman
ng2hjgip0f7j0am01ang2hjd0uecyzeo
Woman

ocpvcrz2e4iup9ocpvcf3rjseimxdaw3
Woman

Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

4

3

26-39

Any sexual thoughts or desires

4
2

6

3

5

0 To have a family

526h6v62b1kp3as0e2526h6v6e7n56j3
Woman

Heterosexual attraction

4

0 A bond to share with someone you
2 have committed
5 to for a lifetime, 5after taking laavan.
6

finyf0396a5yx51wk4cih4finyf03ycl
Woman

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

4
3

0 Between two individuals who have
4 love and compassion
6
for each other
6
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0b2tghjmc7x9aqf07cx20b2tg3xin581
Man

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
Other
etc)

Pre-marital sex

0 n/a

0 Sex is a tool for love making and3having children. 3Over indulgence in
2 it is not good for2physical and spiritual
2
health.

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

a7f2iujpulu0x62dya7f2isyw8anthd0
Woman

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

For pleasure or desire
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

4

3

5

5

4 Talk about it as everyone
2019-09-24
knows
18:17:11
it happens.
2019-09-24 18:21:29
43ec8b9271

0

7

7

7

4

4

4

4

6

4

4

3

6

4

4 By having more discussion
2019-09-24
panels,
16:49:08
2019-09-24
open mic events.
16:54:22
90a172b6ba

0 Other than the concept of Kaam,4I don’t think Gurbani
4 delves into sex.
4 Our beliefs are 3more influenced by
4 social norms. 4

7

4

4 I see more it as a2019-09-24
personal matter
16:17:41
2019-09-24 16:25:24
4c7d6a6480

3

1 Starting discussions
2019-09-24
using Gurbani
15:13:37
2019-09-24 15:18:25
8eaff9e38a

0 A consented relationship between
3 partners
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

2019-09-24 18:45:00
2019-09-24 18:49:15
9610a29ede

0 Intimacy is integral to committed 1or, consentWithin4Sikhi, our ultimate
5 goal is to nurture1 our Naam Kamai1 and actually live6out in daily practice
6 everything that1Gurbani
Focus on
instructs
gurbani-literacy
us
2019-09-24
to do. Iand
believe
18:13:06
highlighting
the
2019-09-24
Gurus
thiswanted
Christian
18:34:35
2d95ff0342
us to
idea
commit
of sin to
and
one
pure/impure
partner, someone
doesn't you
existare
in Gurbani.
to marry. There
I believe
is ait's
need
all ab
to
0 Being at one with your partner phyiscally,
5
emotionally
5 and mentally. 5

0 Sex is not bad because it can create
1 human life. 5

3

1

1

5

2019-09-24 17:08:54
2019-09-24 17:18:28
9085f3045a

Opening private lines of communication/matching with mentors whom youth are comfortable reaching out to.
qndwrfhwtk9qsuwjqndwllnflmke7j4w
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

g6u36k6iwq1kr0165fr3fyg6u3rk5yxr
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

66m8fsnmf27hmdxwk1qp66m8fst109fl
Woman

40-60

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

jgwgf64yzmhhr5zxqrwjgwg8bkq8jw79
Man

40-60

India

1

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

v48uuvb6yvetzrhzv48uhckxsk4qlhao
Man

40-60

India

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)
Other

Between a consenting married man and woman

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Heterosexual attraction

For pro-creation For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

This is very personal thing

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Between a consenting man and woman

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Heterosexual attraction

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
fun /security)
feel like doing it

0 Part of human life, dont let it overpower
5
you but nothing
7
wrong with it7 in any form (as long
4 as safe/consensual
5
etc).

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Sex is a human physical & emotional
7
need . Sex without
7
marriage is7not encouraged .5Sex in humans is7like sex in animals
7 & birds in nature
7 . Same gender sex
5 Homosexuality
is not acceptable
exists
2019-09-24
norbut
should
don’t14:30:41
be
encourage
encouraged
2019-09-24
or support
. 14:36:31
9610a29ede
it . Same sex marriage gives very confusing ideas to little kids .

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

5

5

5 Can also have a forum
2019-09-24
/ safe space
15:08:26
2019-09-24
day for a larger
15:11:35
group
37ab66db15
setting.

0 It is one of the basic biological functions
5
of the body
5 and should not be
3 indulged in but4must be satisfied5with one's own married
4
partner with
4 his/her consent.It
4 By conducting seminars
2019-09-24
and inviting
8:33:09
2019-09-24
speakers who
8:57:36
are
2a5911b62f
well versed in the wisdom of SGGSji and are working in the field of psych

For pleasure or desire

0 Sex or having a physical relationship
6 with a partner6 is part of living 6

2

6

6

6

2 We as a community
2019-09-24
need to relook
8:10:19
2019-09-24
at this topic 8:17:49
with a4c7d6a6480
fresh mindset and not with the viewpoint of 1800s. Modern religion need t

For pleasure or desire

1 Same as others

4

4

5

5

5 Sexual literacy to 2019-09-24
youngsters 8:14:18
2019-09-24 8:17:20
7190009f2b

4

5

5

Simply, just talk about it and not think of it as a ‘taboo’ topic. We / and our parcharaks know longer talk about it or how Maharaaj
mllesgvb39irc5gp3qhdzca87rra3c5g
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

mmfampuozimk4r5rjvcwmmfa8xeeudnh
Man

26-39

India

1

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

Any sexual thoughts or desires

szri0ffydkukv510uszri0fdl96xvkix
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

yb7ddgae4urlfb6wfdyb7ddob5as934f
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

e054oogplpymi71pi061e054oqpopii7
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
My personal
social experiences
media,
Between
etc) and
a consenting
my own
Between
sexuality
married
a consenting
which
couple
Between
was
(regardless
married
nota“normal
consenting
man
of Between
gender)
“and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

o41uwnc4pnuckroodgkq0lrdchl4k2ee
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

d42hk29nxqf2y3haxazd42b4drjjj890
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

r2xaa7r4hy7fvwqbt7msr2xaamdwqasp
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

5u57bl55pwuo6nq7k5u57w0i159rlbyn
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
My own
social
ideasmedia,
and beliefs
etc)

‘Sin’

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

Masturbation

For love

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Living the life of ‘jat sat’. It is between
5
a married man
5 and woman only
5 as Gurbani teaches
5
us.

5

5

5

5 Anyways, apologies
2019-09-24
for the rant.
7:51:15
I have
2019-09-24
faith in my
8:12:14
Guru.
4df2134eab

0 Its just beautiful and creative expression
4
of life

3

3

3

4 They rarely give any
2019-09-24
lead on this.
7:53:46
2019-09-24 8:02:10
d93da2ba2e

1 its required to sustain huma life, it7 is act of love between
7
a husband 7
and wife but should
7 be controlled 7

7

7

7 there needs to be2019-09-24
more parchar
7:42:59
on 2019-09-24
what the gurmat
7:47:04
perspective
d9e2e09d2ais around sexuality , Ghrist jeevan , the family unit and kaam

0 Sikh makes sexual relationship after
4 marriage!!

2

4

2 Personally

4

4 Honestly I don’t know
2019-09-24 3:57:42
2019-09-24 4:03:39
0593e8da10

4
1

4
4

2
3

3

0 Use your sexuality to enhance life6 and share with someone
5
make sure
5 no harm is happening
5
and that it4isn’t “given” away4 for free

2019-09-24 3:55:05
2019-09-24 4:09:54
e8d1644072

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Enjoyment, healthy relationship and
3 procreation

4

4

3

3

5

5

3 Discuss it and create
2019-09-24
open dialogue
3:34:56
2019-09-24 3:41:06
d129e86f73

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire

0 To be done between a married couple
1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1 Would be challenging
2019-09-24
as they 3:08:01
are male
2019-09-24
dominated
3:10:42
spaces
47d8b1a833

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is a normal part of human life6 within a consensual
6 monogamous6relationship.

6

5

3

3

3 Be more open

0 Sex is an act of love between consenting
4
adults, the
7 method of procreation
6
to create human
2
life

3

5

5

2 Lectures/katha addressing
2019-09-24
current
2:09:06
issues,
2019-09-24
availability
2:15:44
5882843c53
of reading material

0 Is part of Love

6

7

4

4 Helping people to2019-09-24
eliminate prejudice
1:29:05
2019-09-24 1:35:44
df73e1684d

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

26-39

Brazil

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

19-25

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Masturbation

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sikhi encourages grihst jeevan so
3 sex is important5for procreation. As
5 nature has made
3 this a pleasurable
2 act, it is not wrong
4 to have sex just
4 for pleasure but3 as
More
withevents
everything
(talks,
2019-09-24
indiscussions,
life, there 0:24:35
is a
workshops,
fine
2019-09-24
balance
debates)
between
0:45:03
0321e23d24
and
tooresources
little, too (print,
much, online,
and justaudio,
right.video),
(The same
so the
applies
topic becomes
to other vital
more
activi
no

hssa9i7w6p888hhssa9i24tksqtq4ofy
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Marriage, connection and procreation
3

5

3

2

2

4

4

2 Don't judge people
2019-09-24 0:01:07
2019-09-24 0:09:21
ac7d26cb7d

peyvrz8st3495552j7vzpeyvrz84nasr
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

0 Pro creation

5

5

3

4

6

5

3 appoint specific talker's
2019-09-23
and even
23:42:33
private
2019-09-23
spaces23:47:17
to discuss
3c21161e11
personal matters id need be

z5x25psdgsmux4tz5x2143sd3n0q5kpr
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

1m9j0bs8jnxfzsr061m9j0hokxxym8jf
Man

26-39

Brazil

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

oaizi0mec6covroo7kkoaizi0mwq971p
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

5qdaf48msk63bns5qdaf4865ei1lwawj
Woman

26-39

Canada

1

j63fc9foai5n9g5jldj63fcty1rlndsl
Woman

26-39

ij0pd2e780jqhd7lij0pnychqqkv09af
Man

40-60

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)
Canada

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

2019-09-24 2:18:55
2019-09-24 2:24:13
df73e1684d

Masturbation

ajtlybu3b6pqj69fz3dd4ajtlybwa1g9
Man
7vottvh8k8sv07voxj42val0ywvtw9un
Woman

For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
Other

To connect with your partner

Canada

1

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

United States

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms
1

Malaysia

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Singapore

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
Other
etc)

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
Anywhere
social media, etc)

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

komtzp439l0npu0tkomtzpqb3vksflhf
Woman

19-25

Canada

1

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
Dasamsocial
granth,
media,
chittar
Between
etc)
pikhyan,
a consenting
kama
Between
sutra
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

5

5

3

4

7

7

3 Create a space to2019-09-23
talk and don't
16:31:07
make
2019-09-23
it seem like
16:36:59
they
947e802ffe
are different. Create safe spaces

2019-09-23 14:11:24
2019-09-23 17:57:36
98d1946aa8

1 A part of grihist

40-60

United States

3

4

0 I believe that the true understanding
2 of Sex and its7relationship to human
7
life is what we
2 as humans would
1 like to make of7it, not one true definition,
6
as Sikhi does
1 Involve
not restrict
groups/organizations
you,2019-09-23
instead allows
that
15:54:17
you
are
2019-09-23
formed
to explore
by16:23:08
yourself
students
1a56bb1558
and
to share
your identity.
knowledge/information
I believe there is
with
a misconstrued
younger children.
conception
This allows
that Sikh
you

26-39

26-39

3

7

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

40-60

Over 60

4

7

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

26-39

40-60

3

3

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

26-39

Over 60

3

0 Part of life. Not to be abused

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Heterosexual attraction

dbf5iqbo8q51l7dbfastapakviyx56ia
Woman

26-39

1 It is needed for human life.

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

iji4jd0vcnr0hiucydxleiji4jdy6p5n
Man

6yk9cgd5o59nibinyg9k14j6yk9cgdkg
Woman

0 Within sikhism, as far as i understand
2
it, sex should7 occur within the 5householder stage
1 of life as a way 1
to sustain life. I think
7 that sikhism in6general is for austere,
1 by having
disciplined
diversity
living
2019-09-23
ofand
sexual
sex is
experiences
18:13:46
part 2019-09-23
of thatbe
austerity
represented
18:18:48
0649a6377f
and by not having to justify everything according to scripture

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

g772osddhku8qfk5hvtcbg772osvb2k0
Woman

x01tmijmuoa9k0kttx01tmlf9x6cvbjy
Woman

7

0 A sacred opportunity to relate and
7 nurture each other.
7 It is essential 7for humans that this
7 moment is invigorating,
7
sacred, and
7 loving, and not
7 just to serve momentary
7 Talk openly
desires.
without
2019-09-23
it seeming18:07:28
taboo.
2019-09-23
Sikh institutions
18:15:18
af16a7bc50
should be a platform for service to all, and it is important that they talk abo

For pro-creation For love

eqhumsni0ai1vrqeqhulikpvtz629422
Man

de4snsak6jx8zc9sbpne7de4snwimqca
Woman

7

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

ope49ctb3r8rmdope49c1y6ib2f57y6n
Woman

uox7zcr6gg2wa502uox3lvglrebcnmvy
Man

5

7

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of gender)
and man
woman
and woman

i4v2uurmk4ps73i4vdggiyt7061nvl5r
Man

7

Between a consenting married man and woman
My own views formulated over the years
Between
. a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Masturbation

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4 Explain Sikhi perspective
2019-09-23 15:54:38
2019-09-23 15:59:32
bf28679d52

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Procreation

1

7

3

1

1

7

3

1 Stop shaming.

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Procreation.

4

7

6

3

3

7

6

5 Being a welcoming
2019-09-23
space, support
15:01:44
groups,
2019-09-23
forums
15:05:44
984a53d507

0

7

7

4

4

7

7

4

4 Should have open2019-09-23
talks in the 14:50:10
form 2019-09-23
of workshops
15:04:50
and9610a29ede
also divided in different age groups as each age group is looking for a diffe

0 Sex serves a purpose

1

3

3

2

2

3

3

3 To have meaningful
2019-09-23
discussions
14:27:36
about
2019-09-23
it. Have 14:33:37
sexuality
53eee2924e
as discussion points in conferences, lectures, etc.

5

2

6

5

6

2 They should talk about
2019-09-23
as a body
14:16:20
need
2019-09-23
and make
14:22:32
it comfortable
dc64299998to talk about rather treating aa a sin and talk in a hush way

For pro-creation

0 Sex should be between two people
6 who love each 4other

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
For security)
whatever the fuck the person0needs
Without
it tosex
be.there is nothing, with1sex there is everything.
4

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pleasure or desire

0 Procreation, pleasure, physical need
5

5

6

5

6

6

6

5 no answer

2019-09-23 13:46:41
2019-09-23 13:52:49
39a478e85c

3

1

1

6

3

1 Not many

2019-09-23 13:21:12
2019-09-23 13:25:36
84ae2f49b2

0 Sex is part of a married couple's 2life, to form intimacy
2 between the couple
1
as well as to1 procreate for those
2 wanting kids. 2

1

1 Possibly as part of2019-09-23
camps that12:31:29
are held.
2019-09-23 12:38:13
c4486ceb11

1

1 Through a study module
2019-09-23
on Sexuality
8:28:51
2019-09-23
in Sikhism.
8:58:08
4347bff9ec

7

3 Hold workshops or
2019-09-23
discussions
8:40:45
2019-09-23 8:44:44
e30fecac3e

1

1

0 Sex in a loving, sacred relationship
4 is essential for 7both bonding and procreation.

7

1

1

0 Between only a married man and7woman

5

7

4

4

7

1 connection

1

4

1

1

1

acc

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

2019-09-23 15:30:28
2019-09-23 15:38:17
b19ab41992

1

v3d04qgu6otmmtbv3d04z14uf5r6wkw6
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

cjr4uwp9wo083fmcjr4uwkkz9gbmg9kq
Man

19-25

India

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

bd0cu5nuz6ue0aphbd0cukbe8vdi7t63
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)
Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’
Between a consenting married man and woman
Between a consenting man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Pre-marital sex

For pro-creation

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

By posting vedios on youtube and Instagram and by awaring people about lust and sex according to guru granth sahib ji
0 As guru gobind singh sahib ji says
7 his father's words
7 in dasam granth
7 , increase your love
5 with your own7 wife daily , but Don't
7
even in your 7
dreams go into the
5 bed of another woman
2019-09-21
.
19:42:01
2019-09-21 20:06:42
32dad2c799

For pro-creation

For pleasure or desire

0 Sikh is a human being, as a human
4 being sex is only
7 a hormonal need
7 for a Sikh at appropriate
7
age.

bw9aszo9a5byibw9abxifi78hek03jqx
Man

40-60

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

ebtq3h3b2pjlrczgqpwrebtqoqtdgvq9
Woman

19-25

United States

1

cnl6r50xejj4chvnhz8tvcnl6r51qvr6
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

ppavb6ttr5lhdvn3lm6ppa1t2cgyx7wd
Man

40-60

United States

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pro-creation

a4n5sqiztl7xb4b2nfaf4ra4n5sqi90d
Woman

40-60

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pro-creation For love

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Heterosexual attraction
Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Heterosexual attraction

s40b5wrcj82oppwmkztts40b5wrp2it6
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

26-39

United States

1

iawfequyu2t8w59iawfnmsa0xa0s44ik
Man

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television,
Research
social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Internal feelings/desires

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Same

3

4

3

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

7

7

5

0 Relevant text here.

6

For love

7d39vses60nf9vi7d39glrlubpod6zt5
Woman

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

Education. Openness. Provide a supportive environment that is neutral in its stance and allows others to safely ask questions. P
Bani-based perspectives are important; what would our Guru's do and where is the evidence? Failing that, Sikh value based per
0 It is a natural human experience,3like anger, ego, attachment.
5
It is needed
5
in our life experience,
4
but needs
3 to be understood
4 and managed,
2 like all other "5 evils".
2 ThisFor
is aexample,
very individual
2019-09-21
anger topic
is a reaction
-20:00:42
each2019-09-21
person
to underlying
is sovereign
20:13:27
emotions.
e062f4a5c3
- respecting
It can help
thisus
and
understand
the differences
who we
that
are
come
better
with
and
it. can
Not be
taking
usedanfor
opp
g

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting man and woman
Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

7

7

7

7 The way of teaching
2019-09-21
sexuality 19:37:12
in Sikhi
2019-09-21
is describe
19:53:39
these
e4f19f1eca
topics from gurbani.

3

3

4

3

4 Yes

2019-09-21 19:50:13
2019-09-21 19:52:39
9d71f5dea0

4

7

7

7

5

2019-09-21 19:49:22
2019-09-21 19:52:10
392de3a8eb

6

6

6

6

6

6 Relevant text here.
2019-09-21 19:38:43
2019-09-21 19:46:24
6aa240e4e3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 Seminars. Kathas2019-09-21 19:42:04
2019-09-21 19:45:01
35ed222c9b

0 Should be about love for each other
3 and procreation
3

3

1

2

2

2

1 Closed forums for2019-09-21
men and women
19:36:26
2019-09-21
separately 19:43:07
76b873f0fb

0 Sikh is needed for procreations 7

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Procreation is a matter of biology;5 connection, comfort,
7
security and 7pleasure with another
5
human being2allows for a feeling
5 of connectedness
5 to life and being
2 Age
in this
and
world
gender
bothbased
2019-09-21
mentally
discussions
and19:33:21
emotionally.
2019-09-21
where people
Thus
19:42:25
an
canability
6ea2eef688
havetoanconnect
open dialogue
to the oneness
with others.
in everything
Safe spaces
and where
everyone.
they can ask ques

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 For the sole purpose of procreation
4 between married
7 Sikh man and Sikh
5
woman

3

1

6

4

1 Open dialogue forums,
2019-09-21
broader
19:27:29
interpretations
2019-09-21 of
19:35:22
gurbani,
739ad60509
NOT just referencing an outdated rehat maryda

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Expression of passion or intimacy4 with someone you
6 have romantic 5feelings for

1

4

6

5

1 Develop education
2019-09-21
programs held
19:27:01
in2019-09-21
privacy regarding
19:30:38
97b1ad7738
the issue

For pro-creation For love

1. Employing sexual and mental health counselors at Gurdwaras (or other Sikh institutions) who are professionally trained to add
2. Giving platform to LGBTQ Sikh individuals who have constantly engaged with and analysed the Gurbani for finding answers t
3. Sexuality and romanticism from a women's perspective is very important in sikhi. Sikh institutions need to pay a lot more atten
4. Sexuality and gender are two topics that are closely tied together. Sikhs need to address their internalized sexism and misogy
6. More social media awareness on this issue through Sikh channels. Through YouTube, insta, etc.
7. Support LGBTQ marriages in the Gurdwara setting.
r0vstwggbwp346jrn6anr0vstwul3z0x
Man

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

p6tr8r0se6ckcenkuaelp6tr8r0sm9sg
Man

26-39

India

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
(includes LGBTQIA+)

5

1

1

1

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is seem as a part of family life
1 but mostly for a6married couple. 2

1

1

5

2

1 I'm very unsure because
2019-09-21
many19:02:22
of us2019-09-21
live in Sikh19:08:57
communities
8758111a23
that are polluted with ignorant, backwards views that oppress free

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting people regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I'm unsure...I feel like this is not discussed
2
enough4and it's fuzzy. It feels
2 as though the2 only purpose is for
2 procreation only.
3

2

2 There needs to be2019-09-21
more open18:51:38
conversation
2019-09-21
in our
18:57:18
community
c3c622663e
about sexuality. There is misinformation and a general feeling of it

cb8synb746wzs71j304cb8syn45ntzby
Man

19-25

India

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

1

3

1

62e5uyq6gzwpizpu52w4pmq62e5uyqbm
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

1

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

For pro-creation

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
As asecurity)
gesture of allowing to be intimate
0 In my
andopinion,
vulnerable
no matter
with someone
how deviant
5
they are perceived
6
as, all forms
4 of sexuality are3organic and natural.
3 Sex is not something
6
to be supressed
3
or ignored,2but
There
rather
can
something
be many
2019-09-21
that
more
is ways,
to be
16:45:19
engaged
but2019-09-21
what with
we have
to19:26:47
experience
been
819da62c16
doing
thesohuman
far is not
reality.
enough.
However,
Thanksex
youlike
forany
making
othera material
step in doing
desire,
this
shou
re

r3mjpd3zem1wr3mkpgym7smnlojayufy
Woman
hx6u3pmnxh8abldfhx6u3499fcjc6uzh
Woman

For pleasure or desire

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

For pro-creation For love

0

1

5

5

5

5

1

1

5

1

1

2019-09-21 19:15:27
2019-09-21 19:20:43
eca565723f

2019-09-21 18:45:25
2019-09-21 18:48:41
99232a04f2

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Sexsecurity)
is too small a word. I think this
0 Please,
also includes
I speak
sex-with-self
as a White (masturbation)
(whatever
7
that so
means)
other7English
layers are
Sikh.
evident.
Some
7 are Punjabi Sikh,
7 others still Afghani
7 Sikh. From a 7purely Sikhi position
7 it seems sex is7 an
Self
activity
education
to procreate
with
2019-09-21
thewhich
intentshould
of
18:31:20
removing
2019-09-21
be done
prejudice.
carefully
18:41:02
5c2caf28ce
and with Love and compassion but without undue attachment or allowing

According to Sikhism, sex has an important part in our life for pro-creation .(ਮਾਤ ਿਪਤਾ ਸੰ ਜੋਗ ਉਪਾਏ ਰਕਤੁ ਿਬੰ ਦ ਿਮਿਲ ਿਪੰ ਡੁ ਕਰੇ ।।) (When

Guru ji also explains about addiction of the sex is harmful for a human. (ਿਨਮਖ ਕਾਮ ਸੁਆਦ ਕਾਰਿਣ ਕੋਟ ਿਦਨਸ ਦੁਖੁ ਪਾਵਿਹ।।ਘਰੀ ਮੁਹਤ ਰੰ ਗ ਮ

To have sex is our natural need, not a passion or addiction. Sikhism allow to heaving sex should be in natural way between mar

Guru ji also did not favour to celibacy. (ਿਬੰ ਦ ਰਾਖ ਜੋ ਤਰੀਐ ਭਾਈ,ਖੁਸਰੈ ਿਕਉ ਨ ਪਰਮ ਗਿਤ ਪਾਈ ।।) (O brother if any one save seamen in th
Guru ji also instruct to a hermit:

ਹਾਥ ਕਮੰ ਡਲੁ ਕਾਪਡੀਆ ਮਿਨ ਿਤ◌੍ਰਸਨਾ ਉਪਜੀ ਭਾਰੀ ।।

ਇਸਤ ੀ ਤਿਜ ਕਿਰ ਕਾਿਮ ਿਵਆਿਪਆ ਿਚਤੁ ਲਾਇਆ ਪਰ ਨਾਰੀ।। ਿਸਖ ਕਰੇ ਬਦੁ ਨ ਚੀਨ ਲੰਪਟੁ ਹੈ ਬਾਜਾਰੀ।। ਅੰ ਤਿਰ ਿਬਖੁ ਬਾਹਿਰ ਿਨਭਰਾਤੀ ਤਾ ਜਮੁ ਕਰੇ ਖੁਆਰੀ।।

O hermit you hold a bowl for religious activity. You have sexual desire in your mind. thou indulged in lust and your mind attache

f2wcddmhhtv5b1l16j1jpajf2wcddmhj
Man

26-39

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

Heterosexual attraction

Any sexual thoughts or desires

m7mkat4l7rqfgtryockkjm7mkpy7u2u2
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

di41pqd3lzeiu6di4h2sxu5dzgmfwn6r
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

1049qh9i8ovfc051tj7j10ll5yw223et
Man

26-39

United States

1

iinq51s4rkdck32qphdmfiinq51xg2b8
Man

26-39

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

5u0ag3njrs44tck15u0ant3vygw3ywjf
Man

40-60

Brazil

1

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

For pro-creation For love

d4wij2zgo03jzhyfzd4wijil94xkowez
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

l1y0pbuksw54v9rrl1y0p8m5bm5wt9mw
Woman

19-25

Canada

1

n9142ss4hsdod816rin9142rzna5vkuv
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

kjo7lpvybhp3fkjox14qb88cgsakqqr3
Woman

Pre-marital sex

q9tav1wws75kcrr6q9ta1im3urcmkh5p
Woman

Under 18

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

19-25

United States

1

3nequcbh9nsa4x5ocrh3nequccb7otly
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

akijcotl87s8dvc52qa9makijcot1rhh
Man

19-25

Canada

1

iswyoxtt343g0h848qus0bniswyoxtt3
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

4

4

5

5

5

6

6 Should have counselling
2019-09-21
avAilable
18:12:02
for
2019-09-21
kids to help
18:17:10
them
9c6eac4642
deal with any issues which arise as they become teenager

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 Gurbani preaching2019-09-21
in English 18:03:32
2019-09-21 18:08:55
5502373d8c

0

1

4

5

1

2

4

6

1 Arranging Seminars
2019-09-21
in Auditorium
17:55:15
and
2019-09-21
ask them18:00:50
to write
f085ff427e
their questions on the chit and let the person answer

0 Relacionamento with love

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

For pro-creation For love

7 Group

For pleasure or desire

0 A way to experience love with your
1 partner and to procreate
5

4

6

5 Open up more about
2019-09-21
what actually
17:43:43
sex
2019-09-21
is and the
17:48:32
meaning
97621f9ccc
behind it and also address the new forms and types of sex

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 a physical relationship between two
4 individuals tied7 in a consented relation,
6
coming together
5
to bring a new
6 life to the earth
4

4

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I believe its just intercourse that should
4
happen after
7 marriage. And its
6 “purpose” is for3reproduction purposes
1

4

1 Make groups or events
2019-09-21
that educate
17:26:50
2019-09-21
more people
17:34:28
on f72be5f4ec
sexuality and have it perhaps directed towards sikh people. But create an a

For pro-creation

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

‘Sin’

5

2

1

5

2019-09-21 17:39:31
2019-09-21 17:44:16
9610a29ede

1

1

3

4

1

1

2

3

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Can’t say

7

7

3

2

7

7

2

1 Talking about it 2019-09-21 17:25:50
2019-09-21 17:30:01
cc79e1285a

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

6

7

7

3

5

7

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

7

7

1

7

7

7 show them through
2019-09-21
Gurmat what
17:19:11
is 2019-09-21
correct and 17:21:26
what 885a236358
is incorrect

1

7

4

2

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

fvuo2diquxjuu72sc85vfvuo2dienfy4
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

laikxx1yxet3p3laikkk18fihtmwir9k
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

lzdz5ok77nsaiffozdlolzdz5oin860j
Man

26-39

Canada

1

5h2wi76g75c530b124o1g94i47f30b12
Man

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

ap76oeyy6txoihe4gap76oecxr7y82w8
Woman

40-60

Canada

1

For pro-creation For love
For pro-creation For love

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

2019-09-21 17:52:37
2019-09-21 18:00:10
df73e1684d

0 I don't have an understanding of 2Sikhi teachings around
7
sex other than
6 a "normal" life 1of marriage between
1 a man and woman
5
is when sex3should be taking 1place.
1. Help create conversations
2019-09-21 around
17:36:39
2019-09-21
sexuality without
17:54:47
515ead92f9
the shame. Allow these conversations to happen earlier for young kids (as

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love
Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

0 sex in Sikhi is meant purely for procreative
2
purposes
7
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

7

4

1

1

7

4

1

2019-09-21 17:11:30
2019-09-21 17:15:10
9bdebafbb3

7

3

5

5

7

5

5

2019-09-21 17:11:43
2019-09-21 17:14:03
570acc6edf

0 Sex is something that is done for1pro creation purposes
5
only between
1 married couples1
0 Can’t reproduce without sex
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

2

6

0 It is like the body's need for water,
4 food, exercise etc.
4

1

7

1

1 Hold sex education
2019-09-21
classes or17:07:50
workshops
2019-09-21 17:12:17
720d65c9d3

5

3

6

6

6

6 More open discussions
2019-09-21
on it. This
16:59:34
is2019-09-21
a good start17:04:34
7de29d8f6b

4

4

4

4

4

4 Don't stress over it.
2019-09-19
It is normal
22:06:17
and2019-09-21
just treat it as
17:02:52
such.
900fdf7b57
No more and no less.

19-25

Canada

0 Family life/Cultural norms

For pleasure or desire

0 For a married couple

1

5

7

3

1

7

3

3 By holding seminars/discussions
2019-09-21 16:57:34
in 2019-09-21
other locations
17:01:15
abc3ff8380

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

1 It is to procreate?

2

7

6

3

1

6

6

1 Rather than demonize
2019-09-21
it as a "sin"
16:46:30
educate
2019-09-21
on what
16:53:24
itace74cab00
is and especially on matters of consent.. such as words/actions by others t

weqixwjlp6rhwhhzvweqixld7jmtafyf
Woman

40-60

United Kingdom

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 It's part of being human, part of living
6
in society contributing
7
to its growth
5
in a healthy way
5

4

6

4

3 To intally educate2019-09-21
about sociatal
16:41:03
norms,
2019-09-21
to openly
16:49:35
discuss
4f4bbe1a3e
pros and cons of all types of relationships, to educate all about the co

9f5it4oyq1kazctw9x9f5itp7qe0mu6s
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1

0 Sacred, union of two souls who are
7 in a loving married
7
relationship 7

1

1

1

1 Support LGBT sikhs
2019-09-21
and organisations
16:34:04
2019-09-21
who support
16:43:50
and
c3aa9d50d8
offer advice. Be non judgemental and do not preach

ynosnrzj9k9y3v5vpyno1q7vik8f5nyq
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Reading and studying, talking to people, contacting and volunteering in organisations

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

0 Guru Ji said that ghrist Je Evan is3 mandatory - so for
6 that purpose, as
4 well as creating3a physically and 4
mentally healthy bond
6
between a married
3
couple.
0 A sacred act to procreate and express
2
love with your
5 partner only to 4be done when married.
4

2

5

4

4 Create an open and
2019-09-21
safe place
16:33:20
for a2019-09-21
discussion 16:38:02
df73e1684d

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 ..

1

7

7

1

1

7

7

1 By openly discussing
2019-09-21
it
16:28:26
2019-09-21 16:31:39
9610a29ede

19-25

Canada

1

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

vt0f3h3kgtnh935pv8dqvt0f3yuehaty
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

os8ag534m0tk42xos8ag53etszrnkmgn
Man

Under 18

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 The Sikh understanding of sex is3as an activity between
4
two consenting
4 individuals in 3a committed relationship
5

5

5

4 Sikh schools can 2019-09-21
teach more about
16:24:30
2019-09-21
sexuality rather
16:29:56
than
5c5c383854
straying from the topic and treating it as “taboo”

8d41t3io1b0rmjcu2n8d41gd4effi2a3
Man

26-39

Canada

1

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 To perform actions of love physically
7 with your sexual
7 organs

7

7

3 Open about discussion
2019-09-21
and that
16:16:58
too2019-09-21
in a more dyanimc
16:28:02
df73e1684d
way - inclusive. Although due to my limited knowledge, I don’t know if the

26-39

Brazil

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

8vdjxwa5ymat7uj9k28vdj9d6uz67yf1
Man

26-39

Canada

1

0tgcnqyac70izfqujjd0tgcnqy1yy572
Woman

19-25

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

9l12ge4t3ygnl1d8z9l12g54u6bwe4f5
Woman

40-60

Brazil

1

64737lat9zfojmx1n64737uz445585in
Man

19-25

Canada

1

26-39

Brazil

1

wyoiwpwy7h7l6wyoiog3j51zaevjpqk0
Woman

Over 60

Canada

Between two consenting people regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

5mdpczgcos7x14j5mdxqgq73x2v5rqnb
Woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Personal experiences

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting man and woman

‘Sin’

Between a consenting married man and woman

ttndgdmeffjp1k1ttnd7k32m0d8shtz8
Woman

26-39

United States

1

una91r7anxwg8251una9hv4tlssmm2nd
Woman

26-39

Brazil

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

z1c0t6sswn13jx9z1c0t861l5d2x20b4
Man

40-60

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

x6rvzdt7ruvmjhjx6rbdxpyhxgyc8mmw
Prefer not to answer

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

xzu48wn1imczsd3bbtlnbt8l9xzu48wj
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

0

Same-sex attraction

5

5

5

5

5

2019-09-21 16:20:27
2019-09-21 16:23:25
df73e1684d

3

1

7

5

2 Not sure

5

3

5

6 I think that the Sikhs
2019-09-21
Institutions
15:47:58
should
2019-09-21
address16:08:19
those
4c7d6a6480
issues with respectful and open minded manners

1

6

6

4

0

0 Something that is part of human7life, without gender
7 or marital status
7 restrictions, and6can never be something
7
that hurts 7the dignity of people.
7

6 I do not have an answer.
2019-09-21
I would
15:04:52
need
2019-09-21
to evaluate
15:54:14
more,
7a5c707287
understand more.

0

Through seminars and workshops where information is delivered through trained professionals.
6
2019-09-21 15:41:13
2019-09-21 15:52:43
cf44cc89a5

7

7

7

2

6

6

6

6

6

1

1

1 By underscoring that
2019-09-21
one’s sexuality
15:28:29
2019-09-21
is no one’s15:43:32
business
4bbd49871f
except the individual’s. Every individual has the right to explore their o

7

7

2

5

7

7

6

4

4

6

4

4 Very conservative2019-09-21 14:39:53
2019-09-21 15:30:55
71122aaf73

3

3

2

2

2

2 Seminars

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 To have children and to bond there
2 relationship and
2 enjoy life together
2

1

1

5

1

1 Open minded friendly
2019-09-21
discussions
15:04:56
2019-09-21 15:12:00
7c0a276a9d

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Family life/Cultural norms

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Brazil

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

n2tn5mjp7y8qan2tn5mflcc5k3r5bnaz
Man

26-39

Canada

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

9iu81oenhr3z9iu8qgocf3n95ljsh1fu
Man

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

swkbxebytnqcor7xgswkbxebspez4aa1
Woman

19-25

Canada

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

86blte92xt8q2co2xa2c86bltzyzfng7
Man

19-25

Canada

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

fx8phi2bzevsjz6u872mvfx8phi2jilm
Man

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

mjpg9e6faakpgdi72mjpg9eiqutycnfu
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

jbyxskzjfemov1jbyo1dbk1ikm0sjkt4
Prefer not to answer

Over 60

Anguilla

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

Pre-marital sex
Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Heterosexual attraction

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

c6uz6lxd0q8hu5u0hjwgc6uz65tgjokn
Man

26-39

Canada

1

ngexvmialjv4z4nrvodngexvmifz8dp1
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

6kaqw1dbp1nrh5sdi1b6kaqw16se2it2
Man

40-60

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

3x0e3kaxue47gdk3x07hbzfrz96qkk36
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

bcyq1rvpnjk3p9s85wbcyq1p5wubitog
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1

3ilyrvi5rcxqxqp3ilytfrosm2w8yyux
Woman

40-60

United States

1

ir1qzp7cjyn6yovjzir1sv7lfb8bib0d
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between two consenting people regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Between a consenting married

1

1

3

1

1

1 Someone who we2019-09-21
could go to 14:47:03
and talk
2019-09-21
to about 14:57:18
how to
4d4a78c0af
centralize our thoughts about these topics, keeping the Sikh ideologies c

4

4

4

4

4

4

4 Being open and welcoming
2019-09-21
any
14:52:37
person
2019-09-21
regardless
14:57:15
ofc4c352e4a2
gender

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It's primal and part of life. But we4shouldn't get consumed
5
in it.

4

4

3

5

4

3

For pleasure or desire

1 Not allowed to have sex except couples
2
as lust diverts
7 or breaks us 7
from meditation or7God

2

7

7

7 I think, in some way
2019-09-21
if they will14:28:41
become
2019-09-21
open minded
14:55:30
66b9a8d364
not that open; but they should stop doing difference between girl or boy

0

1

4

4

1

For love

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

Pre-marital sex

For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

4

5

1

2019-09-21 14:51:16
2019-09-21 14:55:32
9e75e3e870
2019-09-21 14:40:43
2019-09-21 14:44:11
951a8f00bf

0 In my opinion, in our Sikh community
2
today most people
4
think (not all)
4 that you should4only have sex after
2 marriage, but gurbani
4
does not talk
4 about sex it talks
4 about lust and how
2019-09-21
it can be dangerous
14:03:35
2019-09-21
if it gets
14:22:38
out 0ed9f6dbf9
of control. Lust is not a bad thing, because it is a strong emotion that is felt

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is the mean of creating life.

5

3

5

3

1

6

5

2 By being more open
2019-09-21
to the idea
14:14:43
that2019-09-21
a relationship
14:21:36
can
8471acea14
be between people of same/different genders. Talking about this as a com

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Not sure

1

6

3

3

2

6

3

2 To show more examples
2019-09-21
of people
14:11:30
2019-09-21
who are okay
14:19:36
with6174db6110
expressing themselves and creating a comfortable environment for those

For pleasure or desire

1 Marry a nice girl and spend life with
6 her devotedly 4

6

5

6

4

6

3 Special meeting 2019-09-21 13:01:59
2019-09-21 14:19:06
af321325c3

7

7

7

4

7

7

7 Open a discussion2019-09-21 14:13:25
2019-09-21 14:18:24
9610a29ede

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I have never thought about sex in7 terms of religion.7

7

5

5

7

7

4 I think we need to2019-09-21
start the discussion.
14:08:00
2019-09-21 14:13:58
64fc519f61

0 Soul exchange

7

Sikh institutions can play a definite role by allowing expression of this taboo subject.
By organizing workshops esp for teenagers & young adults so as to address their core issues.
By having counselors to deal with trauma many go through .By providing emotional support.
0 It is necessary for procreating, an5 important part of3garsth jeevan . It3is an important parameter
3
of love but
2 not the most important
2
parameter.
2 It should not be2the only / prime thought
2019-09-21
or basis14:02:37
of a 2019-09-21
relationship.14:13:22
We should
2bead80dda
follow the path of moderation
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Seems taboo to talk about it. But5it seems typically7only for procreation
3 as opposed to 1feeling good.

5

7

3

1 I think we need to2019-09-21
have serious
14:00:19
talks
2019-09-21
about it. Otherwise
14:04:24
65f7060864
the media will be the goto for most people's insights which can lead to m

For pleasure or desire

0 It is a natural way of making love7and nothing wronge
7 in it

7

7

7

7

7

7 Jin prem kiyo tin hee
2019-09-21
prabh payo
13:51:04
2019-09-21 14:00:16
22a2bc5467

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Sin

1

4

3

2

2

4

3

2 Not exactly

2019-09-21 12:13:54
2019-09-21 12:20:17
4f4dbc0a39

For pleasure or desire

0

5

5

5

4

1

3

3

1

2019-09-21 12:06:26
2019-09-21 12:11:26
df73e1684d

0 Never spoken about

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 Practise what is written
2019-09-21
in Gurbani
11:27:52
and
2019-09-21
they’re own
11:31:57
interpretations
39fac9b6af

7

6

3

4

7

6

3 Creating safe forums
2019-09-21
and Teaching
11:10:17
2019-09-21
people to speak
11:18:16
about
c68a537df1
their opinions from their own viewpoint rather than talking about othe

For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

2

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Having
security)
a baby

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in aBetween
committed
anyrelationship
number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

2

4

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

2

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
Pre-marital sex

2019-09-21 15:08:30
2019-09-21 15:12:18 1927070721

1 It use to say sikh cant sex before1marriage but i feel
1 person can do sexual
4
activity with1a person with whom
1 he is in a relationship.
1
But his main
4
motive to relationship
1 Well inshould
sikh relegion
not 2019-09-21
be sexuality
sex
14:41:19
plays2019-09-21
a big role their
14:57:46
are
8ef79e254b
many rules that a person cant do sex before marriage and all with any a
0 Union between two people

For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Heterosexual attraction

2019-09-21 15:35:26
2019-09-21 15:39:52
4c7d6a6480

0 Part of a human being's life.

For pro-creation For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of gender)
man and woman

3

For pleasure or desire

For love

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction

2

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between any number of consentingHeterosexual
people (includes
attraction
polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

For love

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires
‘Sin’

To develop intimacy with another.0 There’s no such thing as a universal
4 Sikh understanding
6
of sex. Gurbani
6
is a guide, not
4 a rule book.

2 Really explain that2019-09-21
it’s not necessary
15:53:52
2019-09-21
the sex that
15:58:19
is the
4bbc8559a4
problem, but it’s the intent. If you are with your significant other and look

0 ?

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Other

3

2019-09-21 16:10:50
2019-09-21 16:17:23
1dd9db9338

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pleasure or desire

5

5

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For love

1

6

0 It's important aspect of life should5 not be ignored 7

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

5

0 I think that is a natural expression7 of the body , it is7includes a responsable
7
relationship
7

0 A sat to developer the concept of21 soul in 2 bodies6

Canada

1

5

0 For pro creation only

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pleasure or desire

26-39

1 Family life/Cultural norms

5

0 In my opinion, sex is regarded a bad
5 thing only because
7
of cultural norms.
7
I don't know1 the Sikh understanding
5
but the human
6
understanding
2 would be let consenting
1 By just adults
havingdo
anwhatever
2019-09-21
honest conversation
they16:12:52
want.
2019-09-21
without people
16:19:12
68e0dce429
getting offended because of tradition/culture

For pleasure or desire

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

19-25

India

1 Sex is part of a sexual cohabitation
7 and it must be 7a person choise with
7 who we are gonna
7
do, no matters
7 if same or different
7
gender. Love7 must be the criterio
7 Making campaigns
2019-09-21
to call the 16:13:49
atention
2019-09-21
about the16:26:42
subject.
ac4a5a4b31
0 personal choice
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

19-25

Brazil

2019-09-21 16:29:15
2019-09-21 16:33:16
63d2ce1842

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Pre-marital sex

ouydcnrx7yox3709mgnouydcnj7zxms5
Woman

India

1

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

1vxmu5gnhicx3l7p1vxmu5w35xu03z1e
Man

40-60

4

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

66ysqwh7n4gr5pqhtu66ysqwu5spujgh
Woman

40-60

7

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

My beliefs are informed
Between
by amy
consenting
own Between
experiences
married
a consenting
as
couple
a Between
woman
(regardless
married
navigating
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and
life man
in
woman
a two
patriarchal
andconsenting
woman
Between
world.
people
two
I amconsenting
a
inpracticing
aBetween
committed
people
any
Sikh
relationship
number
but
regardless
I don’t
of consenting
feel
of gender
my ideas
people
or marital
on sex
(includes
are
status
in any
(includes
polyamory,
way reflected
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
in thepolygamy,
Sikh ethos,
etc)
nor should it. I don’t think our Gurus
All-consuming
meant to police
or overpowering
For
our pro-creation
bodies and
thoughts/actions
sexuality.
For love

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

26-39

For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)
Other

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

8aeatxxtxtkta4apul8aeatnivok4cy0
Man

For love
For love

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

9bdrjo0x5sjte19bdrj2b6ncrjpamhrl
Woman

For pro-creation For love

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

szd0g3exl4muc0lszszd07wv3pmzhgn2
Woman

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

1

For pro-creation For love

2 Education and awareness
2019-09-21
is key
16:37:21
along
2019-09-21
with being
16:43:36
OPEN
8b54806018
minded, non judgemental and having patience and attentive listening s

zaryvwkznr8xowhzaryvol9b387lrm1i
Man

t8htfhvlxng4lsxo4uvt8htup4lrf74v
Man

Any sexual thoughts or desires

2

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

hscgqegakxl3zhscgqewtuaoeb4d7a85
Man

t9ia80zzmajzm7bygokt9ia8fx0xvwg3
Man

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

For pro-creation For love

2019-09-21 17:11:20
2019-09-21 17:18:16
0cf060817a

2
5

da0ep5beib83cicsjvxdktda0eu64q7v
Woman

Other

Pre-marital sex

2019-09-21 17:19:54
2019-09-21 17:23:32
4c7d6a6480

1
0

6zv0ysd7010s9gib7y36zv0gnreuhhlz
Woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Masturbation

2019-09-21 17:28:21
2019-09-21 17:32:01
267e8b824c

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

0 From my personal experiences, Sikh
1 people tend to
6 think sex is a sin6 and it is not talked
2 about at all

1

For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television,
Exploration
social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

4

0 Moderation

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

0 Cultural norms/stigma has presented
2
Sikhism’s sex7 perspective to be
3 bad/shunned, kept
1 private and Loren
1 of a sin and a6beautiful thing. I 2don’t agree with that
1 Firstly,
but that’s
the stigma
the only
2019-09-21
associated
way Ive learned
18:11:44
with sex
2019-09-21
of in
how
theSikh
Sikh
18:31:45
associates
cultural
62c11f65d9
needs
with to
sexbe eradicated. Then people will start to open up about issues
0

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

c31dad46fv82aj7p8dvc31dad47x5izd
Woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

For pro-creation For love
Pre-marital sex

Any sexual thoughts or desires
‘Sin’

.(ਮਾਤ ਿਪਤਾ ਸੰ4ਜੋਗ ਉਪਾਏ ਰਕਤੁ ਿਬੰ ਦ
(When the mother4and father have 4
sexual
intercourse
then
body is18:26:06
produce
the18:35:55
eggin534d5af294
ofnatural
mother
andinstead
from the
father’s semen ).
Thats why guru
ji suggest
getsin
m
0 According to Sikhism, sex has an1important part in4our life for pro-creation
4
1 ਿਮਿਲ ਿਪੰ ਡੁ ਕਰੇ ।।) 4
To save
humanity
2019-09-21
andanature
having
2019-09-21
sexfrom
should
be
way
of homosexuality.
Homosexuality
and
rape aretothe

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 An intimate act done with intention
4 of love

6b1itve7rykgpd3l6b1ly96bv748urw4
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

8h91buzsm90v4c0u28h91cd1ewoids8s
Woman

19-25

Canada

1

q1trf97hqdj5jvmq1trff00r9t1kidyz
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

q9g6ow3gdi15x5gg1acq9g6o5op8q6b7
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

5z2kp3w1vvgwwl4w0bngd35z2kp3w18z
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)
Other

Between a consenting married man and woman
Myself and my own comfort level

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 Controlled sex is required and needed
3
for progression
3 of human life.3

3

4

3

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

3

1

7

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sikh understanding of sex should6be that it always 6involves consenting
3 adults and is a1way to express love
2

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is for procreation, love, and comfort
3

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

1
2

2

2 Create more awareness
2019-09-20 22:59:11
2019-09-21 0:12:17
e707b65ef4

7

2

1

1

1 advocating equality
2019-09-20
of gender 23:52:59
and LGBTQ
2019-09-20
issues
23:59:30
and9ece5c78b9
freedom of expression would help move converasation in the right directio

6

6

4

1

6

6

4

6

5

1

1

6

5

1 Talks/seminars/social
2019-09-20
media 23:14:17
2019-09-20 23:38:08
be7154b2b6

7

7

2019-09-20 23:18:22
2019-09-21 0:00:47
90908f6a11
2019-09-20 23:49:05
2019-09-20 23:53:58
d1304bf5ba

o4n7a4gybw4mpmvo4n7a4kxkz7wa8ll6
Man

19-25

Australia

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex must only be conducted between
2
a married couple
5
with consent3from both parties1

3

5

4

2 They can't really. 2019-09-20
Most believes
23:15:25
from
2019-09-20
Sikhism are
23:22:31
hard
2467490d93
to adhere to in modern society or even follow. I told my parents I want a g

ids9ni5u60z0h54swncids9tjta5j6q8
Man

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Do it as long as you’re not hurting4 others in the process.
6
Make healthy
4 decisions. Don’t
3 over do it.

4

6

4

3 Have a ton of research,
2019-09-20
examples
23:09:03
and
2019-09-20
be open 23:15:10
to share
df73e1684d
those values.

g6g8cjdx6zqf4t1fkvog6g8cxj6zhiqb
Man

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is necessary in life but should not
5 consume your 6mind or alter your6actions

4

5

6

6

5

90ie2ce6zzl50tfhapfmj90ie2ce6qrg
Woman

26-39

United States

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 An important part of life.

7

5

7

7

6 create acceptance2019-09-20
for a diversity
22:25:26
of 2019-09-20
experiences22:29:08
and 67da94fcf9
opinions.

Other

self evaluated andBetween
experienced
a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

7

7

7

2019-09-20 22:31:38
2019-09-20 22:34:32
bfc66ee335

Gurudwaras: hire only granthis and gyanis who speak the local language (French in France, English in USA, etc.) and have a d
Only then can they address young Sikhs who
may be confused about sexuality.
1sha1nsupz53roga1shc5qpl9ej2ziyz
Man

Over 60

United States

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

r2u96v4mg83t1w79xq5tbilfr2u96vuc
Woman

40-60

Canada

1

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

f4usowsk30gdja3ytuf4usolvrvdqyp6
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

ioz6p3t4brf7j0dijioz6p0xs82yz0ft
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

clw28nx0jvrcmrsna710clw28n3lhd6k
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

4x0kenf0dbrly9exbwe64x0kenr42jpz
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

xcbhkmxea3h4pks6o73xcbhtrx6oyekb
Man

26-39

United States

1

For pro-creation For love

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship
Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I have never heard a Sikh discussing
7
his/her sexuality,
7
or sexual mores
7 in general..

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex meets an innate biological and
6 emotional need6 of a human. It is6natural and not in3perverse. However,
3 an unbalanced3 focus on it is not3natural and would
1 undermine
small groupa interactive
person's
2019-09-20
ability
sessions;
to21:55:53
raise
large
2019-09-20
his/her
groupconsciousness
sessions
22:09:50
5bb3cdab26
explaining
above Gurbani's
body and messages
mind to experience
around sexuality
Waheguru.

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

7

4

4

4

4 What other Sikh institutions
2019-09-20
are
22:15:31
there?
2019-09-20 22:23:42
b3bdd29b0c

0 Sex is a procedure developed by6Nature (Hukam) 6
which is preinstalled
6 in human body5to achieve certain
4 state of mind. Could
6
be a check mark/
6
a delibrate obstacle(
5 To preach
whenit itingoes
the2019-09-20
context
beyondofprocreation
Guru
19:35:38
Sahibs'
2019-09-20
andmindset
set 21:47:23
norms
asc2e7334ab7
per
of society)
guru granth
for the
sahib
purpose
ji
of evaluating a person for his/her path of salva
0 I cannot speak for Sikhs but my thoughts
6
are that sex
4 should be between
4
married couples
4
or couples who
2 are in a long term
2 relationship

2

2 through positive messaging
2019-09-20so21:26:07
that 2019-09-20
it becomes more
21:35:16
63c5cdb21e
acceptable and normal message.

Any sexual thoughts or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Necessary for procreation and happy
3
married lifre 7

6

3

3

5

4

3

2019-09-20 21:23:06
2019-09-20 21:27:24
79b1187f58

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Masturbation

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

7

7

5

1

4

7

4

1

2019-09-20 21:17:56
2019-09-20 21:22:46
f8267d9290

For pleasure or desire

0 unsure

6

5

5

4

3

5

5

4 education, dialogue,
2019-09-20
removing21:15:19
mith 2019-09-20 21:18:22
df73e1684d

6

7

6

4

6

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

unk2uhv7h2jr0sg45u3unk2u5p5icbxr
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in aBetween
committed
anyrelationship
number
‘Sin’ of consentingHeterosexual
people (includes
attraction
polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

976en9rdj4q81krrpftlvf976en99n45
Man

26-39

United Arab Emirates

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

13yzhqs3pqxztjlqybimn13yzhqmwlbs
Man

26-39

United States

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

l0h55rv6u0brmwy0jzoppl0h55rarwe9
Man

Over 60

United States

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

9chgjzbyyw23hnu9chgj486s9w864kjb
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For love

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

7

5

4 By ways of open dialogues
2019-09-20 20:57:20
2019-09-20 21:03:35
a40ed459a1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 From what I know and have heard
1 from fellow Sikhs,
1 it's always between
1
a man and a1woman! And it done
1 for procreation.
4

1

1 Including and giving
2019-09-20
a voice to20:51:18
the larger
2019-09-20
LGBTIA
20:55:40
community.
928834a5ee
Acknowledgement is of extreme importance.

For pleasure or desire

0 Not to be talked about 😂

1

7

6

2

7

7

7

7 Deal with the number
2019-09-20
of Sikhs20:47:17
attempting
2019-09-20
suicide
20:54:35
because
46531518d9
their having natural sexual thoughts. But shamed as if they have com

0

4

3

5

5

4

6

5

4

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

cbcv4u22mhj5cuhkvcbcvf9jd5kq9ojx
Prefer not to answer

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

jep3e303y2txqeojep2s3flwx15qt8q7
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

1

zga4srd0q96y8h2zy3zga4sqqnxarjlc
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/Cultural norms

gvr013ry5tmi4nib5xtjrgvr013rt63u
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

olsc2glc26k00mq9holsc2guj8rrp8zj
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television,
Scientific
social
andmedia,
social
Between
etc)
science
a research
consenting
Between
onmarried
sexuality
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

8dbke2sqfporv98dbkcywhfv3oddyd05
Woman

26-39

United States

zco5u1u1rp5p62zzco5u1ejy8w2uajwu
Man

26-39

India

bmynzql9vx3o10rojs1lkg8bmynzqym7
Woman

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

2019-09-20 20:43:15
2019-09-20 20:46:47
da9d5ddb31

1 counselling, education
2019-09-20
for teens,
20:40:55
families
2019-09-20
with teens,
20:46:04
18b5665c4a
young adults courses, anand karaj courses

0 An action taken out of love to create
7 and expand Ik7Oankar, as well as
4 fall in love the one.
6
It can become
3 habitual or addicting
7
like any other
5 action.

5 Sikh camps should
2019-09-20
have conversations.
20:26:48
2019-09-20
Sikh leaders
20:41:41
df73e1684d
and org reps should raise discussions and encourage conversation throug

0 I don't know

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Pro creation but also something to
5 enjoy in your marriage
6
with only your
6 partner

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
My personal
social perspectives
media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Family life/Cultural norms

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

0 Sex is a part of human existence,4 within Sikhi we are
6 meant to be truthful
5
in our relationships
3
and sex is1meant to be reserved
4
for the married
5 couples

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
fun security)
For pleasure or desire

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pro-creation For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship
Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

uksc1nq5ql0ioy76jwpuksc1nqbm0nha
Man

19-25

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

6ig7k8l01ycqekh162kujnq2u6ziex8k
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

cj08m5iifdxk79qxn5r9gcj08m564tf0
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

efhucvhm8vedyr4h0pm2efhucvf1vu3p
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

ausy0e3kiro9octfausyranni2kvoqpa
Man

Over 60

United States

1

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Pre-marital sex

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani,Other
etc)

Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Personal preference

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married man and woman

neqa0r3e145zc2797bneqa0oq5y7ates
Woman

Over 60

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

ettvxy7sfn8gl5h5f9ettvxy7s64it83
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

ms6qcwzh28fufp40ms66hre8bjli2qn1
Man

Over 60

India

0 Family life/Cultural norms

rbwxfvo4tq2g84htsrbwxfvmvcu86cjs
Man

26-39

India

1

22w0m5ssddifrvmpsf22w0mlzq9lkp5e
Man

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

Between a consenting married man and woman

6

4

4

4

6

6

6

6

5

6

6

5 More kathas and talks
2019-09-20
about it20:18:22
on a2019-09-20
Sikhi level, the
20:23:29
world
bd6ab4dbaa
can do whatever but if you’re trying to follow the path then some under

1 Sex in Sikhi is between a couple,1for pleasure, intimacy,
3
procreation.5Not sure if that is3in line with Sikh teachings
1
but it is 1how I feel

1

1 Smaller, open-minded
2019-09-20
group discussions.
20:03:35
2019-09-20
Creating
20:09:26
a c172ee3ff5
safe-space for dialogue, as Gurdwaras were intended to be.

0 It is a normal and healthy part of 5human life.

5

5

1

1

1

1

1

2019-09-20 20:33:58
2019-09-20 20:40:18
82eda14d2e

0

1

5

3

1

1

5

2

1 Open Vichar sessions
2019-09-20
with dialog
19:40:07
among
2019-09-20
everyone.
19:45:03
7ddbe6d3aa

0

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

By bringing people of different age groups for open discussions.
6 By creating awareness
2019-09-20
to stop19:24:00
considering
2019-09-20
sexual
19:33:25
conversation
5ddd76684e
as a taboo

2019-09-20 19:50:05
2019-09-20 19:56:01
0cd0054df1

0 I think that sex is not always sexual,
7 in the sense that
7 it does not have
7 to be sexual but1 rather a connection
1 between two people.
7
I think that7it can be between
1 two
We men
can talk
two about
women
2019-09-20
it. aSexuality
man and
19:26:00
isasomething
woman
2019-09-20
really
that19:30:27
anything,
many
542e4b10dc
people
I think
including
people Sikhs
forget (especially
that sikhi puts
the all
older
at ageneration)
equal stance.
refuse
Sextocreates
talk abo
h

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 I am a Cdn born Sikh. My family has
6 been here in Canada
7
for over 100
7 years. My values
5 and opinions are
6 far different from
7 my great grand7parents. I believe6 that
Its aI as
touchy
a Sikh
topic....
woman
2019-09-20
I have the
19:03:38
right
2019-09-20
to choose19:23:22
who 7a6a35fb98
I want to have sex with, regardless of marital status, gender and or being in

For pro-creation For love

1

0 Between married man and woman
1

7

1

1

5

2

1

2019-09-20 19:23:11
2019-09-20 19:26:13
baa7cc666a

1

1

1

1

1

1 Anonymous question
2019-09-20
answer forum
19:11:22
2019-09-20 19:16:46
0c52c9720d

0 Only for reproduction and only between
1
a married 7
man and woman. 2

1

1

7

1

1 This would require2019-09-20
a huge mindset
19:07:16
2019-09-20
shift in the punjabi
19:15:22
39569aa5b8
culture because so much of what the religious Sikhs in gurdwara settings

For pleasure or desire

0 According to Sikh teaching Sex is7 essential part of 7life but it should be
7 performed within
5 marriage and with
7 consent of both5

6

4 Any Sikh institution
2019-09-20
should openly
19:00:26
discuss
2019-09-20
and explain
19:14:00
8e0ecf6bf9
sexuality to interested people. Gurbani has at several places had talked

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire

1

4

For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

1 TO BE UPRIGHT...CARRY OUT7YOUR PROMISES
7 MADE TO A LADY
7
MOST HONOURABLY
7

7

7

7

7 Stage group discussions,
2019-09-20
seminars,
18:54:08
2019-09-20
workshops 19:04:36
in an 48196d4995
informal atmosphere.

0

4

5

5

4

4

5

4

4

For pleasure or desire

0 I am not a Sikh.

7

7

7

7

4

7

7

4 No clue. I am not 2019-09-20
a Sikh.
18:47:02
2019-09-20 18:50:48
2e1df20242

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Sex is natural. Don't run from it. 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 Can't say

2019-09-20 18:42:48
2019-09-20 18:47:45
f4822befc8

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire

0

2

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

2019-09-20 18:39:34
2019-09-20 18:45:11
8e85dcf879

1

5

5

3

3

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
(includes LGBTQIA+)

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

6

2019-09-20 17:01:01
2019-09-20 18:59:36
02d2e5aa6c

g0p7h453sxa34xygslwrg0p77nehjvrz
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 not sure

5

5

2 within the community,
2019-09-20
there seems
18:36:15
2019-09-20
to be a divide
18:41:39
between
0f7ff65264
prudes and perverts, and those of us somewhere in the middle often

f5y3mxvv6v1jr80t9251df5y3mxvvsew
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 The point at which sex becomes 3a problem is when6 desire for it controls
5 the individual,4or leads to negative
1 experiences. 4

3

1 By not condemning
2019-09-20
it.
18:05:01
2019-09-20 18:09:53
2640ee5c47

95zbm4hkaywo783r95zba1ha732m0gbn
Man

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sikhi sanctions sex within the confines
1
of marriage5as long as it not excessively
3
lustful.3

1

6

4

1

kzmzqxthbsmooxovzkzmzqxth6yajkeo
Man

Over 60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire

0 One of the essential for the life 4

2

2

1

1 Hold seminars or 2019-09-20
chat group 17:57:44
2019-09-20 18:05:06
f41fcca1a0

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

xq7ww96ede133ptabo5wyqla9vxq7ww9
Woman

40-60

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
Other
etc)

personal experience and identity

zldbrzsdnh4sgxcrbvqezldbrwuo8fpo
Man

Over 60

United States

1

My own experience.
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

p8fw8sxfqtyep8fw86w0mqhj6v271t93
Man

26-39

United States

1

48mn7k5jpwbuiprssm48mnpv8yfzmu9z
Man

40-60

India

1

xmcanuncqdfy9kb7vke7wmxmcanlub3k
Woman

26-39

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
Naturalsocial
dictates
media,
of the
etc)
body...your body will inform you
Between
when you
a consenting
are growing
man
up...just
and woman
like it will let yiu know if you are unwell...etc

spbie6i51so13ud80hcspbi97qvutaxz
Man

19-25

Other

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Other

1

Between a consenting married man and woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

4

1

1 separating the concept
2019-09-20
of lust 17:59:50
from 2019-09-20
the act of sex
18:03:00
would
574c49d7b6
be a great start-

7

7

7

7

7

7 Education and open
2019-09-20
discussion.
17:53:20
Shame
2019-09-20
is overcome
17:57:15
9085f3045a
by trust.

0

3

3

3

1

5

6

1

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 Full fill mutual sexual desire/ need
4 with your partner.
4

4

5

4

4

4

By quating Gurbani as reference.
4 Through open media
2019-09-20
like Sikh17:44:02
net, etc
2019-09-20 17:55:11
843c82b134

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

India

1

Any sexual thoughts or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

26-39

United States

1

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

4ntqg2pvzzipqer274ntqu2bpjg95czq
Man

Over 60

United States

1

n6zx6aes5od6mvkfrj06n6zx6aesuepi
Man

26-39

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

276z0pewatzhs33emhrr276z0pewabyt
Man

Over 60

United States

1

Between a consenting married man and woman

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Social activisim Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Other

All of the above.

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

5

0
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2019-09-20 17:29:36
2019-09-20 17:55:55
ece7aa097f

I feel they should address issue pertaining to love and tolerance ...and recognizing the Inner Divinity...listening to their inner voi
2019-09-20 17:36:55
2019-09-20 17:54:39
df73e1684d

Love is the base...uou can have sex
0 There
for any
arereason
four aspects
that suits
to every
you both
realtionship
7
- physical,
7
mental, emotional
7
and spiritual.1 You need to satisfy
6 all four to have3 a healthy relationship.
3

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

19-25
26-39

dg2vq5gvan84yy9zi1j1dg2vqw5v3hhg
Man

Other

Other

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

2pvkhrc9bld9gwf12pvkhofiefscpfv0
Woman

My own experiences

2019-09-20 18:04:54
2019-09-20 18:07:52
dc364529c6

0 not sure- seems like a more conservative
5
procreation
6 marriage based
3 assumed norm 2- not talked about4
0 Sex is a natural human activity that
7 bonds couples7to each other.

cfftvbozctbwc5ezykrocfftvbozpzcs
Man

Other

2

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

xr435oeuoy362eywdixqxr435owdu4sy
Woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

4

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

4

4 discussion

3

2

1

5

3

2 Not making the discussion
2019-09-20
a huge
17:37:44
social
2019-09-20
taboo so
17:45:19
that
c745d04076
it eventually desensitizes the topic of sex down to a normal conversation

7

7

7

7

7

7 Educating young adults
2019-09-20
about17:34:56
how 2019-09-20
gurmat preceives
17:39:42
b8d18504ac
self control and grehast jiwan

6

6

6

5 LGBTQ support groups
2019-09-20
be a nice
17:28:30
start
2019-09-20
as well as
17:37:24
informing
02b58e22b7
the general sikh public that sex or homosexuality is not a sin.

1

6

6

1 Start discourse in 2019-09-20
a healthy and
17:32:34
open
2019-09-20
minded manner
17:36:57
9610a29ede

4

4

3

3

7

7

0 Physical intimacy such as sex is 6
an important part 6of a relationship just
6 like emotional 5intimacy.

For pleasure or desire

0 I'm not sure.

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

6

6

6

1

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television,
1 TALKING
socialTO
media,
FRIENDS
etc) 2 LEARNT
Between
IN MEDICAL
a consenting
SCHOOL
married man and woman

2019-09-20 17:28:45
2019-09-20 17:52:59
48a74ead41

0 Sex is a natural part of life for both
4 humans and animals.
5
0 Love between married couple

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

2019-09-20 17:29:46
2019-09-20 17:32:46
25f2eadf89

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires
Same-sex attraction

Pre-marital sex
Pre-marital sex

For pro-creation For love

6

2019-09-20 17:23:47
2019-09-20 17:27:28
1aac2f9a53

1 Your questions are good. 2 Your typeform is very poor. 3 You must change it to a different format : try to improve it and simplif
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Company,repose,
security)
satisfaction, etc.
0 1 In human life sex plays an extremely
1
importantt role.
3
2 By many it6is considered 4 It6should be taught 2in school from a younger
3
age. 5 There
4 should be discussions
2 5 There
about
is a tremendous
it. 6 2019-09-20
potential
14:04:24
for
2019-09-20
digital and
17:27:02
on line
5f125113d4
learning
a taboo.
these
3 Indays
adult; life
to the
it isappropriate
a norm. 4 I audience.
think it is t role. 2 My understa

mc03jaq3zar5wu19h5mc03b6v4lus8t0
Man

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 sex is part of the world we live in.2we are to live in this
7 world and fulfill
6 our worldly roles3

1

7

7

1 it is often treated as
2019-09-20
a taboo topic.
17:18:04
i 2019-09-20
think more open
17:24:06
discussions
d787ee9897regarding it can help or maybe smaller discussions in the sikh p

h482pnhmew74zx9cmcrh482pnrzdve8e
Man

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 personal decision

5

6

6

4

3

6

7

5 provide idas

2019-09-20 17:15:37
2019-09-20 17:18:09
9ec9da8c37

i8lkhe92ldqsdqrqgsi8lkhue8fzpnn7
Man

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

0

4

4

4

4

4

4

4 Education

2019-09-20 17:10:06
2019-09-20 17:17:49
4730feba90

p184hqoeyxkltq40nnp184hqooqjemkh
Woman

19-25

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

0 Natural part of human experience4

5

4

5

5

5

5

5 Talk about the natural
2019-09-20
process17:04:22
instead
2019-09-20
of just being
17:11:40
man
e7f8aac811
and wife

flt5i5u5cchv7ooa8s8flt5i55zffkwx
Man

26-39

India

1

4

4

4

4

4

4 Organize awareness
2019-09-20
programme
17:00:31
2019-09-20 17:09:46
ade4b7cf60

Between a consenting man and woman
Between any number
‘Sin’ of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Same-sex attraction

y60gk01pqmhtzlqy60mglcspehhij1y9
Woman

19-25

United States

1

39x9yems1r5qglt339x9ylczgrbimgyr
Man

26-39

India

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

2n1bqtir3lcd5res2n1bqxcqlkdjtqsp
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

vo1i89yj7jgs6nqk7skvo1i8eo6me4xp
Woman

Over 60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
Other
etc)

ut52ulioyh8sis3l4ut52o3op9jztg74
Man

40-60

Canada

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Since I am Sikh, IBetween
need to be
a consenting
open and understanding
married couplethe
(regardless
perspective
of Between
gender)
who don'ttwo
feelconsenting
thatBetween
their biological
people
two consenting
inand
a committed
emotional
people
relationship
needs,
regardless
why they
of gender
dont' fit
or the
marital
norm.
status
I would
(includes
be curious
LGBTQIA+)
to know how Gurbani supports various forms of sexuality,
All-consuming
such as homosexuals
or overpowering
For pro-creation
and, transgenders,
thoughts/actions
For love

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

m0oykxn6nmau8z247twtum0oykxn6zqh
Man

26-39

India

1

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

3qfcdhlhwqdqklbadd2613qfcd1ozoyl
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

4r5wnn2i7arl9ieps4r5wnn2h2b0t3j3
Man

26-39

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

zzvq2sfnekkg74guarnzzvq7nlowuxcg
Woman

26-39

Canada

1

v1le8g9d2tc5hmd6ev1le8g9ei6yxx9h
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Heterosexual attraction

Any sexual thoughts or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

dp18q7c0b0hv1nn5bl2ckdp18q7cz5lv
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

40-60

United States

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

2g89piag3izd5yge52g89pi5r4juhvpf
Man

26-39

United States

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

2u2bftao3ud1r88bj32u2bft4sz3frht
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

ssfqrwncftbu7nhdbe7vjwr7khssfqrw
Man

26-39

India

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires
Between a consenting married man and woman

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pro-creation For love

0 Sex can be okay as a Sikh, but in3 moderation.

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is normal aspect of human life, 4as long is it is in done
4
consenting couple,
4
in committed
2 relationship

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is appropriate & necessary for
5 a, consenting heterosexual
7
married
6 couple, as you6live as a householder.
6
0 No idea

1

5

4

1

1

6

4

1 Please tell us what
2019-09-20
guru wisdom
16:42:13
instruct
2019-09-20
Sikhs on
16:52:04
this topic.
7599751396
We friends feel helpless on this topic. No body is there to guide us.

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Family life & natural

5

6

4

2

1

1

1

1 Outreach and remove
2019-09-20
stigma 16:45:09
attached
2019-09-20
to sex 16:49:54
6a2e9c47e5

For pleasure or desire

1

2

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation

7

2 locality

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

5

3

3

7

5

3 Important to have2019-09-20
open discussion
16:51:44
2019-09-20 16:56:44
df73e1684d

5

5

4

2 It is very important2019-09-20
topic, through
16:36:59
seminars
2019-09-20
and 16:56:12
youtube,
0fc90880c3
TV, healthy sexuality is importnt

6

6

6 Face the realities 2019-09-20
of how young
16:44:54
people
2019-09-20
address16:55:51
and engage
d78c445098
in this issue. It is more prevalent than the community is willing to ac

2

0 It's only for reproduction and only4appropriate after6marriage.

5

0 It is necessity for one’s well being3 and necessary for
2 nature/offspring building

2019-09-20 16:27:17
2019-09-20 16:43:45
99b5addf74

3

2

6

5

4 To provide tools that
2019-09-20
speak on15:24:38
the topic
2019-09-20
and inform
16:42:50
the
4c7d6a6480
youth. In now a days, kids will find sexuality online or tv. It shouldn't be h

3

3

5

2

2 No discussions ever
2019-09-20
seen
15:57:06
2019-09-20 16:42:38
d8fb6ef7a0

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 For love and creating a deeper relationship
3
with your
4 partner.

3

1

3

4

2

1 not sure.

2019-09-20 16:34:59
2019-09-20 16:40:38 9265152971

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 communication in a sacred relationship
4

5

6

3

2

2

2

1 sure

2019-09-20 16:23:33
2019-09-20 16:26:05
63e2755147

1 Kudrat / maya

6

6

4

1

1

1

1 Learn from vidvans.
2019-09-20
Learn our16:18:43
history.
2019-09-20 16:26:04
d617f50381

For pro-creation For love
Pre-marital sex

0 I think kaam refers to negative, overbearing
2
thoughts
5 of desire for anything
4
- not just sexual
2
encounters.3We are to live in 6the world, to engage,
6 to experience1the
I think
"normal"
the fact
andthat
sex
2019-09-20
discussion
is a part of16:49:27
with
that.sangat
2019-09-20
But, we
is also
not17:05:10
ahave
part
92223dd776
to
of be
many
careful
our Gurudwara
to not allowservices
any one is
thing
awful.
to interfere
There are
inno
ourthemes
lives inoftentime
a way th
0 Sex is important part of life as provided
6
by God but5there is thin line 5
between lust and 6love. Having said 4that once “I” goes5away, this desire5will also go away.5 We
Well
need
focus
to on
riseNaam
above
2019-09-20
and
oureverything
thoughts
16:53:26
2019-09-20
on
else
sex
falls in17:03:55
place.
391f97274c
Sikh institutions should focus on Naam and once people get themselves

For pleasure or desire

For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

7kov30x2bb9ccd917kov3gek5nsj1a8g
Man

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

1 Sex is improtant for human body 4and for increase population,
4

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For love

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

2

0 Rather than an expression of love
2 or desire, it’s a tool
7 to procreate. It’s
4 something one1does in marriage1to begin a family.3It’s not considered
2 to be an expression
1 Like
of Punjabi
love or desire
class2019-09-20
and
because
gurmat
we
16:06:55
class
should
2019-09-20
at gurdwaras
be trying16:21:45
toorcontrol
eb8c20d759
camps,
ourthere
lust should
and attachment.
also be a class that allows kids/teens to be in a safe s
0 For sikh sex should be a part ofmaried
1
life to reproduce
6

7

3

2

5

7

4 Today hardly any 2019-09-20
sikh institute15:50:09
discuss about sexuality and if start discussing about it then many problems of rural Punjab could

- Provision of Sex Ed classes (school ones are rubbish)
- Provision of CONSENT CLASSES (this is integral, sex happens and we must ensure it's consensual)
- Provision of sexuality / gender safety classes (education for those who may identify 'different to the norm')
- Actively teach history of LGBTQIA+ rights, e.g. Stonewall, thinking about projects related to LGBTQIA+ Sikh.
osb6fjcsyuvlbi0mezzosb6fjc68aioy
Man

19-25

United Kingdom

1

5p58nm2z80ajz4g5pvb5ms3udh69bvf7
Woman

40-60

United Kingdom

cn92rph075zpdkbyz7cn92rp8actesyc
Woman

19-25

j8gvtzyreh8fasoe2lj8gv0c5txk4oa3
Woman
6ae2vhe77151rypyee76ae2vgdibcc55
Man
xittbjpzy401qgxittvvstkiq8nx0uti
Man
zcdygj763wfm74tqnzcdygfqe6zbv4rb
Man
yb5pss631whul37ouc0yb5pstbfn8hns
Woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani,Other
etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Honestly I don't know how to articulate
6
this. But I would
6
say that sex6isn't framed as an4 'issue' whereas kaam
5
is the underlying
6
issue. Kaam,6 for me, is a question
4 I appreciate
of power -not
whoall2019-09-20
isofbeing
thesereduced
will
12:31:26
be appropriate
/2019-09-20
objectified in
in
12:38:49
aa Gurdwara
situation
ef75fa7a4e
which
setting
will
but
then
canlead
be forwarded
to one feeling
by various
overpowered
healthcare/educational
by lust - it's a quest
ins

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television,
My own
social
thoughts
media,
Between
andetc)
experiences
a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 I can only answer for myself, but 1I believe sex is a 7
beautiful thing when
1 consensual and
1 is something that
1 has varying degrees
7
of importance
1 in various stages
1 By
of your
having
life younger
2019-09-20
people available
12:14:24
2019-09-20
to talk about
12:19:17
it with
3d2ca40fd9
in confidence and without judgement.

Canada

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

By having a Q&A where myths are debunked and people are informed
0 Humans were created with the intent
7 to receive pleasure
7
from sexual1 simulation to encourage
2
procreation.
1 Pleasure serves
7 other purposes7as well for humans,
1 so sex is also important
2019-09-20
for sustaining
12:02:33
2019-09-20
humans12:11:26
cd890a7db8

40-60

United States

1

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

26-39

United States

1

19-25

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

40-60

United States

1

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
Other
etc)

My education: foray into critical theories and understandings as to workings
Between
of power
two consenting
/ hierarchies
people
in ourinsociety.
a committed relationship

Academic literature

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman
Other

Other

Heterosexual attraction

For pro-creation

Any sexual thoughts or desires

1 Gurbani defines this
For love

Personal conviction
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

thought leaders, science
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

7

4

6

4

4

4

4

4 They should only 2019-09-20
do this within12:04:01
the 2019-09-20
constraints of
12:06:25
Rehat
e747c5ff28
Maryada and Gurbani

0 Between married man & woman 4

1

1

1

4

1

1

4 Discuss the good 2019-09-20
things and what
11:59:29
not
2019-09-20
to do.
12:05:16
6dc153fa83

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is a natural part of life.

6

6

6

6

6

6

6 Do bios of Sikhs with
2019-09-20
diverse orientations.
11:57:43
2019-09-20
Ask Sikhs
12:03:41
460b6ad666
their oppinions and publish them in a video.

For pleasure or desire

0 It is an activity important for body3like anything else2

2

1

1

3

3

2

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 it is a form of energy exchange that
7 can be a spiritual
7 practice of God
7 connection

7

7

7

7

7 talks, events, share
2019-09-20
writings and
11:49:39
discussions
2019-09-20
on11:54:25
social
a529a8e67c
media

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

5

Include lgbtqa+ members in the commitee of sikh institutions and let them participate in the activities.
2019-09-20 11:54:59
2019-09-20 12:00:29
85b32095aa

vt70rhfcg8lwqwhvvt707zl77962i3u5
Man

19-25

India

1

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It's good

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 They can make understands
2019-09-20parents
11:37:35
2019-09-20 11:44:21
0695bc3497

j2hpmr7ecn4vu274z0qj2hpm0j1qwb7w
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

2

3

2

1

2

4

4

4 Just be more open
2019-09-20 11:40:45
2019-09-20 11:43:43
9311991cd3

gpeo32r7xoszggpeovvgtzaca2ypigs2
Man

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2019-09-20 11:34:12
2019-09-20 11:39:00
6db09fd4d7

7nyzj5fgaztqyfjsyj57nyzj5f091h42
Man

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is a nature's way of procreation6within the confines
6 of morality.

6

4

3

6

6

4

2019-09-20 11:29:44
2019-09-20 11:36:46
24dad9eee6

cbq2aih1vla1ls7bcbq2azyj4oaaozew
Man

26-39

United States

1

0 A natural part of existence.

6

6

6

6

6

6 Decouple the idea2019-09-20
of sex from11:28:05
lust. 2019-09-20
Remove guilt
11:34:23
anda9e7459661
manipulation from the conversation. Sikhi is about learning. But much Sikh

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)
Other

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Reflection and observation

For pro-creation For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Other

All of the above

5

6

2mq4mfjj0plxikxnj2mq4mffuwle9q2q
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
Intuition
social
and inner
media,
Between
thought
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

803za97odkmcwty5gssxjz69803za97o
Gender Variant/Non-Conforming

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
What'ssocial
in your
media,
heart
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Guru ji made creatures sexual. It4provides both procreation
4
as well as
4 a way to allow those
4
in relationships
2 to express commitment.
2

07z8e2djcd15bu3ya07z8j06yehxz1z6
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is part of Grihast life and is not 7to be avoided. It should
7
not be all consuming
7
and overpower
7
your actions
7 though. It is appropriate
7
in a relationship
7
based on
7 love
By doing
and respect.
vichaar 2019-09-20
of sexuality 11:18:26
from the
2019-09-20
basis of SGGS
11:26:40
076a0ebba4
this becomes possible.

10tw1m3uhjy8c11gf10tw1m9bf682pck
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in aBetween
committed
anyrelationship
number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Masturbation

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is a natural part of the human
3 life. It serves both
6 a procreation and
3 recreational purpose.
3
It shouldnt2be treated any differently
2
then other
2 natural body functions,
1 Making
likeit eating,
less taboo.
sleeping,
2019-09-20
This by
walking,
the
11:12:27
way
2019-09-20
etc.
is However,
not a sikh
11:26:20
itproblem.
comes
da299c7c6d
with
But a punjabi
certain sense
problem.
of responsibility.
Our gurbani talks
Evading
aboutconsent
it openly,
is morally
our people
wro

uf7b25lqvwz35zxxq6huf7b25mqpq970
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

1 Family life/Cultural norms

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Is part of a loving relationship between
7
a husband 3and wife (married3heterosexual) couple
2

4

2

2

2 Provide information
2019-09-20
via social 11:11:04
media2019-09-20
platforms and
11:15:58
more
05066ff677
formal gatherings

ou01ulylo4magzn0eou01ulyyvm6yqqh
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

For pleasure or desire

0 A

5

6

6

6

6 A

25uwlvtdwfg4su25urigkph21ybf418o
Man

26-39

China

1 Family life/Cultural norms

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is a part of human life. But do not
3 let yourself be 7
controlled and defined
7
by it.

3

2

6

6

Be open and accepting of all opinions.
4 Sexuality has not 2019-09-20
been identified/discussed
11:01:32
2019-09-20
by any
11:08:41
sikh
1ce109224b
institution due to the stigma aspect and is usually done behind closed do

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of gender)
and man
woman
and woman

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Heterosexual attraction

For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

ykcwndfzjbhdam5ehbt09ykcwndl6zai
Woman

19-25

Australia

1

ywaevrc0hof76anhywajmpybv2b6xtjp
Woman

40-60

United States

1

nty8e1hym5d60w5f05nty8e1q4732tk6
Man

40-60

United States

1

qi0ceyl81emd80tjg51lxqi0ceyl8uug
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
Western
social
culture
media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

tb02gqm0odtfh31mpt9tb02gqmeuqcff
Man

Over 60

United Kingdom

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Any sexual thoughts or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)
Other

Self... for me and Between
everyoneaelse,
consenting
I would
Between
married
hope
a consenting
that
couple
this
Between
is(regardless
one
married
factor
a consenting
man
of
they
Between
gender)
and
decide
man
woman
two
based
andconsenting
woman
on
Between
who they
people
twowant
consenting
in a
tocommitted
be. Not
people
because
relationship
regardless
of someone
of gender
else’s
orperception.
marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting man and woman

0 It should be considered as a sacred
4 act and you should
6
care for your6 body, mind and spirit
7
and be sure 3to not cause harm5 to anyone involved.
5 It should be within
5 More
marriage
open discussion
and yet
2019-09-20
I think
and many
open
11:21:23
dialogue
committed
2019-09-20
within
relationships
11:32:07
realistic
1d2ebaf8d0
situations
these days
and
model
not just
quality
aspirational
of marriage
or dogmatic
and not all
standards.
marriages
Also
do.address

6

7

7

2

2 With kindness

2019-09-20 11:23:41
2019-09-20 11:28:20
e6860bed91

2019-09-20 11:08:22
2019-09-20 11:10:27
4a48e44f76

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 A means to not only procreate, but
4 to have a healthy
5 understanding 3of one’s own physical
2
needs and sexuality,
1
and s means
2 to strengthen2one’s relationship1with
Have
their
open
partner.
and critical
2019-09-20
dialogue
10:34:31
about
2019-09-20
the topic,10:40:55
educational
9610a29ede
sessions, collaborating with health professionals to educate and en

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Anyone should be able to practice
4 what they deem4appropriate

4

1

4

4

4

1 This should be a topic
2019-09-20
discussed
10:26:44
through
2019-09-20
forums
10:35:58
in Gurdwara
edebbec458
and community setting to educate and bring about awareness

For pleasure or desire

1 It's a need, irrespective of religion.
4

4

4

4

4

4

4 One should be educated
2019-09-20
on subject
10:28:11
2019-09-20
and aware 10:33:13
of wellbeing.
3aa7b4f198

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Intimacy
security)
with partner

0 An action that is performed between
6 consenting Husband
6
and wife for
6 various reasons5

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For love

5

5

5

5 Not sure that they2019-09-20
can
10:26:19
2019-09-20 10:32:16
5ddd948164

0 Sex is the most intimate expression
5 of love between
5 a couple which 5may result in pro 4creation.

3

2

3

2

3mztoc2h1qwr9ihvvr53mztochbgrmmo
Man

40-60

Brazil

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 A connection with the infinite, with
3 the unknown. 7

3

7

5

5 Promoting groups2019-09-20
of discussion.
10:14:34
Bringing
2019-09-20
to larger
10:21:39
community
54dfc0b674
stories of lgbtq+ people. Promoting understanding through love, p

gxqg8ms5sndlqzdmktgxqg8msxljwbwr
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 My exposure to sikhi has been culturally
4
mediated 7by Punjabi norms6and less by the actual
2
religious scriptures.
2
From a cultural
7
perspective,5 sex has been understood
2 I am stepping
as something
away
2019-09-20
from
not identity
to even
9:51:31
as
discuss
2019-09-20
Sikh due
or consider
in 10:13:04
part to
0804b569fe
sogurdwaras
it has been
being
presented
harmfultospaces.
me as not
They
related
needto
tohuman
modernize...eg
life.
consider

92shtlm7cpd8ho3kpsj892shtlml4ymm
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
Perceptions
social on
media,
sexuality
etc) literally come
Between
from everywhere
a consenting married man and woman

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Sexsecurity)
between a married man and0woman
Sex iscan
everything
be whatever
and sex
they
is want
nothing
4it to be and should
4 be something whereby
4
they can talk
4 about it the next
4 morning

abjebcddryvvkpqt5abjeg2qrc6boar2
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is an intrinsic part of human 3
life. It is the means
7 by which we procreate,
6
but also a2 means for expressing
2
love and for7forming a closer 6bond with someone.
2 Be less proscriptive
2019-09-20
about sex9:58:28
2019-09-20 10:02:15
42ed97e3ff

000nfm2nzisi3l14f000nfmyaqo2so0l
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 For pro-creation but also not shameful
5
to use it as 7a way to express 6love and emotion 5as it is a human part
2 of relationship7building and thus6grisht-jeevan.

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

For pro-creation For love

4

For pro-creation For love

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

tncjd2w8s76a8ie4ptncj08vt5u9p6j9
Man

19-25

United Kingdom

1 Family life/Cultural norms

7i60vcfprphfz1hgi87i6pdj2jgke878
Man

40-60

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

omxl9c9r6bw7hrqmom9hj1igyl5p4461
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

fii6zt8g7d7tcwio6natasfii6zt86hr
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

mp5jh2jieeulump5jh2raewhkycjsfr1
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)
1

Between a consenting married man and woman

For pro-creation For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pro-creation

Between a consenting man and woman

s0qewnrut0efhfn3s0qew6h8nvdt36ww
Woman

Over 60

wk0s5zcy338le8ltt8vwk0sh8wzydm3y
Woman

Over 60

9n92dyb0279tbm6919n92dowturipupa
Woman

26-39

United States

1

yhparqgwgbmaa6zhavtyhptgj0klcavr
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

a0qv5gc7ac20yvhg09ia0qv5gc4zj9lx
Woman

19-25

United Kingdom

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between a consenting married man and woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

‘Sin’

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation For love

Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

1
Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires
Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

26-39

United Kingdom

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

40-60

India

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

3zhfxkf61l78qij5ub3zhfxy4wuhsph7
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

vsu92mkpjb26hjooxl4vsu9wl9xvi8c2
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

98tbynfvwiltzsl49y70d9c7maequ8se
Woman

40-60

United Kingdom

1

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

40-60

United Kingdom

1 Family life/Cultural norms

19-25

United Kingdom

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

v9f4ypl1s2z3eru5cv9f4dm7s6654t3o
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

1 Family life/Cultural norms

jsz51v59rlrnzlmkog40z49jsz51v61c
Man

19-25

Netherlands

1

fniu1tgoq3szooippodyyh84fniu1t6a
Woman

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

United Kingdom

‘Sin’

god

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

2019-09-20 9:19:06
2019-09-20 9:26:28
d67bff10f8
2019-09-20 9:19:07
2019-09-20 9:21:52
ce629bf32b

3 Adopt a policy on 2019-09-20
sexuality 9:12:59
2019-09-20 9:16:59
e0cb8542e9
7 Actually acknowledge
2019-09-20
it for starters!
9:04:50
2019-09-20 9:09:01
435e29bb64

Pre-marital sex

Pre-marital sex

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

rrnvnen7vsunwhl8rrbts1pl5s9yeqwe
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

c2m2kzxlm5157of7nv1bqc2m2kn8x358
Man

40-60

Australia

1 Family life/Cultural norms

79bfjtknr8jsga266x79czchp4uia2qx
Woman

40-60

k37qsqeho235hvp8k37qjkn0oz8r5cir
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/Cultural norms

jhzhtmfbqavd38hg2jhzhtm1gf5gc4jb
Man

19-25

Canada

1

b2ltk354xkoy8spqb2ltk35953b8phsu
Man

40-60

Canada

1

1ip7vnvnp93u5fr37x54ez0ew1ip7vnu
Man

26-39

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
Other
etc)

Book

s1ygz6vhz5aygrvd6rd2s1y6hre3fkk0
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

26-39

Sweden

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

s2i4nztgj4urimbpid5s2i4n9izldewb
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

1

1edn1oh3gtfvxkxujj1edn1k6ev1a17z
Woman

19-25

India

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

tguifyigwrwn7x8tktguifofxfpbpezz
Man

40-60

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
Between a consenting married man and woman

6vo6hmi8oit8gx0o0kx516vo6hmilt05
Woman

19-25

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

sa89rd9dh6wxywk8ynfsa89rde2xd875
Man

Over 60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

v3u37ittfhzo6fawsyszv3u3y8laip05
Woman

Over 60

Singapore

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

xve19k32u833hefexve1oowh8ihs74c4
Man

26-39

India

1

47ct8iff4wiusgi5o47ct82stuqrtmv8
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires
Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
Other
etc)

My libido

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

5

3 education through2019-09-20
gurbani
9:00:41
2019-09-20 9:08:18
df73e1684d

7

7 don't

2019-09-20 9:04:15
2019-09-20 9:06:13
f9edd77ce2

0 procreation and to keep anger at6bay. kaam is mentioned
4
first then krodh.
6
if kaam is not
6 controlled, krodh
6 will set in. Therefore
4
sex in a lovong
6 marriege between
6 high
man
quality
and woman
publications
2019-09-20
is important
and books
8:57:40
so it2019-09-20
and
is balanced,
youtube9:02:06
presence
thus34a48368bd
reducing krodh
1

3

1

1

7

6

4 By forming diversity
2019-09-20
communities
8:43:46
and
2019-09-20
possibly holding
8:47:33
3259bfdaa5
educational events

1

5

2

3

2019-09-20 8:50:13
2019-09-20 9:00:27
795ca616eb

For pleasure or desire

0 To be enjoyed but in moderation 1and not obsessively.
6

3

1

1

2

1

1 By looking back at2019-09-20
our pre colonial
8:41:52
history
2019-09-20
of India.
8:47:14
That
a112253375
sexuality and issues around it are not all bad. Victorian influence on sex

For pleasure or desire

1 Not too sure

4

2

1

3

4

1 Through the use of
2019-09-20
social platforms
8:41:32
2019-09-20 8:45:50
bec820bf58

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire

0 In my opinion it is a very powerful5 force which can 5be controlled but not
5 easily

3

1

4

2

2 Someone needs to
2019-09-20
talk about 8:35:12
it and2019-09-20
address it though
8:43:15
593310300c
it will be very uncomforting

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire

0 Procreation

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 understanding

2019-09-20 8:34:46
2019-09-20 8:39:40
77657a25bf

For pro-creation

For pleasure or desire

1

4

4

5

3

1

3

5

5

2019-09-20 8:24:15
2019-09-20 8:34:30
013e0565d6

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Other

all of the above

1

1

0 that it should be between two consenting
4
adults, regardless
4
of gender,
5 however it should
4 not be the prime
4 focus of a sikh's
4 life and should not
5 be led astray by
4 it's
I believe
gravitas
we need2019-09-20
to address sexuality
8:20:25
2019-09-20
for what 8:31:36
it really
b96e7e7add
is, in it's entire spectrum. We should be honest with ourselves as individu

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Gurdwaras can't even discuss Gurbani in English thesedays so this is a tall order. However ideally Gurdwaras should be adverti
0 Gurbani tells us that all-consuming
5 sexual desire is7to be avoided. But
7 history and our 7gurus lives show 5that sex in itself is5not a bad thing at5 all. And Gurbani3doesn't
However
make
thereference
only 2019-09-20
way to
Gurdwaras
gender.
8:14:40
Therefore
can
2019-09-20
address
anyone
8:30:19
issues
who
0ae7601311
relating
defines
to sexuality
sexuality,by
is gender
if the people
can't justify
running
this
thebased
Gurdwaras
on Gurbani.
address their

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Between married couple, for love4and procreation. 5

For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For love

5

5

5

5

5

5 Involve experts in2019-09-20
this field (sikh
8:09:19
and
2019-09-20
non-sikh) 8:16:37
a47761b303

0 Sex is need of body. It is not and5 should not be bound
7
by gender or6society. That restricts
2
and is different
4 than one's Love
7 for God in Sikhi.4

3 Even if someone has
2019-09-20
belief in 8:12:03
Waheguru.
2019-09-20
Someone
8:15:49
feels
9610a29ede
more incline to God in Sikh faith and if someone is Gay like me, they a

0 just A normal part of life

5

1

2

3

5

1

0 Sex is to bring two souls together5and share their love
7

5

4

3

7

4

3 They need to have
2019-09-20
open discussions
7:59:07
2019-09-20
with the community
8:04:53
9df814bf06
so people are comfortable in dealing with the subject

1 no

4

3

7
6

4

5

0 Essential aspect of the creators creation
4

7

7

5
7

5
7

2019-09-20 8:07:27
2019-09-20 8:13:42
585b3f7b5e
10 2019-09-20 7:55:06
2019-09-20 8:03:58
d7fabece90

6 With honesty and 2019-09-20
courage, relying
7:44:56
on
2019-09-20
Gurbani and
8:01:16
Gurmat,
1cb3513bf3
delcolonising European understandings of gender and sexuality. Th

0 Normal function for evolution and5intimacy

4

1

1

1

2

1

1 Workshops on love
2019-09-20 7:50:47
2019-09-20 8:00:48
70b31a8cfa

0 Is part married kife

2

2

1

2

1

1

1 By referring to What
2019-09-20
is written 7:49:59
Guru2019-09-20
Granth Sahib
8:00:15
ji cad62b30ff

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is a natural act

1

4

4

1

1

4

4

1 Offer one to one counselling
2019-09-20 7:55:54
2019-09-20 7:59:31
c2eb3bea4b

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 not sure

2

5

5

1

2

6

6

Talk openly about it. create safe space for people who struggle with sexuality or may have been victims of sexual assault.
1 Open dialogue with
2019-09-20
young people
7:54:06
and
2019-09-20
discuss the
7:58:03
dangers
2491a36b87
and benefits fo sexual activity. Foster a culture of consent and of inc

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 It is for married life only

4

3

4

3

3

3

3

3 To promote More 2019-09-20
open discussions
7:49:18
2019-09-20 7:56:16
508499fe86

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is another pleasurable power center
2

4

2

2

2

4

2

2 Find a need to, rest
2019-09-20
will come.7:47:33
2019-09-20 7:51:57
1d9baaf768

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

5

7

6

7

6

4 Show that it doesn't
2019-09-20
matter who
7:37:07
someone
2019-09-20
is. Practice
7:42:43
2a93fedfc3
acceptance

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Other

0 An act that is performed in a monogamous
4
relationship.
5
Like other animals
5
in the animal
4 kingdom: sex for
4 procreation. But4 being a human our
4 purpose is not4just
Explain
procreate
whatand
the leave
message
2019-09-20
but to
is in
nurture
7:33:28
the 2019-09-20
Bani;
our young
how modern
7:59:52
towards
f91ddc2de8
world's
Consciousness
ideas of sexuality
and you with
can be
thelargely
Creator
a reflection of the dominant cultu

0 Sex is to be used for procreation 7rather than personal
7 pleasure

A harmonious married life carries0 mutual
Sex in consent.
Sikhi is way to create a path
6 for souls lined 5
up to get rid the cycle
6 of birth/death6by taking Bibek budh
6
and become 5ONE and then ultimately
6
that One to
6 unite
It should
in Sachkhand
be the same
2019-09-20
with
way
Guru's
we7:08:16
address
Kripa.
2019-09-20
other 4 vices.
7:35:06
2ec000d578

For pleasure or desire

For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

5
7

7

0 I believe that Gurbani does outline
1 that sex is for pleasure
7
and procreation
5
between two
5 married souls. 1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

5
7

7

1 .

For love

Pre-marital sex
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between any number
‘Sin’ of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

8mfblu6wdlynbggqo8mfq2s9pes61d3a
Man

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

4
7

7

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love
Same-sex attraction

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
‘Sin’

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 part of grist jeevan, gift from Vaheguru,
5
to be enjoyed
5 with your married
5 paretner
0 there isnt one

For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Pre-marital sex

it's not, bias question this.

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

‘Sin’

Other

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation For love

Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

1 I mean I want to say
2019-09-20
introducing
9:25:16
it as
2019-09-20
a discussion
9:29:10
in 00b2962518
youth camps etc but even then, I feel that said discussions would be fuelled

7

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

2019-09-20 9:29:00
2019-09-20 9:32:11
2de85170ee

0 Generally and culturally, I feel like1 Sikhs think it is just
7 something that
1 should be had between
1
a married1man and woman,7and nothing else1

4

1

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

1

7

Kenya

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

7

4

40-60

1 Family life/Cultural norms

7

3

Any sexual thoughts or desires

‘Sin’

1

5

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

1

7

yx4ylbxl7d5yx4yl6zgce5bvdtd8jwi8
Man

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

7

4

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

7

0 Rather than sex, gristi jeevan is for
7 the purpose of 7maintaining life, maintaining
7
a control
7 on your lust and
7 for a orderly social
7 structure.

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

1

1

0 Natural act

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

1

2019-09-20 9:31:14
2019-09-20 9:35:09
cbd25ca00a

0

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Family life/Cultural norms

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

7

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

1 Family life/Cultural norms

United Kingdom

7

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

United Kingdom

India

1

3 Yes

United Kingdom

United Kingdom

5 open discussion 2019-09-20 9:35:00
2019-09-20 9:38:32
b957960831
1 If some one have 2019-09-20
problem can9:22:40
discuss
2019-09-20
with docter
9:36:48
b5133dafd3

1

3

United States

United Kingdom

5
1

7

4

United Kingdom

Canada

5
1

7

5

26-39

26-39

6
2

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

5

4

26-39

19-25

5

0 To procreate

3

40-60

40-60

5

0 Enjoy life with your marriage partenarer
2
and have family
1
and bring them
2 to Sikh life wsy
1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

Over 60

19-25

5

For pleasure or desire

2

7b459i6z724mljga7b45b11i3xmm36aj
Woman

26-39

2019-09-20 9:36:45
2019-09-20 9:40:42
d6df8f4f9a

0 love and family

2019-09-20 9:50:31
2019-09-20 9:55:44
47042428f5

0 Yes

f9j5qyqepgjzkcdrbf9j5q38dpoc9nk9
Man

exel64tr81mnjc2f7v4q8i7exel6ghv4
Man

2

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

qs9phywlb94q30jhf6osqfiqs9phvwun
Man

4kwqjdzd0mvsbrud54kwqjpyefvyobe1
Man

4

For pro-creation For love

l5v1xp0embuztm6muk75fgl5v1xayy98
Man

gcnqpova1w72psllgcnqpy9d6keyatve
Man

4

Pre-marital sex

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

1po6459ojbv0rfox1po64ukjfl9nu9ys
Man

2

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

India

yqk7ovdz794vd0wm351gdyqk7ogym9fo
Woman

2

1 Sikhi in the UK diaspora
2019-09-20
has been
9:18:41
shaped
2019-09-20
by quite
9:26:41
Victorian
5fceb98474
values, shared too with the UK population at large, although to a le

19-25

Between a consenting married man and woman

4

1 No Idea

26-39

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

2019-09-20 9:44:13
2019-09-20 9:47:01
5d9231d43d

3

6

26-39

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

1 Education

0 Procreate and to control ones urges
2 to stray

4

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

1 Provide open spaces
2019-09-20
for discussing
9:45:56
2019-09-20
and reflecting
9:49:12
reality
df73e1684d
of sexual experience

1

7

fg1xyvjnml8demgs6dohfg1xyvjnjfwy
Man

contemplation on the matter

4

1

1

3

2rgv220yowjx6md2rgv22nzmzxyazqbd
Man

Other

4 By explaining what
2019-09-20
allowed with
9:52:37
in gurmat.
2019-09-20
What9:58:48
doesn't
4c7d6a6480
have a place in gurmat needs be called as such

4

5

1

5

e5s7qny1o3qh0piv2e5s7qwbe8h9xqqk
Man

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

4

4

1

1

0 It's for the purposes of procreation
1 and maybe desire/affection
7
within6a married heterosexual
1
relationship
1

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Heterosexual attraction

4

4

1

3

0 It is a type of sharing your inner feelings
4
with someone
3
you admire/ Love/
4
feel deep concern
1

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Between a consenting married man and woman

4

4

1

3

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Between a consenting married man and woman

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

4

4

5

For pleasure or desire

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

4

6

2

For pro-creation For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

1 Be more open to those
2019-09-20
who are
9:52:44
not2019-09-20
heteronormative,
10:00:54
e900d43ad8
stop creating roles and positions based on heteronormative ideas of sexua

4

4

Pre-marital sex

Between a consenting man and woman

sqv6uj705dnt9dxgsqswlyavlma1k9us
Man

1 Family life/Cultural norms

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

2019-09-20 10:11:44
2019-09-20 10:29:13
f6def6f576

4 Read and churn Gurbani
2019-09-20
as it 9:48:45
is tackled
2019-09-20
head on10:04:18
andb0e4476774
in detail

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Life, my own experiences
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

ztksvjslurqqa9s9n3ztksvjji3iagy7
Man

Other

Between a consenting married man and woman

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

4

0 It is a physical expression of love1
0 Don't know

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

4

1 Married life and procreation with 4
in marraige.

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

ritrb4sayunbw30s7ritrbyh2kwtu0mm
Woman
agl6tovkz50ebwagl6to7x62ap5uhuhn
Man

Other

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

6

1
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

6

0 Sikhism believes sex is only for pro-creation
2

7

7

4

0 Fulfilling of your biological needs2so that you can concentrate
2
fully on5 your spiritual needs
5
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

2

7

7

6 Run media campaigns.
2019-09-20
Go into
7:29:14
schools,
2019-09-20
etc. 7:33:35
df73e1684d

2

2

5

2 In a friendly talk 2019-09-20 7:24:54
2019-09-20 7:30:34
65544c3fed

0 i think sex as sikhi understanding5is necessary for 5
pro-creation and to
5 full fill my physical
5 desires and needs.
5
it also provides
5 me the opportunity
5
to strengthen5 my
by bonding
giving references
and love
2019-09-20
with
formmy
gurbani
wedded
7:13:48
and
2019-09-20
partner
relating with
7:28:10
the
4c7d6a6480
problems of current times with out being intrusive and judgemental

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

0 To create life

4

4

4

1

2

4

4

2 Emails, have more
2019-09-20
talks where7:23:49
sex 2019-09-20
is a topic so7:27:28
it's reached
66c21ceba3
to a wider audience. Have a younger person doing the talk (male an

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

0 Love

6

6

6

5

6

6

6

5 With open mind, keeping
2019-09-20
in mind
7:13:17
"Manas
2019-09-20
ki jaat7:25:59
sabhe
27a4683ea4
eake pahchanvo"

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

0 Future generation. Love between5a married couple.5

5

5

5

5

5

5 Create awareness2019-09-20 7:19:06
2019-09-20 7:25:17
1718f6792a

0 For generating offsprings

5

1

1

1

1

1 No idea

For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e.

2

5

2019-09-20 7:18:34
2019-09-20 7:23:57
7eccb2a971

89m1b7whs3ghoogjfye3ye89m1bwanwq
Woman

40-60

Australia

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

aioj26xv63p4iasp9c0aioj26xxs96go
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

6xtqdp9bl1iz24gr6xtqdkmlmj6ofe6v
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

4dw63da10obqsv5oeyxai4dw63dvhi2v
Woman

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Between a consenting married man and woman

qyabnnlguuxu59swvad2xqyabn8mefl8
Man

26-39

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani,Other
etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

bnd4a34cnze9yjw2rxbnd41zbab9xesk
Man

Over 60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

y8khzms0uf8ia580y8khzmsuz7rrc28b
Woman

19-25

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

5cc6c3t0s3kz2mkv1gm535cc6cb9q3hh
Woman

19-25

Australia

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

ojgvokk4kkemwcl1500yojgvkhgaq0wi
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

890v7o6xa7k7uk6elu3890v7oq4s4gcp
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married man and woman

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of gender)
man and woman

Masturbation

w6fo13nv1j93loawlw6sfmyh5quudn7i
Woman

26-39

Canada

1

zufryw4l3kxbi98jilt9hzufry9sluvq
Man

40-60

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

9yqbev7ob54v45pi2meqe9yqbev7oi6d
Woman

40-60

Canada

1

Pre-marital sex

umbqjdyw1cr83lheumbqjdywoezxipzt
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting man and woman
Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

7ecue2fq07qzy1abfmkvwo7ecue2kedi
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

Heterosexual attraction

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

Sexuality (for me) is informed by many variables including my own sexual preferences; and
Between
while two
my social-political-cultural
consenting people regardless
context of
and
gender
familyor
shape
marital
mystatus
perspective,
(includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

jbvmgiu0npp6gjjbvmgphvcpyr8jbvsg
Man

26-39

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

40-60

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

nlzfgqe6kfjvqi4idunlzfghvun10ah9
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

sip4uo2rvbaptdcpsip42ucy7yrylxfh
Prefer not to answer

Over 60

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

h0jqv09odo9nlkqtk56mh0jqvmxagkrw
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires
Between two consenting people regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Pre-marital sex

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

6

4

1 Give a better understanding
2019-09-20on
4:15:41
Kam/lust.
2019-09-20
Right4:25:04
now608ed50821
I don’t even feel comfortable talking about sexuality and marriage.

3

4

4

4

3 Combine religion 2019-09-20
with scientific
4:18:42
evidence
2019-09-20
and be4:24:28
openae5b0ab853
about it.

2

1 Just say it's okay 2019-09-20
to love who you
4:19:00
want
2019-09-20
as long as
4:22:57
you
07a5c8cee2
respect them and are monogamous and delay sex until you both are emo

0

4

4 Not sure

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

‘Sin’

4 May provide one on
2019-09-20
one counselling
4:09:48
2019-09-20
when asked
4:18:34
for 174ccb5322
by someone.
1 Make it less of a taboo
2019-09-20
topic, but
4:14:18
also
2019-09-20
approach 4:18:07
it structurally,
f44698de28
with learning outcomes and goals in mind.

1 it is for procreation only and for married
1
couples only
4

2

1

2

2

2

2 have a separate men
2019-09-20
and women
4:08:10
group
2019-09-20
where 4:17:57
discussions
d8c7f9df4e
regarding sexuality can be held

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 Not sure

7

7

7

1

7

7

7

1

2019-09-20 4:05:15
2019-09-20 4:10:58
a37399836b

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

7

7

7

7

4

6

2019-09-20 4:08:04
2019-09-20 4:10:00
20a825e601

0

7

7

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire

1 not clear

4

5

5

4

2

4

4

2 info in English, be2019-09-20
open and non
4:03:11
judgemental
2019-09-20 4:09:27
81525f9f49

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire

0 Enjoy Sex within marriage for love
6 and procreation6

6

6

6

6

6

6 Discussions

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sikhi is a very practical religion that
7 acknowledges7sex as a normal part
7 of the human 7existence

5

5

5

5 I think we need to2019-09-20
be more inclusive
3:57:45
2019-09-20
of lgtbq 2 spirited
4:08:02
3fef1182e1
plus communities within the Sikh community

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 To develop an understanding of mind
6
and be aware
6 of the rising and4subsiding nature6of thoughts and feelings
5

5

4

5 Understand Gurbani
2019-09-20
as a whole
3:52:58
and2019-09-20
not be too 4:03:30
narrow
a6eadd5bff
focused on sex and sexuality.. it's all part of growing up spiritually

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort, security)

0

1

7

5

4

3 Normalization and2019-09-20
knowledge 3:59:14
2019-09-20 4:02:59
71ce024400

3

5

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

utjqrce9fwgbhec2utjqrplx49gemzsr
Man

26-39

Canada

1

vjypl8142wciteax9hpvjypl8sxy5ufp
Man

19-25

Canada

1

‘Sin’
Between two consenting people regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

5

3

1

2019-09-20 4:02:33
2019-09-20 4:08:41
23339924f1

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

5

3

2

5

5

3 Seminars pamphlets
2019-09-20 3:55:07
2019-09-20 4:02:07
b722c04dd3

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Not necessarily essential but necessary
7
for procreation.
7

5

4

7

7

6

4 I don’t think it is being
2019-09-20
addressed
3:53:10
2019-09-20 3:58:06
712bb1d642

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 N/a

4

4

1

1

4

4

1

1 Sessions

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Sex is required for pro-creation 4

5

4

4

3

5

4

4 Should be discussed
2019-09-20
as brought
3:46:01
out2019-09-20
in Guru Granth
3:54:53
Sahib
214453cdee

For pleasure or desire

0 Sex should be for making babies.1

3

3

1

1

1

1

1 Awareness and listening
2019-09-20
to individuals
3:46:13
2019-09-20 3:54:43
d941b1fd1c

For pleasure or desire

wwrkcgpjbvhvtzyxp4wwrkcisc9cv175
Man

2019-09-20 4:13:03
2019-09-20 4:20:15
e22c7e0237

4
4

For love

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

4
4

For pro-creation For love

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

4

6

Pre-marital sex

1 Family life/Cultural norms
1

4

3

Pre-marital sex

United States

4

1

For pro-creation For love

United States

4

0 Sex is an integral part of life. One3 can maintain a family
4
and still lead3a healthy spiritual
4 life.
0 It is a union of two bodies and two
4 minds in a union7 that is highly respected
5
and valued.
1

For pro-creation For love

26-39

4

For pleasure or desire
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

19-25

Between a consenting married man and woman

For pro-creation For love

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

ub6gfr65x86ssgrc2ph3ub6rg3cxwpn5
Man

Other

3

4

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

l3cjzl3nw2wi4ikvspej7l3cjzt5c2ka
Woman

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

Seminars
Surveys
5 Seminar for young2019-09-20
people 4:18:14
2019-09-20 4:28:53
df73e1684d

1

4

0 you should only have sex in a committed
7
relationship
7 (no matter gender)
2
but you shouldn't
1
judge people1who have one night
7 stands etc

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of gender)
man and woman

tf9luy65rwro00dkcp3rgv9gtf9luy66
Woman

5

2

0 Not very clear. Possibly for procreation.
3

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For love
Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Other

4

4

For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting man and woman

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

0 It is important part to combine two
4 different souls as
4 one being and 4
to help each other2yo fulfill the main
5 goal of life.
0 It’s never talked about subject. 4

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

2019-09-20 3:54:46
2019-09-20 3:58:06
bd764391ce

1 Between a married man and woman,
2
and to pro-create
6
and love one4another.

2

1

1

1

1 Making it comfortable
2019-09-20
to talk and
3:48:19
ask
2019-09-20
questions 3:53:41
aboute9ac69c45b
it, but not feel ashamed to do so

1 n/a

1

1

4

4

1

1

5

4

2019-09-20 3:46:58
2019-09-20 3:50:42
1e0b4f5969

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is important aspect of your life as
4 long as lust does
7 not overpower 6your mind and subsequent
5
actions.4Your mind should6 be under your control
6
and not under
5 We
the are
control
veryoffar
sexual
from
2019-09-20
environment
thoughts3:30:48
where
2019-09-20
we can3:45:54
discuss
4f30369e74
sexuality in a sikh environment, it is still a taboo. I would suggest that w

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire

1

7

7

7

7

7

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Don’t know

6

6

6

6

6

7

6

5

6

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

7

7

2019-09-20 3:39:52
2019-09-20 3:43:23
cc4501eea7

6 Don’t know

2019-09-20 3:39:40
2019-09-20 3:42:11
04758ee37e

eyun9xohih3380eyunx2znycw0igdxhw
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is natural, and must be between
6 consenting adults
6

6

6

5 Creating an open 2019-09-20
dialogue about
3:32:36
it.2019-09-20
Also including
3:38:47
LGBTQ+
3c04e04e83
sexuality within the conversation

m4b6hfesellkhot36qjm4b6hmnjqd3d2
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 Sex is a natural part of life. Discipline
2
should be exercised
4
with all aspects
3
of a Sikh’s 2
life including sexual
1 desire.

5

3

1 Starting the dialogue
2019-09-20
that discussing
3:33:04
2019-09-20
sexuality is3:38:04
not a4c7d6a6480
taboo topic.

m4u5r0pznc5atks1wd2dtx4zm4u5r0ce
Woman

19-25

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

0 Only and only with the married partner
1
.

2

2

1

1

2

2

1 They should advis2019-09-20
people to practice
3:31:19
2019-09-20
to see guru
3:37:34
(thedf73e1684d
soul of god)in all rather than the body....even in your married partner..

0e26t3lpxzykh4sl3z0e26dk21gxpc2g
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

5hc5pa7t4xtpo0l5hc5pvljltttshcwk
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires
Between a consenting married man and woman

‘Sin’

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

ukaa70mrpgpxloenhukaa3luni9pg8z3
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

5vla46vipv2htsf5vlqjbjupc0fuklne
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

zf3kyvmpmeow1nyi3xzf3k5klf3b9efj
Woman

26-39

United States

1

gq18exsp0edkezhx3gq18exvgeza5ycc
Woman

26-39

United States

1

cql6gm8qh4ydj3kilt7izcqlwmarz2gf
Man

40-60

Malaysia

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)
Other

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman
Subconscious

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire

1 NA

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2019-09-20 3:27:36
2019-09-20 3:32:43
25171e5c9b

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

2

4

5

3

3

3

6

1

2019-09-20 3:28:41
2019-09-20 3:31:55
af35a952af

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is necessary to create human
3 life; gurus were 4householders and4 had children themselves
4

5

4

4

4 Writing articles and
2019-09-20
then having
3:23:09
discussions;
2019-09-20
this
3:30:45
may13e7231e30
be best through a message board initially

For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It's is important for human life because
5
it is natural 7energy

5

5

5

5 No one want to participate
2019-09-20
in this
0:04:38
because
2019-09-20
of Indian
3:27:07
culture
69720a169e

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sikhi isn’t concerned with sexuality,
5 as long as you6believe in one God
6 and being a good
5 person you’re 5a Sikh

7

7

7 Being accepting 2019-09-20 3:21:10
2019-09-20 3:26:39
9511f19041

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Sex is a natural part of intimacy and
1 procreating I can
3 only imagine it5being a relation between
4
yourself and
1 someone who3 is on the same level
5 of love physically
1 Very
spiritually
cautiously
andwith
emotionally
2019-09-20
a lot of hypotheticals,examples
as
3:17:21
you.2019-09-20 3:25:56
and
db7355bc12
discression in regards to using scenarios rather than speaking matter o

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 A natural part of life.

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Media (including pornography,
Other
television,
Romantic
social
relationships
media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

85z4i9wuccvf7l263dh85z4i91fks8vn
Man

19-25

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

vvq504z1olowjdyvvqhs1y7itagd44cu
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Heterosexual attraction

fj5h4kx3ho1wfw506cfj5h4esuquppjj
Woman

40-60

Canada

1

z4gw7f1of0znasyrchz4gw74o3ikekjh
Prefer not to answer

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
Other
etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

fasrncv1qjpbjvuc9xzfasrr8zy4z0ex
Man

Over 60

Canada

1

dw41t884dj2qxnqoujjpwrdw41tit0dr
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

xzsmi3q29dq6aawsyxzsmi33aguah37e
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

‘Sin’

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

My conclusions based
Between
on my
a consenting
experiences
married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

4jnb8y9misee9xwi449ics4jnb8y9ygc
Man

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married man and woman

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman
Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman
Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

0svpqsvh1vf6q9kfp5p0svpqsdm3wkfe
Woman

40-60

United States

1

1vq7tlt3wimvhqf9q8a1vq7tlt3s0wwg
Woman

Over 60

Pakistan

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

iokugmp22we7i86s80fqoiokugm76ef1
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television,
Feminist
social
andmedia,
queer theory,
etc) books /articles

cmvfe7dslqojtr69cmvfe7e8kaze5pmu
Woman

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

sjdh3xpvvjp0z52c5u0sjdh3xpr7gu4i
Woman

Under 18

United States

1

‘Sin’

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

hxr0jlbbbcec55hxr0jlbttz1icv7adu
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

n9tb18eipam8zrvn9ttuu8okx99w7310
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

793opj2fh6r0z4tk9flpf793opj2fho4
Man

19-25

United States

1

o4yrtkn5rrg01xo4njnezmungx4rct8x
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

dhwihu0guma7qb54of5j86dhwwcii014
Woman

40-60

United States

1

‘Sin’

Heterosexual attraction

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani,Other
etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

‘Sin’

2

3

5

4 Through online forums,
2019-09-20
social3:16:46
media
2019-09-20
awareness
3:25:23
initiatives.
9de7bf727f
3 Be open, conduct2019-09-20
programs and
3:16:59
provide
2019-09-20
sex education
3:23:19
d206e9666c
and the Sikh perspective of sexuality.

0 A committed relationship should be
5 the purpose of5sex.
0 Eka nari sda jtti par nari dhi bhen5vakhana “

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
Other

4

4

4

4

5

4

4

4 arrange more webinars
2019-09-20
and seminars
3:12:58
2019-09-20
in public place
3:20:51
90bb8289b6

1

4

1

1

1

1

1 No

5

1

5

1

1 Clear communications
2019-09-20
and dialogue.
3:09:43
2019-09-20 3:19:05
51ab766339

5

4

5

4

3 None

5

3

2019-09-20 3:13:53
2019-09-20 3:19:48
8f3f3c4a08
2019-09-20 3:07:14
2019-09-20 3:18:53
c6ff50de1f

0 To procreate

1

7

7

3

1

7

7

3 By holding classes/seminars
2019-09-20where
3:11:31
2019-09-20
individuals feel
3:15:01
safe
d511a998e7
to go and discuss differences in sexuality and such

0 Partner

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4 I do not know

1 For procreation only

7

7

4

4

7

6

6

4 Take away the stigma
2019-09-20
of talking
3:06:27
about
2019-09-20
it. Being 3:10:50
able to
076a530c3d
ask questions

2019-09-20 1:59:18
2019-09-20 3:11:04
dcb7183a36

Some people eat for living and some live for eating. Is it ok to ear without a purpose sometimes and just for tastebuds? Eating for tastebuds once in a while is OK but it is not when it becomes gluttony.
De-stigmatize sex, give right knowledge to young children. Educate men about ego and power struggle. Empower women.
Difference between Sex and is not
0 about
Sex isthe
a part
act,ofwho
life,isit itshouldn’t
with, how
be5often
the primary
it is about
focus
obsession,
6 of life. When
not being
we6are
in control.
not in alignment
Same
6 sex,
with
martial
the source
sex5can
“nam”
be rape.
we feel
Noasex
6lack.
butThe
obsessive
lack we6thinking
feel cancan
onlybe
becalled
6filled by
kam.
ourThe
connection
vice 2019-09-20
isn’twith
the the
act,2:39:23
source.
it is what
2019-09-20
Sex
is going
is just3:03:21
on
a part
in6ad7aaa7fe
the
of mind...
life, it becomes
obsession,
lustno
when
control,
we try
objectification
to fulfill our inner
of thelack
other
with
gender/sex
it. If we kee
,a
1 it is essential part of life

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

7

2

2

5

4

1 There is way too much
2019-09-20
taboo around
2:55:44
2019-09-20
the subject3:00:33
in general.
8292c06687
Heternormativity is also so embedded. So sikh institutions could pla

2019-09-20 2:50:36
2019-09-20 3:01:03
5eff2bb072

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I'm not clear on what a Sikh perspective
3
on sex is 7

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 It is no different from a human understanding
6
of sex.
6 It is an expression
6 of love and intimacy
4
and the ultimate
4
commitment5 in a relationship.5

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I believe that sex is natural. I believe
1 that it is important
7
to human emotionally,
4
mentally
2 and physically. Within
1
Sikhism, I find
5 myself concurring
3 with the idea 1that
I feel
sexlike
should
this be
would
between
2019-09-20
be another
a married
2:35:01
thing
2019-09-20
couple
that would
because
2:53:31
cause
of
497389fe32
athe
divide
value
inof
the
that
Kom.
kindInoforder
intimacy.
to beIeffective,
also believe
it would
that marriage/sex
have to be very
in Sikh
priva
1 It is a part of the animalistic character
3
of a human that
4 needs to be controlled
4
so it does
4 not interfere with
1 your ability to elevate
1
your consciousness.
2

1 Online forums. Possibly
2019-09-20
anonymous
2:35:08
2019-09-20
for those who
2:51:21
need
ffe5825876
help understanding how to improve self discipline.

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Important for procreation and important
3
to be in limits
3 after which is harmful
3

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

love, lifetime companionship
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

4

0 Sex is natural and important for human
1
life

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For love

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

6

1 Sex is for procreation and love, and
2 the Guru recommended
6
Grahsti5Jeevan where marriage
4
is encouraged,
2
hence sex is5integral but not all
4 consuming.
0

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

‘Sin’

4

5

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

For pro-creation

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Masturbation

2

5

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Affection,
security)

3 summer camps could
2019-09-20
be a good
2:47:14
starting
2019-09-20
point. 2:55:47
0bf49da5c3

3

3

3

3

3 Addressing issues2019-09-20
related to sexuality
2:42:35
2019-09-20
with teenagers
2:50:12
5ee3638c78
and younger adults

7

5

4

2

6

5

4

0 Relationship between 2 people as per God’s plan 5

5

4

1

1

1

1 I don’t think they ought
2019-09-20
to
2:42:26
2019-09-20 2:47:05
8bfc10a086

0 Sex between a loving couple can7bring new Sikh life
7 and generations.
7

7

7

7

7

7 Just announce a talk
2019-09-20
about iy6,
2:21:44
a private
2019-09-20
group,2:46:02
and then
30d8ae91c2
juststart talking...

2

2019-09-20 2:45:13
2019-09-20 2:48:34
cb25105949

5hya3gcs4crkq5e1dpcg75hya3gc6n2x
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
Naturalsocial
instincts
media,
and
Between
etc)
science.
a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Natural
security)
instinct

0 Part of being in the human realm7

7

3

3

7

5

1

1 Offer non-judgmental
2019-09-20
education,
2:37:41
separate
2019-09-20
Punjabi
2:42:38
cultural
fcdb52db2e
norms from Sikhi

7yia93f1tps85kmda87yia93d6g1wzy1
Woman

26-39

Canada

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 unsure how to describe it

7

7

4

3

4

7

5

3 Have open discussions
2019-09-20
as I currently
2:32:46
2019-09-20
feel like the
2:39:46
Sikh
8cd23b80f7
community as a whole are in complete denial of any sexuality except for h

w2uotap83dbgkebyb67dw2uoav6juz20
Man

Over 60

United States

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 No idea

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5 Not Sikh, so no opinion.
2019-09-20 2:36:12
2019-09-20 2:39:42
9610a29ede

2l3tqq44pmzuke7e69sl2l3tqq4h4gpo
Man

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I think sikhi recognizes that sex is1 integral to life. Which
7
is why sex and
7 kam are different
7 things but kam1can encompass 3
sex. In my view, which
3
has recently3been
It's important
enlightened
to give
by
2019-09-20
a people
video by
a 2:22:46
non
the nanak
judgmental
2019-09-20
naamsikh
YouTube
2:39:00
perspective
1e6f4cc973
channel,
andkam
it's reasoning
or lust is not simply the act of sex or sexual desires but ra

5oohpzk9tf30cw5oohcw3rg4yf9ev7yj
Woman

40-60

United States

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It’s a natural human need which gives
7
you pleasure,
7 feeling of emotional
5
well-being

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

I believe it’s based on one’s personal feelings

Between a consenting married man and woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)
Other

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
Masturbation

Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

gdda6fhgfsgkrqs4aagdda6rerls3m26
Man

19-25

India

1

ylwttriwaenw1qnvn8xsylwttri271n5
Man

Over 60

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

I don't think you need any external force for this, sexuality
Between
and ait's
consenting
perspective
man
is all
and
ingrained
woman into you even though now the media tried to portray homo as normal but that's just Any
not normal
sexual thoughts or desires

z3glln5mmtp3h45tkz3gll0767siz8gg
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

u2br1l2mt02wshlvnxiscu2br19s8cp7
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

iyukux5kcqgz6s92gbykiyukuxtwj3aw
Man

26-39

Australia

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

Between a consenting married man and woman

Heterosexual attraction

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Heterosexual attraction

iafuaf3a4j34hazoiafualwpdvygdf1b
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

kc3mt1wbvtq6qkc3mtetx1qxdyciajmw
Man

19-25

Canada

1

cbogamzqlxok29hcboga8azand08b8ik
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

leryx6umiv05vtler0uq42iacq75jmdv
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

327r266bo8ufonywmk4tara83vfhfony
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
Chemistry
social
between
media,
Between
the
etc)partners
a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Other

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship
Pre-marital sex

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

5

4 By having discussion
2019-09-20
groups 2:31:21
2019-09-20 2:37:46
c052e213fc

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3 Sikh foundations and
2019-09-20
research2:25:48
organisations
2019-09-20 2:35:36
8a52a7729f

0 Marital behavior

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

1 Reduce stigma and
2019-09-20
normalize2:24:34
appropriate
2019-09-20
sexual
2:35:03
behaviors
0ca907fae1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0

4

6

5

3

2

4

2

2

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 I don’t know

1

1

1

1

4

1

1

1 I have no answer.2019-09-20 2:23:19
2019-09-20 2:32:59

2019-09-20 2:29:01
2019-09-20 2:33:12
52b9aeb2f2
5.12E+55

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Necessary for procreation

5

5

4

4

2

4

5

3

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

2

7

4

1

2

7

5

1 Talk more openly 2019-09-20
about it. Provide
2:18:58
non-judgemental,
2019-09-20 2:30:31
4b369f97e1
safe space to everyone

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Another means of connection between
7
two beings.5

2

1

1

2

1

1 Making it not taboo
2019-09-20
to talk about
2:23:10
sex2019-09-20
with your community,
2:29:04
21b7a419e6
sangat, & family. Normalize sex.

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Married life was promoted by the7gurus and sex makes
7
that relationship
7 complete. So 7its an integral part6 of it.

7

7

7 As part education2019-09-20
in class. Kids
2:23:17
need
2019-09-20
to understand
2:27:52
this
09fb4c1717
is not always sin but lust shouldn't take over mind also.

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex as other physical and psychological
6
need is one
7 aspect of life. It’s should never be
4 allowed to overpower
6
the overall 7though process of5 individual

For pro-creation For love

For pro-creation For love

2019-09-20 2:30:17
2019-09-20 2:32:59
932e19ff4e

4 We need to talk about
2019-09-20
it to make
2:16:59
sure
2019-09-20
that young
2:26:52
generation
5e03cb7849
can feel comfortable discussing their thoughts and potential issues

r3xw9luapekgucr725zar3xw9b10lhgr
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is meant for procreation in order
4 to pass on your
7 values, religion,
5 and beliefs to the
2 next generation3according to Sikhi.
7 But you are meant
3 to love all.

2 Approach it in a way
2019-09-20
which doesn’t
2:18:40
2019-09-20
seem condemning
2:23:20
a147228e04
and rather understanding. Everyone has their own journey and preference

39wp2btuwy2r7gmf39wp204m27a2nwno
Woman

26-39

Australia

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 In it's most basic form, and the rhetoric
4
that is fed in
7 the mainstream,5its only for pro-creation.
1

4

7

5

1 create safe spaces
2019-09-20
where one2:17:42
on one
2019-09-20
conversations
2:22:36
9610a29ede
can only take place, within a trusting environment.

vfr4m59bupn3nvfr4m59q82g0w9rmwz7
Woman

26-39

Canada

1

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

0

1

1

1

1

i4gsv4b6dj5m3l4b7i4g25kjrox29w8p
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 As a Sikh, I think of sex as a natural
2 part of life, which
7 gives you joy 5
and satisfaction and
3 strengthens connection,
2
when it7is accompanied with
6 devotion to this
4 Don't
person,
know
deep spiritual
2019-09-20
bind and
2:14:16
respect
2019-09-20
for each2:21:17
other.
23d8e09fef

dhcotpmre18d57vg4prdhcoywgabq6j7
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex has a function - creating life,7but it is also the highest
7
manifestation
5 of intimacy between
5
two souls. 7
When shared in a7committed relationship
5
with each other
5 Speakers
and Akaal
andPurkh,
mentors,
2019-09-20
sex influencers
is the2:11:37
strongest
2019-09-20
and teachers
connection
2:19:35
need
you
029b86fc22
tocan
be have
from all
with
walks
another
of life
person.
with varying
So while
histories,
I respect
and
everyone’s
be brave enough
choices to
to

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

7

0 As a human sex is to produce children,
1
it's pleasurable
7
that's why we7 do it, but the make
7 reason is to make
1 children so that's
7 why God make
7 it pleasurable so7 that
I have
people
no idea,
go for
I never
in
2019-09-20
andfocused
procreate
2:26:13
my 2019-09-20
attention there
2:36:12
9d0ffc571a
1 For continuing Sikhism

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Connection, feeling
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

7

For pleasure or desire
For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

4

For pro-creation For love
For pro-creation For love

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

2j6tze3zm2f3bndp2j6rarrni7rgzs1q
Man

26-39

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

rs0yu5wum90cc8drs0yuk45pm9hnu5hr
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

j0892a49wjctzgjiby4mj089pj35zkax
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

qwrn7p8zcncjv932qqwrn7p1p9ehug25
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

b1327vbt9h44f1c5fjb132po4pjrhd7s
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’
Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

For love

suhuvv12hp3rxf93ve76suhucqsw5dy7
Man

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

n06pgo3ald308miqc4hn06pgojnb763x
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

lbbnkqjz8pdk6k5c51ojyfdlbbnk00qp
Man

26-39

Canada

1

Spirituality/Religion (

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
(includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation For love

5

2

2019-09-20 2:17:22
2019-09-20 2:21:53
6247df3e21

For pleasure or desire

1 It's a excersice

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 It's a excersice . 2019-09-20 2:12:31
2019-09-20 2:18:22
ac208890d0

0

1

5

3

1

3

5

5

1

0 Sex is okay if you are building a relationship
4
that is7long term and not7 just a strictly sexual
7 relationship. 4

7

7

7 Through discussion
2019-09-20
and education.
1:35:13
2019-09-20
Allow everyone
2:16:28
tof624d98be1
question all aspects to promote discussion and and be respectful if someo

1 Expression of love between two committed
2
souls. Requirement
4
for the
2 procreation of life
1

4

1

1 It's difficult as their2019-09-20
is a lot of misunderstanding,
2:10:21
2019-09-20 2:15:43
shame,
60aa310fdc
awkwardness wrapped around the topic. Would have to be done very se

1

1 Talks, online workshops
2019-09-20 2:09:37
2019-09-20 2:15:27
82fa667a5b

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
Pre-marital sex

5

For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

2

For pleasure or desire

1

0 Sex is necessary to procreate we5are meant to have
7 a healthy sexual
5 relation with our5partners in order5to live a fulfilled married
3
life

2019-09-20 2:15:01
2019-09-20 2:17:21
df73e1684d

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is an important part of the Sikh 7life, but like everything
7
else it must 7in balance with the
7 other aspects of4our life.

7

7

5 We need to do a better
2019-09-20
job empowering
2:06:33
2019-09-20
our youth
2:14:25
to df73e1684d
ask questions and feel safe. Growing up many Sikh children do not know w

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Faithfulness

7

7

7 Get educated first2019-09-20 2:06:50
2019-09-20 2:12:42
161910b891

7

7

7

7

7

https://bit.ly/2HQMfkK
https://bit.ly/2HMKm8O
https://bit.ly/2HQMc8y
www.gurmukhbabul.com

mvt4k95arwmar0vvmvt4k5pguv3z3gqe
Man

Over 60

United States

1

ah4bywsl0byy5d2cbfah4byws2smyyeq
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

f7w15n10wryep0px02hot4f7w15trmje
Man

19-25

Canada

0 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between a consenting married man and woman

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

0 https://bit.ly/2HQMfkK https://bit.ly/2HMKm8O
3
https://bit.ly/2HQMc8y
2
2 www.gurmukhbabul.com
2

2

2

2

2

2019-09-20 0:33:33
2019-09-20 0:51:16
08bd8953a4

For pleasure or desire

0 Don't understand the question

5

6

6

4 Sex ed

2019-09-20 0:46:43
2019-09-20 0:50:04
24bd550ce8

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is a tool we were designed to4 use. It can be misused
7
if we have 1bad intentions like1 with anything but1 otherwise it doesn't
7 matter.

1

1 Bringing it into casual
2019-09-20
conversation.
0:42:51
2019-09-20 0:48:37
4d9905743b

5

6

6

4

ah1j1ptb21delfkah1pt38lxzb9j1xr4
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It’s a part of normal human life . It’s
2 like food we desire
1
.

1

1

1

1

1

1

2019-09-20 0:42:46
2019-09-20 0:48:27
8914df5846

awuqudlm5nr3lmawuquowhuds8ms2vov
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

2019-09-20 0:45:23
2019-09-20 0:48:08
e276c50e94

djyn5y8yvmkcmwvmdjyn4556jhjgi39w
Man

26-39

Canada

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Glimpse
security)
of union

0 Oneness and procreation

4

4

5

5

4

4

4

4

2019-09-19 22:51:43
2019-09-20 0:45:35
0f0bd4238e

akzggoe5mtt1o5bxtakzggox8uhp7f66
Woman

40-60

United States

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Physical relationship between 2 committed
7
adults for
7 self love , love 7for partner and procreation.
7

7

6

7

7 Have seminars , forums
2019-09-20
and add
0:31:51
it to
2019-09-20
curriculum0:45:01
taught
a442ef0ab1
at mission schools training kirtanias and Sikh camps

Between a consenting married man and woman
Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
Interacting with individuals, as individuals

Same-sex attraction

For pro-creation For love

flph0bth331zfh3flphjgjtj9ndmv1jo
Man

40-60

Canada

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani,Other
etc)

8mixncmtumjd494sobf8mixn4ln48z6u
Woman

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

a2ba3u0gz6i6fj8a2ba3844b9e6p2dsi
Man

Under 18

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

w0jlrrn00n1z5nmkhopw0jlrrniiurvd
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

7nolqlnv7d7olbtp7ad6yf7nolqlnkz5
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

yy26nsq7jih40jenbjwyy26nso0d6b2j
Man

40-60

United States

1

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

7ibc9bsldd458giu7ibchdo9k79oqsm0
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

k01sr4sdk8orzn5r4k01srlntmbq4d2a
Woman

26-39

India

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

ebs9skhpgbylfxwfb4ebs9d3weltg876
Woman

40-60

United States

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Essential for well-being

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

6 Be open-minded, 2019-09-20
authentic, empathetic
0:20:59
2019-09-20 0:42:50
e2b63939f1

0

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 Not sure.

2019-09-20 0:37:01
2019-09-20 0:42:34
701d5d811a

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Enjoyment and reproduction

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

2019-09-20 0:37:59
2019-09-20 0:41:08
9679cc9f91

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I would say that Sikhi views sex as
3 mostly the means
6 to procreation.3However, it also 3
seems like sex outside
1
of that context,
3 whether it's thoughts
1
of sex or the
1 By
actcreating
of doingforums
it, it seems
2019-09-20
and discussions
to be 0:30:21
thought
2019-09-20
that
of as
would
lust allow
0:40:25
and something
8617b17165
people to speak
that should
aboutbe
theavoided.
topic openly, in a safe environment. Also initiatin

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For pro-creation For love
Pre-marital sex

Pre-marital sex

Between a consenting man and woman
Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is part and parcel of human (animal)
5
nature. It5is perhaps more stronger
5
of the humanly
5
desires. A Sikh
5
perspective of
5 sex in my opinion
5 is that one needs
5 1.
to Provide
seek guidance
better understanding
2019-09-20
from Guru Granth
0:23:43
of guidance
2019-09-20
Sahib toprovided
be0:37:45
in command
7ea033b637
by Gurbani.
of this
2.desire
Provide
soforums
that it remains
for civil dialogue
a healthyand
partdiscussion
of our life without
within the
it ec

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire

0 Human need and desire

5

4

4

5

4

4

4

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Important part of life and basic need
5 of every one 6

6

4

4

4

4

4 By meeting with the
2019-09-20
family members
0:12:54
2019-09-20
and by giving
0:27:38
literature
15ffae4b89
to them

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

5

7

5

2

1

6

3

2019-09-20 0:27:55
2019-09-20 0:32:37
233571e81e

0 Sikh understanding of it is that it one
1 should not over
3 indulge in it. As4food , sex is the 4basic need of the 2body.it should be3only done with the
3 consenting partner
4 Difficult
with whom
but can
onebe
would
2019-09-19
done...
planthrough
to23:55:12
spend
Guru’s
2019-09-20
life together
life 0:26:58
99ad53bf6e

w130s1sh4njqpxxi6f5w130s1dkn77z6
Woman

19-25

Canada

1

For pleasure or desire

0

nnbwwtx6rvya6tghnnbhqrwzackqcd1y
Man

40-60

United States

0 Family life/Cultural norms

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 To participate in natural process 7
and contribute so 7that next generation
7 could continue.
7 To culture and nurture
7
sikhism in 7
new generation 7

7 Nurture the culture
2019-09-20 0:18:00
2019-09-20 0:26:32
14c3bb8e47

wsdewmnzdwzo9dukjxwsdew39y7xt6ez
Man

Over 60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

3

4

5

4

4 Through expert professional
2019-09-20way.
0:11:46
2019-09-20 0:24:16
7278c24a8d

8mmofbsweeilw8ld8mmoephvvx0xnqmy
Woman

40-60

Canada

1

For pleasure or desire

0 a sikh has a clear and healthy understanding
7
of sex
7 and its relationship
7 to human life 7

7

7

7

7 be honest and open
2019-09-20
about it 0:03:41
2019-09-20 0:22:47
3b893c3c48

m12li7nqiluom12mb9959d96vsa5ymb9
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort, security)

0

6

6

5

2

1 A married life helps to control your
6 lust and one can
6 contribute to the6well being of the 6society you live in.
6

6

6

6 It should be through
2019-09-20
an open dialogue
0:09:50
2019-09-20
with the people
0:20:34
701d5d811a
who can discuss the benefits in an intelligent way.

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Sex is a beautiful relationship between
4
man and woman.
7

7

7

7

7

7

7 As a Sin

2019-09-20 0:06:53
2019-09-20 0:20:21
33da967657

For pleasure or desire

1

6

3

3

5

5

3

2019-09-20 0:16:00
2019-09-20 0:20:19
4fb96b5e14

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I think sex is understood to be a part
5 of human life 7and normal but kam
7 is when it takes
4 over your mind just
4 as alcohol or drugs
7
or any other5 vice: when you can’t
4 Not
stop
sure
thinking
. Difficult
of 2019-09-20
something
with the punjabi
and
0:13:37
are
cultural
2019-09-20
chasing
influence
greed
0:20:02
or
and
e0664d08a6
Desires
mysogyny
or being
in community
angry etc can’t connect with your real self ie waheguru

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Happy and healthy family life

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Heterosexual attraction

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

For love

1

Sport groups
Educational classes
Presentations
1 Counseling
2019-09-20 0:32:50
2019-09-20 0:38:44
f50728311f

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between any number
‘Sin’ of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

6zv36v6blnr6zv9x7y7cl8gwr3lmq5g9
Man

Over 60

United States

1

fjjs9waqris74hywvuxnqfjjs9waq5ir
Man

40-60

Australia

1 Family life/Cultural norms

0a26sadgiuxdbd80a2v70w0rekr8u2ot
Woman

19-25

Canada

1

b2831hqbwszoehrqb28315sd8j7vxyg1
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television,
Education
social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

q516xcrhga4n1l2q516vn103x0p650j5
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation
For love

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

q7xyivy0tbv2kr02glstq7xyivy0c6qw
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

wpgzrw1uxwfefzg1l9wpgzrphoyfb83e
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

5u80p3fwfhv7tokcv3w15u80p3fpv1fj
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

av98k1fdvuzm59uv0jppvav98ksfry8k
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

zc9xud98vxrfpvryzc9xuq46dxhpe54f
Man

Over 60

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman
Between a consenting married man and woman

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting man and woman
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Heterosexual attraction
‘Sin’

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

Over 60

Australia

1 Family life/Cultural norms

n15u9a5h8sklrn15u9sxxn39m82p2wsb
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

8uh2jj0aw5uyiyf8uh25zp6wdlnfv72v
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

b84h8vat806lcb84hk94pot99o5z1u5m
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

26-39

Australia

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

aq8s8857f222wzybedbsbaq8s88j6loy
Woman

4d8kksrhzcqt57wi515m5z4d8kksrhs6
Woman

For pro-creation For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

3y2md48g015ao8i43y2mrgrvs3rynr1j
Man

yi3ncjv1v876a3bryi3ncjhj53a5s4vr
Man

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

medical and psychology
Between
perspectives
a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

3qrcdj4lkfevgoa01rxbpetnu3qrcdji
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
Other
etc)

ymt3fxrymrxu7vfe6ymt3fauvimft9av
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

t1hrv9fb0henvlz15t1mvu92vz6lj54d
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

478zo0f8er5txccu3jj4c99x3478zo0x
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

tepz5lk06mddtxtytepz5ldkh542zm1n
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Heterosexual attraction

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Over 60

Canada

1

xn35uuoqnqrdbb2xn3528qhhbikg9v1h
Man

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

vnmhuokrgdw05evnmhuokr7q9dqcpeoi
Woman

26-39

United States

1

y5xnwcn3bhqf7dy5xnwbrilw4l7clubd
Woman

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

f9f0f9wk4owhw65f9f0f9nsrv105a70n
Man

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Pre-marital sex

3kvlp6ft31plrbq8fosmo3kvlpa5bnn1
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

rv7x7xbnwxjm8illykserv7x7abdscs6
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)
Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
Other
etc)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani,Other
etc)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
Between a consenting married man and woman

My educational experience.

Pre-marital sex

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

Person’s hormonal,physiological disposition
Between a consenting married man and woman

Heterosexual attraction

Any sexual thoughts or desires

4

5

3 In enclosed gathering
2019-09-20
with same
0:10:23
sex
2019-09-20
individuals0:19:34
a2a99ad3e9

For pro-creation For love

2

4

2

For pleasure or desire

0 I don’t think there is a “Sikh” understanding
1
of sex.5Culturally they seem
5 to be mutually1exclusive topics.1

5

5

1 Not sure, good question.
2019-09-20
I have
0:12:47
little2019-09-20
to no faith in
0:16:45
most
f30593d8b9
Sikh lead institutions though, not sure if I’m the right person to answer th

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

6

2

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 Sex with only wife is viewed as pious
7
and acceptable.
7 But there is a 7widowed person (male
7
or female) then
7 remarriage is 7the only option available.
7
But in modern
7 There
perspective
is need toofeducate
2019-09-20
globalisation
the Sikh
0:02:31
andyounger
2019-09-20
inter reflexive
minds
0:12:55
missing
about
d317ab78b5
the
of plus
cultures,
side we
andcan
minuses
say two
of the
consenting
sexuality.
adults.
IndianThank
school
you
system
very much.
still lagB

For pleasure or desire

1

3

3

1

1

2019-09-20 0:13:07
2019-09-20 0:14:30
4c7d6a6480

0 Intimacy and sexual relationship 7
with someone you7 love is precious 7

3

6

7

7

3 Educating population
2019-09-19
to accept
23:59:23
and2019-09-20
respect individuals
0:12:39
9dace44185
with different sexual preferences

1

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4 Bhaand Jammie 2019-09-20 0:06:33
2019-09-20 0:11:25
ad5de4c07c

1

7

7

2

1

6

6

1 Take away the stigma.
2019-09-20
Introduce
0:06:30
sermons
2019-09-20
in English
0:11:09
b1c4178e3d
and by young people who've had the same experiences we've had.

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I'm not sure.

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is part of human life. Sikhi guides
6
my spiritual 6
life and my journey
5 and does not conflict
4
with understanding
6
of sex as 6
long as it does not5 become overpowering
4 engage
emotion
honestly
like lust.
in
2019-09-19
dialoague 23:58:49
and treat
2019-09-20
folks with
0:10:37
differening
9dace44185
views with same respect and as equals. emotional health within sik

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Overall, for other people, I think as
5 long as people 7are safe and get consent
2
(don't cause
2 harm) you can1do whatever you2like. For myself personally
2
however2 I Ireally
think struggle
there's so
with
much
2019-09-19
what
stigma,
exactly
23:57:57
shame
is karm.
2019-09-20
andI think
judgement.
0:09:51
it's when
I'm
8923180730
you
notlet
sure
it take
howover
that your
can be
thoughts,
addressed.
which
Maybe
may or
in may
smaller
not affinity
involvegroup
sexuas
0 Remain married grahast ashram 4but in guidance of4the divine

4

4

4

4

4

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 It is important

3

2

2

2

2

For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pro-creation For love
Any sexual thoughts or desires

4

2019-09-20 0:09:52
2019-09-20 0:21:54
0473f7b514

1 Talk about grishti 2019-09-20 0:13:53
2019-09-20 0:18:03
f6e1db810a

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
Heterosexual attraction

‘Sin’

4

2019-09-20 0:21:26
2019-09-20 0:26:42
8fe2a98bad

1

For pro-creation For love

dv6k89lk0am3kjtvwdv6k89lok77uo4l
Man

4

2

2

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

wx8j7ye47ehpsm7wx8kudqs1u0nd8xxi
Man

4

3

6

2

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

4

6

4

6

0 Sex is a choice that we get to make
6 as humans and
7 like all choices, 5it has consequences.
4 When thoughts
4 or acts of sex become
5
overpowering,
3
distracting from
3 Remove
the pathtaboos
of hukam
around
2019-09-20
or used
it, explain
to0:10:25
hurtit2019-09-20
others,
in the context
had negative
0:19:26
of social
512c0d594f
consequences.
make up of the
The
society
act of people
sex itself
liveisin,
nothelp
good
differentiate
or bad - the
between
context,lust
par

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

6

4
6

2

0 A beautiful act within 2 loving people
4

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

Between a consenting married man and woman

6

3

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)
Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

4

7

For pleasure or desire

For love

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

6

For pro-creation For love

I am a psychologist
Between
so i amaeducated
consenting
and
married
informed.
couple
Respect
Between
(regardless
and
a consenting
accept
of Between
gender)
human
mantwo
beings
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

3

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

2

3

2019-09-20 0:03:19
2019-09-20 0:09:47
85c08e7b1d
3

2019-09-20 0:05:53
2019-09-20 0:09:33
78a1067949

0 Like the other 4 passions, kaam and
1 in turn sex has
5 a place. It's problematic
5
when a preoccupation
4
with1 it consumes a person's
3
thoughts/energy.
3
It is for a married
1 I havecouple
never (husband
expected
2019-09-19
this
and from
wife)
23:53:16
them
2019-09-20
except to 0:07:06
provide
bc50d5b739
information to victims of sexual abuse, or those with problematic sexual
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2019-09-20 0:02:28
2019-09-20 0:06:08
a323151ec9

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 We are body, mind and spirit all combined.
3
Sex is one
5 component of5our being and having
5
a balanced view
5 of managing our
5 needs and desires
5
in a safe setting
5 Great
and being
a forum
respective
or setting
2019-09-19
iswhere
important
23:59:12
people
2019-09-20
can get non
0:05:57
biased
900f91cfda
advice that is truthful and within Sikhi principles

For pleasure or desire

1 Important

3

6

5

4

4

6

5

4 I don’t know

2019-09-20 0:01:03
2019-09-20 0:05:52
e8ae08f293

For pleasure or desire

0

2

5

5

2

2

5

5

1

2019-09-20 0:02:29
2019-09-20 0:05:22
55fdbba77b

7

7

4

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Not sure

5

5

4

1 One should be able
2019-09-19
to discuss23:51:42
the topic,
2019-09-20
any topic,
0:04:14
in43dabfd245
an open way, without judgement

For pleasure or desire

0 Sex is a nature given psychological
2 process for a physical
7
activity to4maintain the human
2 species

2

7

5

2 Very difficult!

For pleasure or desire

0 It is a relationship between man and
5 woman who are
5 married.

5

5

5

4 Not necessary to 2019-09-19
discuss in gurudwara
23:55:36
2019-09-20 0:01:57
03eb401d31

For pleasure or desire

Other

physical need

For pleasure or desire

For pro-creation

4

2019-09-19 23:55:12
2019-09-20 0:04:02
bb45583681

0 I have not read any specific bani 1that references sex
5 except the precautions
2
of lust described
1
through lust.
1 To my understanding,
4
kam, krodh,
1 lobh, moh, ahankar
1 Make
aresure
essentially
that those
2019-09-19
5 vices
moderating
that 23:40:19
must
these
2019-09-20
occur
conversations
in moderation.
0:00:57
1dcc23b785
have
Meaning,
done the
they
internal
are not
work
'outlawed'
to be fully
peraware
se, butofthem
their in
own
excess
opinions
can be
and/
toxb
0

Other

5

4

7

7

3

2

7

7

Physiological wellbeing n hormonal balance
0 Sacred Marital binding with extreme
5 care n respect5leading to receive
5 the bounty of family
5
life and an opportunity
1
to fully healthful
1
human living.
1

1

2019-09-19 23:56:45
2019-09-19 23:59:59
df73e1684d

Having Sikh medical professionals addressing generically ( thru YouTube type presentations )prevalent or potential sex or gend
1 e.g. one of our Sikh
2019-09-19
professional
23:39:43
was
2019-09-19
asked in a23:58:25
Jewish
eab2d68d36
forum..what does Sikhism teach about same sex relationships...he gave
Provide a space or resources that builds education and information about sexuality.

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

2

0 It is a natural form of expression,4not just lust

5

5

4

2

3

3

3 Has to been done2019-09-19
in a safe environment.
23:52:18
2019-09-19 23:58:10
e062f4a5c3

7

6

4

7

7

7

4 Just talk about it more
2019-09-19 22:50:21
2019-09-19 23:57:51
a6cae9388f

71kqrxmu3kdh2tmo71kqrchs24dkb7az
Woman

40-60

United States

1

vhniuhg0vr8p5ecxvhniuzrmtsfirxjk
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

cll9ms5zpjqgdhucll9msq7allu6my8v
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

bh2vx06spq5lc4zu4uu6hbh2vx0rnxl8
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

o5v6kvtuops8irinuzihho5v6kvtuozr
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is a need and pretty important
3 to life but it’s not6 everything

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

pruyoqccooyzpruyo8yb3w23opq2gc40
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

q9ge77swainctowt2q9ge77us6xdke9r
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

3p1yen8usokl3pa0cdx5ynqx9u74tza0
Woman

40-60

United States

1

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Under 18

United States

1

evs7t4t2bitcqdn4vbiyzaevs7t4r4ee
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
Other
etc)

4qduks8r2fnnq8jqnd5k4qdukswhxyum
Woman

40-60

United States

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

cimd9510lbzs88mbcimdli4bq5jwqgff
Man

40-60

India

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

56chc6k943uykupzo6ys56chcghxtpsg
Man

Over 60

United States

1

evi4fk81v0q63jfwjmevi4f46o67cgaq
Woman

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

x7vphjhbxieiaqh5j0x7vphjbln5ffai
Woman

40-60

Canada

Philosophy

‘Sin’

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction

‘Sin’

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship
Between a consenting married man and woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Over 60

United States

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

pgs5ps6mg343zx3zpgs59k3fmxpd0prr
Man

Over 60

India

1 Family life/Cultural norms

62rzgcvzl5eb1dj0762rzglmy5zowxlm
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

g86648u5nacde8sg8668jupqu0rcuy2g
Man

26-39

United States

Pre-marital sex

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

1

snja897tgk4z6dsnjaeef5ehk5le5bpk
Man

Pre-marital sex

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

y4hojmpw5lpbryv5090y4hojmw858exg
Woman

For pro-creation For love
Masturbation

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting man and woman

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

w78mxhgwqz4pg53r8lw78mxhgw31rdeh
Man

26-39

Singapore

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

iwbp7u1u26bglfb2iwbp7ug2uof55rgo
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

b0qdmx70uf6ts57ygt7b0qdmx74v879q
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

b36t17t7rkwouoob36t1dxf18gevi14o
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

0id59owc0g4gzaxxda0id59z6nfgm1ks
Man

40-60

Canada

1

7btyzg0a8w3x06l4nl4d7btyrpt36ukx
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

‘Sin’

Between a consenting man and woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

2019-09-19 23:51:57
2019-09-19 23:57:35
0ce3d7c8ed

4

2019-09-19 23:40:28
2019-09-19 23:56:11
8a23d57026

6

6 Have open conversations,
2019-09-19
meet
23:49:23
ups,lectures
2019-09-19
events.
23:53:50
c83650e06e
Make it less taboo

6

6

3 Not sure

6

2

4

7

7

7

4

7

7

7

2019-09-19 23:49:31
2019-09-19 23:52:29
56a80190f8

3 Creating a facilitated
2019-09-19
forum for23:46:16
it. 2019-09-19 23:49:45
621be79833

2

2

4

2

2 highlight achievements,
2019-09-19
provide
23:43:15
resources
2019-09-19
(incl 23:46:45
anon8e46be7454
options) for those who may be struggling.

4

1

5

6

3 They can discuss 2019-09-19
it more openly,
23:34:22
because
2019-09-19
there23:44:24
are Sikh
ecb1d25066
youth blatantly indulging in Kam keeping them from being one with Wa

For pleasure or desire

0 Natural human behaviour

7

7

4

4

5

6

5

5

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Procreation

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6 Have open discussions
2019-09-19 23:38:16
2019-09-19 23:42:42
13e7231e30

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 sex produces human life. sex can2 also provide life 4to a relationship. 2

0 One can have sex by legitimate means
2
of sex - with
2 your regular married
2
partner. Premarital
1
and post-marital
2
sex is not in2 order.

2

1 By organising interactive
2019-09-19
session
23:28:15
with
2019-09-19
youth. 23:42:28
8ab4b52ce2

0

6

3 By having forums 2019-09-19
and open minded
23:23:03
2019-09-19
,educated healthy
23:41:40
71c6928fe5
discussion .

Other

I honestly am very confused, because
0 Again,
if allvery
types
confused
of kam is sinful why1 isn't marital sex 5for sole reproductive
6 purposes?

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It's a natural phenomena to procreate
2
and your cellular
7
structure is already
7
program to4achieve its potential,
2
you can't help7 it to stop rather control
7
it gain spiritual
4 Make
sense
them understand
2019-09-19
the concept
23:32:05
2019-09-19
and divert that
23:40:35
energy
430da9a7fc
for your personal gain

For pleasure or desire

0 Sex is an essential component of5human existence6and has to be managed
6
as such . 6It is not a “sin”

5

5

5

5 They can address2019-09-19
the questions
23:32:59
raised
2019-09-19
by youngsters23:40:11
c694ea36a5
eg homosexuality, pre- marital sex, consent, rape etc.

0

4

1

1

1

Other

7

5

6

1

6

1

4

1

7

6

0 2019-09-19 23:41:14
2019-09-19 23:43:43
2ba480a341

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

2019-09-19 23:32:45
2019-09-19 23:38:52
5870164f92

Sexuality is a natural part of who0weit are.
is a natural
Humans
part
areofsexual
who we
beings.
are.7each
Eachperson
of us must
must7figure
honour
outtheir
ownown
sexual
7 sexual
truthtruth.
and most
practice
7 people
that.have
Because
such
7 truth
shame
is great
and guilt
and
7 that
higher
they
still
sexually
is truthful
7 pretend
living.to be something
7 By understanding
they are not.
2019-09-19
Akhaal
sex isMoorath.
important
23:05:30
2019-09-19
We
forsay
anyCreation
human
23:37:52
who
has
aa41978bff
infinite
is not asexual.
faces. This means diversity is the default mode of creation. The
2

2

2

2 Teaching Guru’s rehires
2019-09-19
by precept
23:33:00
2019-09-19
and example
23:37:28
I a2d9abb275

For pleasure or desire

0 Sex is having a physical relationship
7 with someone7your commit to. With
7
or without the7 title of Marriage.7

0 To have two bodies but one soul4

4

4

2

7

7

7 Be accepting and 2019-09-19
respect others
23:31:14
views.
2019-09-19
Encourage
23:37:19
open
cd2bbed622
discussion.

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire

0 After marriage with wife.

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1 Booklets based on2019-09-19
modern science
23:26:55
2019-09-19
about sexuality
23:37:08
may
d3e4f13b97
be distributed among students.

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is part of life

6

7

5

5

6

7

5

5 Being more honest
2019-09-19 23:34:20
2019-09-19 23:36:36
dee170f219

For pleasure or desire

0 In very simple words, sex is a part
1 of love bond that
4 1 super has created
4
between man1 & woman. And the
1 same has been4 shaped in the form
1 of culture in various
1 Gender
traditions
basedand
seminars
2019-09-19
faiths ininthe
the22:23:00
world.
begining
2019-09-19
In married
for different
life,apart
23:35:51
age
41c45af814
from
groups
procreation
. Providing
which
Guidance
is must
onfor
sex
the
, its
existence
need in of
themankind,
human life
kaam
& limits
and

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

1

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 Respect, appreciation. Wish I had1 this perspective 5growing up.

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is a part of marriage. It is a part4of love. It is important
1
for procreation.
4 Feeling lust towards
4
one's spouse
4 is not a sin.

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
For security)
fun and entertainment

0 Companionship

For pro-creation For love

Between any number
‘Sin’ of consentingHeterosexual
people (includes
attraction
Same-sex
polyamory,attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc)
Masturbation
or desires
Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenti
woman

2 Make it more acceptable
2019-09-19
and normal
23:52:44
2019-09-19 23:57:45
a59de4660f
1 Counsellor

4

6

Any sexual thoughts or desires

‘Sin’

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

tvyaoj69xsoj1hfenqtvya577cnkew32
Man
nbv3jm0jkxqjwvanbv3jm0ggp5o5ncek
Man

2
1

6

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

2
1

4

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

‘Sin’

Media (including pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of gender)
and man
woman
and woman

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

2
1

4

Talk with your family and friends first and then form groups of friends who can proactively talk about it in schools, colleges throu
0 It’s a natural emotion created by 4
God that is experienced
4
by two people
4 in love and it is
4 a natural process
4 that keeps world
5 growing when two
5 people are committed
4 Wheninit aisserious
based on
2019-09-19
relationship
Sikh principles,
23:30:06
2019-09-19
it will not be23:48:17
controversial.
d8b8b77a0b

For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

2
1

4

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

2
1

4

0 Sex is something which should be
7 performed only 7as a means to procreate.
7
Sex beyond
5 this means becomes
1
a sin and should
6
be avoided.6A Sikh should refrain
4 Through
from any
discussion.
sexual2019-09-19
desires. 23:46:02
2019-09-19 23:52:03
bbc33ac605

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

2
2

4

0 It's a part of life. Just like anything
6 else, too much is
6 a no go. Enjoy it,6 but don't become
6 obsessed with it6

0 Integral

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

Any sexual thoughts or desires

2
1

0

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For pro-creation For love

Heterosexual attraction
Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

1 It’s part of life
0 Expression of love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
Pondering
social
onmedia,
my Between
own
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

40-60

For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

4sw1w7s85q4scaww3usyy7k97a4sw1w7
Man

40-60

For pro-creation

Between any number
‘Sin’ of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

oqgbegrz15irb6c4mi6boqgbegr0nnob
Man

pq8q913rwfly0l9vnsxpq8q9kkfgsk87
Woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

hep1x68gan8w9q5n8yubxhep1x685am3
Man

Pre-marital sex

0 N/A

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

0 Sex is an expression of our creative
4 energy. However,
4 it is special and
4 thus if shared with
1 1 partner will 4be awesome. When
4 you think of having
4
sex all the time
1 Have
with your
talks1on
partner,
such
2019-09-19
issues
than itand
becomes
23:26:30
at the
2019-09-19
lust.
sameElse
timeif23:35:29
provide
controlled
df73e1684d
1 toand
1 sessions
accounted
so for,
thatsex
youisthe
normal.
person
But
can
to open
control
up.
is Provided
the toughyou
part,
creat
me

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

3

4

4

7

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

4

2

Discuss our history of sexuality, where marayada came from, what it means.
1 Sex is no different2019-09-19
from the greed
23:24:19
we
2019-09-19
teach our 23:33:17
youth,d206209632
to succeed and get engrossed in this worldly success.

1

4

Workshops
4 Incorporate in Katha
2019-09-19 23:28:30
2019-09-19 23:32:58
4ffb6ddb71

6

5

2 That it is normal and
2019-09-19
should be
23:25:59
addressed
2019-09-19
in our23:32:45
community.
3e8f203361

5

3

2

2019-09-19 23:32:58
2019-09-19 23:35:25
79dce07bce

to see another
ਨੂ ਗਲਤ ਸੋਚ5 ਨਾਲ ਨਹੀ ਦੇਖਣਾ.redpect
to all.only make
relation with 5
own
wifeshould
not others.in
canada
made
before
but in sikhism sex is allowed aftet marriage.
0 In sikhism relation should be pious
5 in society.prohibted
6
6 ladies.ਪਰਾੲ◌ੀ ੲਿ◌ਸਤਰੀ
4
5
5
They
explain
2019-09-19
with theoeople
help
23:13:39
of2019-09-19
bani relation
23:30:41
9610a29ede
0 Sex is a normal part of life and is4not itself sinful, but
5 when overly influences
5
choices/actions
4
may become
4 harmful i.e. Maya.
4

4

4 Stop conflating sexuality,
2019-09-19
sin, 23:23:43
gender
2019-09-19
fluidity and23:30:05
homosexuality.
c697334ac8

441vjzp1n0cdhz11urul441vjzz2ipdz
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

Psychology, science, research

7vb44tzedupscd2pcpkov7vb4i7xrw8f
Man

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
Other
etc)

I am a journalist and
Between
worked
a consenting
in newspapers.
married
So Icouple
don’t
Between
like
(regardless
pornography
a consenting
of gender)
andman
social
and
media
woman

fsqvp92jwnhio2fsqvp98fk3fmhqhy7h
Man

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

itblmurl3axmvr5awal2eitblmurl9r7
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of gender)
and man
woman
and woman
Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

qv1n3hoq9erq23qv11i30d58imr967rp
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Heterosexual attraction

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Masturbation

For pro-creation For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married man and woman

For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

ate93y8r36bq6ulate2anrhm3ars4a78
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

5e70ym7p6q9a6pajt1bp5e70yd9vp1eg
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

5sm3u00907r8c5sm3u0bjxkflp903l8z
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

b85cg5lg33pw3lszcj41nsdb85cg5ewv
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

14516lv7ouyam2s6i145168vi55f9qcc
Woman

26-39

Canada

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between a consenting married man and woman

Myself

For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pleasure or desire

0 I never bothered to look into it.

4

6

6

5

3

5

5

5 I am not sure that2019-09-19
is something
22:40:42
that2019-09-19
they need to22:47:20
address.
af92c5d1d3
I kind of appreciated that Sikhism is not so dogmatic around things lik

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Faithful love to wife

7

7

4

4

5

5

5

4 Better to teach young
2019-09-19
kids about
22:33:53
sex
2019-09-19 22:46:58
6fc5b25eef

For pleasure or desire

0

1

5

4

2

1

5

4

2

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 To procreate

1

7

7

1

1

7

7

1 Talk about it from 2019-09-19
a young age22:42:18
2019-09-19 22:45:47
4c7d6a6480

1

5

5

2

1

1

1

1

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

Between two consenting people regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

For pleasure or desire

For pro-creation For love

3

2019-09-19 22:41:58
2019-09-19 22:45:12
10a2fe93c3

1

2

2

1

1 Educate people and
2019-09-19
not make22:40:16
the topic
2019-09-19
so tabu 22:44:09
b15e4fe6dd

0 between 2 committed people (regardless
5
of gender),
5 for love and/or 3procreation.

1

1

3

1

1 First be comfortable
2019-09-19
discussing
22:20:10
signs
2019-09-19
and symptoms
22:43:32
72cebdf66d
of puberty and menstration with young boys and girls in an effective manne

0 It is a natural part of living a human
1 experience.

6

4

3

1

6

3

1 No idea! I am still 2019-09-19
so confused22:38:51
about
2019-09-19
it.
22:43:27
70b31a8cfa

0 Not sure.

7

6

3

4

6

3

3 Promote more understanding
2019-09-19 22:38:07
and guidance
2019-09-19
pre-marriage
22:41:44
d62ac2f8d6
to couples.

4

1

2

fei9bwb9mzxax7qjsinzfei9b37b0e26
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

84f7h2wyyvkmy75lpql84f7hhqotr0on
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

m8wcqquir5hmsurp8fdm8wcqg2n1fhe4
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I think sikh values and Punjabi values
4
often get blurred
7
together. Punjabi
5
values dictate
2 that sex should 3only occur for procreation
6
or at the 4desire of the husband
2 Thoughtful
in a heterosexual
blogs, 2019-09-19
inclusive
marriage.
dialogue
22:28:52
I think
2019-09-19
and
sikhiopen
putsarmed
more
22:39:18
e9a4e64b49
emphasis
compassion
on kam as lustful desires and does not solely single out the act o

gggoph4seb5cpq09ak5gggop7gblgzcx
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

d870qfqhvu6orcd870m997x2osme74eb
Man

40-60

United States

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Don't know much about that.

7

7

7

7

6

6

6

6 Be open about it (your
2019-09-19
survey 22:34:35
is a step
2019-09-19
in the right
22:38:55
direction).
53bee4e48c
Base recommendations about sexual behavior on scientific researc

xk678fyoc99k2ibnh3xk678fyono6yj7
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It’s the only way to create. If it was
6 such a sin, it wouldn’t
7
be made enjoyable
7
by God 3

4

7

4

1

p7rsyigpdqfwracc4cp7r3d9vg7g0jj4
Man

26-39

India

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
(includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pleasure or desire

By stop judging and listen the persons actual problem may be ,Telling people to be open minded and spread knowledge about s
By asking questions to a community like this survey - how bold and open they can be to have a discussion on Sex related topics
0 kaam krodh loh moh one of the statement
3
in gurbani
5 where it says try
4 avoiding any kind
2 of affection for all
3 this things. Guru
5 is the male and5we all human beings
1 But
are
i do
female
believe
:) Guru
we
2019-09-19
should
neverrespect
against
22:19:28
elders
2019-09-19
sex asas
itsthey
a 22:38:20
natural
grown
df73e1684d
phonemona
up under different
or a process
circumstances
to bring aand
beautiful
they may
living
not
creature
changeinto
butthe
theworld
new

cqq4136g41mdcqqtgm1k9zolmeb3n1iv
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
Public social
policy media,
work, youth
etc) programs,Between
community
a consenting
service
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

0ty5rc5dl2iqqkoe4k20ty5rfsbp1ls7
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

8iglb6ide0c0nl59w268iglb6yl35fys
Man

Over 60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Between a consenting married man and woman

Heterosexual attraction

For pro-creation For love

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

b0xaodbqlm19fv6eb0xaoz2c4zv093df
Man

40-60

United States

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

c2dbn6sw10nnjnedc2dbnis8fkvghlnu
Man

26-39

Canada

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

ec1hw42gw9q8ewqy4h5vec1hww0z0sgh
Woman

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

qlzhw4gdb590g03qwmqlzhw4l8pfn3f8
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

lna16on1js0qy6oblna16ovv2yf0ccuk
Prefer not to answer

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Spouse, and previously
Between
girlafriend
consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex
Pre-marital sex
Pre-marital sex

Between a consenting married man and woman

For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

2019-09-19 22:43:13
2019-09-19 22:46:45
b62e4a2fbb

0 Sex is for child rearing. Sex is only
7 part of married 4couple. Sex talk is3 not good when you
1 are saying your
7 paryers or you are
4 in a Gurudawara.
2 There are many
1 Have
mythsage
around
appropriate
sex2019-09-19
in Sikh
dialogue
community.
22:32:39
with2019-09-19
children
There in
is family.
22:44:23
lack of
fb4659e88d
Make
education
it a same
abouttopic
sex. as we discuss children's education, finances etc. All
0

0 sex is see as a natural process that
5 is not seen as 6a negative, but Kaam
6
is.

5

4

7

6

4

0 Love and reproduction

5

7

2

2

1 Volunteering doctors
2019-09-19
would help
22:31:15
2019-09-19 22:40:08
ac8f926880

7

5

5

2019-09-19 22:39:06
2019-09-19 22:41:43
ff2cf22fbe

2019-09-19 22:36:35
2019-09-19 22:39:12
df73e1684d
2019-09-19 22:34:27
2019-09-19 22:38:50
0789fb1adc

0 In my understanding, the Gurmat2perspective is that
7 sex should be reserved
6
to occur within
6
a deeply committed
2
relationship,
5 with Guru's example
6
being between
4 Certain
Man &
controversial
Woman.2019-09-19
While
topics
sexsimply
is
22:17:43
certainly
shouldn't
2019-09-19
the be
natural
22:38:11
brought
means
6dddff4663
to the
for Gurdwara
pro-creation,
stage.
it is Italso
could
an create
expression
conflict
of and
love unnecessary
and should be
discomf
reserv
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 Recreation of human life

2

2

2

1

1

2

2

1 What ever Guru Granth
2019-09-19
Sahib22:28:30
have2019-09-19
dictated 22:37:03
acdd92e29b

0 Depends on each individual

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

3 Its depends on the2019-09-19
country a d22:26:47
the culture
2019-09-19 22:36:54
baab70eb8c

2019-09-19 22:33:55
2019-09-19 22:37:41
cad9140ff2

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Sexsecurity)
is required by most people to0 be
Sikh
fulfilled.
in general
Therefore
are hypocrites.
it is critically
Traditional
7importantsikh
for any
families
7consenting
consistindividual
of many
7 siblings,
to connect
yetwithout
children
7
being
are not
concerned
allowed
7
with
to learn
society
about
7or or
religious
discussviews
basic
7 feeling of attraction?
7 simple,
this makes
state how
no 2019-09-19
sense.
many people
As a 22:30:06
male,
there
2019-09-19
I are
haveinbeen
India,
22:36:21
aware
and9c6c63c4dc
be
of open
all theabout
women
discussing
in my family
how who
they have
were likely
created.
beenIT'S
forced
so obvious
to conceive..th
that se
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is an expression of love and also
1 a form of pro-creation.
5

3

1

1

5

5

2 Talk about it

For pleasure or desire

0 Part of human nature

4

4

4

4

4

4 Provide guidance2019-09-19 22:31:38
2019-09-19 22:35:44
4fa6a08561

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is desire which you can't get away
6 from (normal being
7
) so being family
6
person /married
6 is the best way
7 to satisfy it . When
6 you have sex 6after that the mind6 free
As of
community
that desire
weeven
2019-09-19
need
fortoshort
bring
22:17:52
time
the2019-09-19
individual
you get to to
use
22:34:29
a level
your
43de8d1c01
where
mind for
atleats
beingone
at peace
personthat
is in
may
oneisfamily
simran
is sewa
approachable
or any other
for this
hobby
to tha
yo

4

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I don't know

United States

1

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 in my opinion, as a Sikh, i do understand
4
lust is one
7 of the forbidden5sins and lust leads
2 to sex or masturbation.
2
Sikhi does
7 not promote premarital
6
sex, or dating.
6 BeAs
respectful
a human,
and
I am
2019-09-19
open.
a very
Wesex
as
22:10:09
sikhs/punjabis/indians/desis
positive
2019-09-19
person.22:33:09
Sex is
cc1e0a3607
one ofjudge
the important
our people
aspects
a LOT.inJudgement
a relationship
should
withbe
your
leftsignificant
behind at other.
your ho

n41ynvv57qs3ej4qrn41yvj09jturcth
Prefer not to answer

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
nothingsocial
specific
media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

b9g8vd88h08lf0w8b9g8n0jbfgt7l9b5
Man

19-25

Canada

1

gtb1o5kobou7vv00xgtb141ev1acxm0f
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

kdmr2qj7d9yhf8wprx0n2kdmr2q6yy98
Woman

26-39

Australia

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

7u01wkbak7uhiiwp3x5hlu4f7f3xx2hi
Woman

26-39

United States

1

r1yn4xg6gog030r1y4y037akv7sor00r
Woman

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting man and woman
Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires
Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman
Between a consenting married man and woman

nfi8lnokkbuvlwvz2nfi8lnbhcre8dg5
Man

40-60

Canada

1

pv3z3v9m4utupv3z2sgclcglmbcnfehd
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Heterosexual attraction

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Any sexual thoughts or desires

8f44i2qwnoctrljw7ntyr8f44i2am2gp
Man

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

ic85sg006zh51b16200uedic85sgbnyk
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

rgmc347rd4bvusne2ergmc34dsip8lk9
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Any sexual thoughts or desires

o9lsxrhai9w74jv16hpo9lsxr6t5utvn
Man

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

bjnsfxrrb7n6tdbbjnsub4hsj6hhzfsq
Man

40-60

Canada

1

Other

a71gwslko509uolgyv2f9gia71gwaym6
Man

26-39

United States

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)
Other

e95q9608bwnxmgote95mgrmrqlhm2prw
Man

26-39

Australia

1

ohshtsd853bp4kjzlh3ohshtsdc2pmen
Man

40-60

Canada

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

uxiijtivi23ky2apfuuxiipgmx19a7g5
Woman

19-25

United States

1

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

op3qgqnwykjbeu5yt97op3q40oz8efpn
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

6

6

6

5

5

5

5

5

2019-09-19 22:28:56
2019-09-19 22:32:13
a0368b52df

0

5

7

5

3

3

5

4

2

2019-09-19 22:28:03
2019-09-19 22:31:18
03ef78d329

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Expression of love

7

7

7

5

5

7

7

3 They can educate2019-09-19
themselves22:25:06
on the
2019-09-19
topic. I’ve 22:31:17
neverab97068a4c
come across a Sikh leader who can speak eloquently and sensitively abou

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It means sex should happen between
4
married mand
1 and his wife and
1 it is for love and1producing children.
3 But no pre-marital
1 sex or extra marital
1
sex.

1 Sikh institutions should
2019-09-19
stay out
22:24:21
of person's
2019-09-19
sex22:31:08
life asd7f79c5c10
this is an extremely personal and private issue between 2 adults.

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

2 Not very good. We
2019-09-19
need open22:24:46
discussion
2019-09-19
on this
22:31:02
subject.
f8ea037731
We are few centuries behind.

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I'm not quite sure since it is not really
2
discussed. i guess
5
the guru's taught
4
us you can 4be of this world while
1 still on a spiritual
5 path, therefore
4 i dont think you 2
have
i honestly
to give dont
up sexual
know.
2019-09-19
desire.
i think providing
22:23:52
2019-09-19
safe places
22:30:26
to ask
3c35e98f20
questions is key. youth, especially, need guidance with natural hormon

Between a consenting man and woman

‘Sin’

Same-sex attraction

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

7

4

4

6

5

5

5

7

5

Talk about it instead of disrupting the Sangat whenever someone tries to speak of Kam
7 Open discussions2019-09-19
in youth camps
22:22:43
as
2019-09-19
youths are22:29:42
more8b7154e447
willing to speak on the subject

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Natural. Ideal in monogamous relationship
1

7

2

1

1

3

1

1 Looking at it as something
2019-09-19
natural
22:24:24
and
2019-09-19
not sinful22:29:33
or impure
1878010d11
but just something that is a part of existence. Dont really see a Gurdu

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0

7

7

7

1

7

7

7

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It's just a part of life

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5 Discuss it, spread2019-09-19
awareness 22:22:54
about2019-09-19
sex. It's not22:29:08
a sin4c7d6a6480

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Guru Sahib practice dhram within7 family ... without7sex there is no family
7
& without family
7 there is no Dharm
7
or reason of right
7
path of life ...7Guru Sahib never7 shunned
Stop making
sex or
what
any
2019-09-19
isvirtue
not.. of
A Sin...
lives
22:19:19
but
&2019-09-19
promote
rather keep
good
22:29:07
it healthy
within
8c9b5a2a90
its
value
limit sex
... Sex
relationship
is part of vs.
life..Shaming
Big partit......killing
& treat
one
men
desire
& women
is not help
with sa
on

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For pro-creation For love

Other

Extra "benefit" of a married life that
1 Extra
allowsbenefit
a couple
to married
to procreate
life that
as shkuld
well
1 as only
feel pleasure
be performed
7 with their
withinspouse
the 5confines
allowing
of for
marriage
a closer
7
"attraction" 1
if you will

0 Sikh or Sikh society? Sikh society1 it’s procreation and
7 that’s it.

7

5

1 Talk about it a lot 2019-09-19 22:25:03
2019-09-19 22:28:23
fec02c3703

1 Unlike Catholics, contraception is1okay. Sex should1 be between married
1 couples for pleasure
1
and offspring.
1

1

1

1 Sikh teaching should
2019-09-19
be discussed
22:23:20
2019-09-19
with kids in early
22:27:29
teen.
e1e952f1fe

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire

1

3

3

3

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Ovewhelming lust should be avoided,
7
as anything 7
nothing is helpful 7
when it is all consuming.
5
But all consensual
6
sex is good
7 sex. Policing sex
7 should only be4happening
Allow space
when
for there
people
2019-09-19
is of
abuse,
varying
22:22:13
or sexualities
absence
2019-09-19
of and
consent/absence
22:26:56
genders.
a4f7b5d379
If dialogue
of the ability
is open
tothen
give those
consent.
who aren't cis and heterosexual will be

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Not sure. It’s not something the Sikh
1 religion provides
4 much guidance
4 on other than sex for purposes of1procreation within4 a marriage.

3

3

5
3

1
3

1

2019-09-19 22:26:01
2019-09-19 22:29:22
9531e195da

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

7 It's already addressed
2019-09-19
in Sikh 22:26:56
Rehat2019-09-19
Maryada 22:33:00
fdd6d96950

Have more workshops on male and female sexuality which are not bias and non judgemental. Practical sikh rehab from addictio
0 From a sikh perspective sex is a 4spiritual act of love.
7 When two individuals
6
are spiritually
5 grounded in each
2 other and Guru,then
5
it becomes6a form of physical
4 expression of love.2019-09-19
It is highly recommended
22:22:17
2019-09-19
to maintain
22:32:31
0f97d4fca2
this between a martial relationship as it keeps you in a committed bound
0

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

7

2 Create a more open
2019-09-19
environment
22:30:51
to2019-09-19
have conversations
22:33:49
c6933c3f88

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

0 its a very broad question. it depends
7 on how you define
7
Sex. Sikhi does
7 not address 'Sex'
7 as modern education/media/etc
7
7

4

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Societal values (not necessarily captured in media)
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

5

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Personal point of Between
view a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

5

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pro-creation For love

Pre-marital sex

3

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

5

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pro-creation For love

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Between a consenting married man and woman

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

6

2019-09-19 22:31:35
2019-09-19 22:35:52
d5cd296f34

40-60
26-39

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

6

4

qoxofa4xrnk5egvmuzqoxofa499739wk
Man
oserbijd51iujiis6g2fgwoserbijdib
Man

3

4

2019-09-19 22:23:56
2019-09-19 22:27:24
7600c97332

2 Not clear. It would2019-09-19
require acceptance
22:20:10
2019-09-19
of sex outside
22:26:56
35e0e21ee5
marriage which I don’t think the institutions are prepared to do.

hd7zo2upm3cbu0mb5dhd7zi8e3j78g5k
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

0 I believe true sikhism hasn't discussed
4
"sex" and its
7 relationship to human
7
life as its never
1 come up in Gurbani
1
in directive7words. From my 7understanding Sikhism
1 Good
would
question.
call sex
I believe
2019-09-19
a natural
sharing
part
22:05:48
of
phamplets
life,
2019-09-19
nothing
on this
more
22:26:46
topic
120043b42c
or less.
as individuals
Where as part
the culture
of Sikhwithin
Institutions
the indian
becomes
community
more comfortable
how identifytothem
run

t10hckb44zrjllluyawot10h8zbv8vs2
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is one of the needs of a human
6 being. As with6other needs, over-indulgence
6
can be
5 harmful.

4

a1aepu10z0bscdh06a1aeptyouxpegqt
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Not good

1

1

1

1

1

wow8ygobzwimwj9er3wnwxwow8ygotac
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

5

5

5

4

5

0fkwc0qir4t6814050fkwc9z0lyjzy7e
Woman

Over 60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Caring for another & procreation 5

6

5

3

4

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between two consenting people regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

9h3xnxxgym7ul5kn7wu032239h3xnxxw
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

54y2biy4rorq7f754y2bbjkal9aa2h8b
Man

19-25

Canada

1

vmiznvix6phn4ec8sqfvqvmiznvimhi7
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

kg1g4intc3lzrhxa2e68ykg1g4intn8v
Gender Variant/Non-Conforming

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

1xozb32jhfxsvbo26d1xozb32rlmnr5w
Man

Over 60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

yoqj86jpo02smvj1sh0yoqpkcmkpx8iy
Man

40-60

United States

1

ucsymjvv9iydk8a4lllucsymjvfp0s51
Man

Over 60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

o5r25ojnwggbsn4go5r250b5cpcr54e8
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

mowzdl5e2e75y0mm1a889nmowzdl5sp8
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

0dtnm25yja9cc0dtnrv0o7z3e9uuz27o
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of gender)
and woman

‘Sin’

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex
Pre-marital sex

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

drt19lm3gcd3ozya8gdrt19lm3doogbs
Man

26-39

Australia

1 Family life/Cultural norms

vu6mxbvrcvvi931gjp3wqvu6miid9p52
Man

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

fjmqi8r4ykbaalr4ws9fjmqi8r46a5r5
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

2474wqxl8ze5j3el2474w0cgp7cksiij
Woman

40-60

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires

30aizd0m6g4rxc4b1z30aizd0mc4fdyu
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

4

3

3 Becoming more open
2019-09-19
minded 22:19:47
& acknowledging
2019-09-19 22:25:39
a need to8701027098
help congregations

4

1

1

1

1

2019-09-19 22:21:45
2019-09-19 22:25:02
82b3e48d9f

4

5

5

5

1

2019-09-19 22:19:32
2019-09-19 22:24:48
df73e1684d

7

6

4

1

7

4

4 Youth groups and2019-09-19
camps
22:22:35
2019-09-19 22:24:45
7cbd9d974f

0 Sex is a part of life, and the Gurus
1 acknowledged a5 healthy sexuality3as part of the human
4
experience, not
2 shaming it, as6we see through metaphor
3
and the celebration
4 Provide thought
of procreation.
pieces
2019-09-19
and
They
content
22:17:09
did, however,
2019-09-19
on healthy
warn
sexuality,
22:24:42
of how
620d7a7822
sex
formcan
voluntarily
overpower
support
one'sgroups
self and
forcloud
lgbtqtheir
people,
larger
provide
self, inworkshops
turn, harmin
on

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
Greedy
security)
about tasty foods. extrovert
0 sex
clothing.Show
is meeting of
off2. people
more and
andmore
copulate
6 wealth
for.goods
all good
3.show
reasons
too much
ie procuring
knowledge
5
and forming
etc;etc
5 family unit.

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

6

2

0 A Sikh reach its higher form of consciousness
6
then6the thought of sex
6 has no form to hv
6 a thought within6 him

6

6

6 Social media. Seminars
2019-09-19 22:11:04
2019-09-19 22:24:05
65a4fe9d8e

0 Pro creation

5

5

5 Have more discussions
2019-09-19 22:16:51
2019-09-19 22:23:29
c9960b6e97

5

5

5

5

5

0 Sex is an essential part of married
6 life. As Sikhs we6 must treat all people
6
equally even5those in same sex
4 marriages. However
4
sex outside of
5 marriage is clearly
2 Be
lustful
openand
to listening
must 2019-09-19
be frowned upon.
22:05:32
2019-09-19 22:23:25
4e2d771e1e
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sikh understanding of anything has
3 to be what Gurmat
4
says about that
5 topic. So what 4does Gurbani say1on sexuality? Are1 there even Sikh 1historical records1ofThis
any is
sexuality
a BROAD
based
2019-09-19
question.
conversations,
There
22:01:14
are
2019-09-19
deliberations,
many issues
22:22:49
etc?
related
fdf52c6c74
Rehat
to sexuality
is pretty clear
that need
on conduct
to be addressed.
surrounding
Dosexuality.
we start with
There's
the some
ones we
pre

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 its needed. theres nothing wrong1with it.

For pleasure or desire

6

0 Necessary to pro create but dont4allow it to dictate 4your thoughts

6

1

1

6

3

4

5

5 not be dumb about
2019-09-19
and look at22:19:50
from2019-09-19
an angle of22:22:49
sex being
86be6fcb5a
a normal thing

4

4

4 Explore the concepts
2019-09-19
and example
22:12:31
2019-09-19
within Charitro
22:22:04
pakhyan
1b2d0f4419
and focus on lust and how individuals have fallen in its traps. Dont fo

0 I don't really know that topic I have
1 never heard talked
4 about in the sikh
4 community it should
2
be buy its not
2

4

2

2 Start by talking about
2019-09-19
it with kids
22:14:13
at 2019-09-19
a young age22:21:46
say 12-14
a0ef6d5777
years and if they have to bring people in to help parents to how to tal

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 .

5

3

1

1

5

3

1

2019-09-19 22:19:14
2019-09-19 22:21:34
dd8b4cb48e

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is acceptable between a married
7
couple

7

7

7

7

7

7

4 Radio or print

2019-09-19 22:18:04
2019-09-19 22:21:33
75b4f99484

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

7

6

5

2

3

3

1
4

2

2019-09-19 22:04:26
2019-09-19 22:21:12
a0cfac3117

6

4 Pretty sad .

2019-09-19 22:13:09
2019-09-19 22:19:54
9385c79d4f

1

1

4

1

1 Anonymous Support
2019-09-19
Groups 22:14:05
2019-09-19 22:19:39
4c7d6a6480

0 In married life,commitment to do 6sex....some people
7 dont know love 6making

4

5

6

5

4

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Not sure if gurbani addresses it specifically
7
. It is cultural
7
. And open 7minded will include
7 science and biological
7
science to6understand it

Canada

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Don’t know

9tiqq3qwl8y9xpnny39tiqq3td2gyi54
Woman

26-39

United States

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

2qelxespjha7o2qel1dn227t7tt8zi3j
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1

j2jy1d5r6sv1iykqiyqj2jy1x5ojb72q
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

xpbolgjvp1t3mktmhr54xpboakbjk306
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

For love

Between a consenting
Between
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

5

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

40-60

My own views

4 In social gathering2019-09-19
intended expressedly
22:09:44
2019-09-19
for the22:24:39
purpose
4fdb662a0c
like a separate meeting in gurdwara after gurdwara function etc.

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

rmia4zgb87l6bermiaa6qwyr0aa24pza
Woman

Other

2

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

z98fhymb7us5macat3z9r2h0lxfa8xo3
Woman

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

2019-09-19 22:19:52
2019-09-19 22:26:11
63c5cdb21e

4
6

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

1 Youth groups / literature
2019-09-19 22:23:15
2019-09-19 22:26:15
5a075c39aa

5

5

4
7

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

1

5

3
5

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

1

0
0

0 Not supposed to happen before marriage
1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

6 An effort needs to2019-09-19
be made to22:21:33
remove
2019-09-19
the taboo22:26:34
overedbfb62974
anything sex-related

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Between a consenting married man and woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

For pro-creation For love
Pre-marital sex

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

4

1

1

1

2019-09-19 22:13:18
2019-09-19 22:19:31
55a011fabd

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Purity

7

7

7

4

7

7

7

4 Talk about things 2019-09-19
make them normal
22:14:18
2019-09-19
with no taboo
22:19:23
attached
1a1b7f4963

Any sexual thoughts or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 n/a

4

7

7

7

4

4

4

4 n/a

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Its a part of life no matter how you
2 choose to define7 it, the definition is
3 up to you

2

1

7

2

1 Teach healthy sex2019-09-19
ed to kids at
22:14:17
a teen
2019-09-19
age, teach
22:19:00
about
0151fd61ba
consent. Just be open to the discussion rather than stigmatizing it gene

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

2019-09-19 22:16:58
2019-09-19 22:19:05
52a77d4e13

1.) Sikhs should be taught the gurbani perspective towards it
2.) To teach how people are misleaded towards sexuality
oym3tmsg4yerxlkqk3mhauoym3tmsg4e
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani,Other
etc)

9zwbxnsgiec2mnn9zwbrr24gnfy7qseo
Man

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless
‘Sin’
of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

9ocp0hhe6416kl7xm99ocp0hq9vslohl
Woman

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Pre-marital sex

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Awareness

Between a consenting married man and woman

Heterosexual attraction

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of genderHeterosexual
people
or marital
(includes
status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
attraction
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

89lc7tvcf6b4tdgmgn15189lc7td6sql
Man

26-39

United States

1

zp0c1cc2fn6c9gtwh5rl1zp0c1ch2gjh
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
( status (includes LGBTQIA+)

For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation For love
For pro-creation

0 For me it is the love bond between
4 a Male and female
4 to complete their
4 relation. To get
3 attracted to each
4 other for whole life.
4 A physical activity
4
to lead a happy
3 married life. To plan
2019-09-19
their next
22:08:37
generation.
2019-09-19 22:18:43
92a47fc5b4
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 Done for procreation and between
1 husband and wife.
4

4

4

1

4

5

4

For pleasure or desire

1 Sex is to create life

1

7

5

1

1

6

5

1 Have better leaders
2019-09-19
in gurdwaras.
22:06:53
These
2019-09-19
are corrupt
22:18:26
8eaedacbae
and often the ones inflicting disgusting views on sexuality. As well as abuse

0 Read Charitropakhyaan

4

5

5

4

4

4

4

Other

dharam

2019-09-19 22:06:54
2019-09-19 22:18:35
bd3a3ce211
they should limit anand
2019-09-19
karaj to
22:14:26
man/woman
2019-09-19
who
22:16:45
are523dfab5d6
amritdhari

h98191dm5zu8uuld8f5h9819phcqxn4u
Gender Variant/Non-Conforming

26-39

United States

1

rtfxmnqjlyi8li0abfrtfxxr2lyok1xj
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

1449wlklt20dlp61449wldqthj8l5duy
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

u3ykzbf3ggubi0q2jgl3n1u3ykzb7eau
Woman

26-39

Canada

1

topdeejz3ueh3gi7tyldktopdcoupudk
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
Other
etc)
television,
I think social
there ismedia,
a natural
Between
etc)human
a consenting
response
Between
married
thata is
consenting
more
couple
Between
align
(regardless
married
with
a consenting
theman
core
of Between
gender)
and
human
man
woman
two
values
andconsenting
woman
that
Between
Sikhi
people
two
alsoconsenting
offers.
in aBetween
committed
We people
have
anyrelationship
anumber
regardless
lot of superficial
of consenting
of gender
influences
people
or marital
but
(includes
ifstatus
we are
(includes
polyamory,
to be free
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
and think more
polygamy,
from "oneness"
etc)
then once we shed these superficial
All-consuming
viewpoints
or overpowering
For pro-creation
we can focus
thoughts/actions
For
on sexuality
love
from For
an enlightened
pleasure or perspective.
desire
For a sense of well-being
Other (i.e. comfort,
It can
security)
be for any reason the consenting
0 It's an
adults
expression
involved
of see
yourfit.humanity
I believe
5 just
Sikhi
likeiseverything
naturally
7 sex
else
positive.
in life. If 7
a human is operating
5 from being honest
5
with themselves
6 and what they6 want they are closer/within
4 Separatethe
external
"oneness"
2019-09-19
influences
understanding.
from
20:53:14
Sikhi
2019-09-19
Rather
at its core
than
21:04:02
with
the
4c7d6a6480
is
manmukhi
devoid ofofsocietal
reacting
nonsense.
to superficial
Thisexternal
will destigmatize
policing on
thesex
topic
(post
andcolonia
open

Other

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
A mix of all those options - family/ culture, education, social media

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Pre-marital sex

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

10vqm2trw7pzuopye10vq9u8keb772j1
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

6glqgl62it9nooq3k6glqrztwh25u9mq
Woman

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Between two consenting people regardless
‘Sin’
of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Pre-marital sex

wliacdms4g70r86ovwliacdgu83uzmmy
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

ad7am2v3n80fs6ot9vgad7am22k4ls8m
Man

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

x0rzdch6ns248x5x0ty9hjqzurhn0seq
Woman

19-25

United States

1

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

‘Sin’

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is a part of healthy human relationship.
5
It should
4 not become obsession
4
or addiction.
4

4

4

4

4 Being open and discussing
2019-09-19
topics
20:52:25
related
2019-09-19
to sexuality.
20:57:57
e1a7f8d07b
Having youth leaders to talk to.

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

2

6

4

3

2

6

4

5 Be open to simply2019-09-19
discussing 20:44:09
it. Don’t
2019-09-19
get weirded
20:56:30
about
fc9a6db731
it. No one is looking for answers right off the bat. Just be willing to listen

0 Bond

2

6

5

4

2

6

6

4 In an academic way,
2019-09-19
we have20:51:24
to acknowledge
2019-09-19 that
20:56:15
it6ebcc49dbb
exists in many forms. With education and dialogue we can create the safe

5

5

1

5

2

2 Harm reduction! 2019-09-19 20:51:46
2019-09-19 20:54:49
a28336b173

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 It is used as a metaphor for full integration
5
with the5divine.
1 Procreations

1

6

1

1

1

1

1

1 They can’t

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Not sure.

2

7

5

3

1

7

4

1 Talk about it.l in different
2019-09-19
settings.
20:44:04
Don’t
2019-09-19
treat it was
20:48:11
a72dac993c6
sin

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire

1 It’s part of if human nature and living
5 life pro creating
7 in this material 5world

3

6

7

5

3 I think it starts within
2019-09-19
discussion
20:32:57
and2019-09-19
open honest
20:38:13
opinion
08dc21437e
being shared on the topic especially within families

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

2

2

5

4

2

For pro-creation For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

zapuk5t689gfh0issdduol1nwzapuk5t
Gender Variant/Non-Conforming

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography,
Other
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

lfp6fug8me06ufr5lfp6fug51hg6z7bn
Man

40-60

Canada

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

pnx4lgqerypwts3pnx4l32prevkl4t94
Man

26-39

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

zsl4paym5viwrrzsl4p4a3468ny5ppyt
Woman

40-60

Sweden

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

c42qaloy8i6bcdvwv05lhohc42qalo5z
Man

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

5

4

0 Sex (most of the time) is a result 1of love. In the same
4 way you can give
5 someone a flower
2 out of love. Or1 die for them out 4of love. All byproducts
5
of love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

0 It's necessary, but shouldn't be indulged
7
in

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

0 Sex is one important mode to keep
7 two people together
7
for life together.
6
1

Masturbation

For love

Between a consenting married man and woman

3

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

For pleasure or desire

1

7

5

4 Unbiased education
2019-09-19
about the20:09:45
different
2019-09-19
types of20:14:59
sexuality
6199e70448
is a good start. It opens the door for more conversation.

7

7

6

6 By opening up the2019-09-19
issue for discussion.
20:07:37
2019-09-19 20:12:44
d226377225

7

7

7

7

7

7

0 It's a part of life, for bonding and 7procreation.

7

7

7

7

7

7

7 Hold classes in sex
2019-09-19
education,19:56:59
as in2019-09-19
how the body
20:06:18
functions,
72d199841e
what is consent, how to be respectful to your partner in everyday lif

0

7

4

1

1

7

2

1

2

2019-09-19 20:03:25
2019-09-19 20:06:16
44ffa86d52

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/Cultural norms

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

pt1wjbpdzdolrmpfkumijppt1wjbkxvu
Man

26-39

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 From my understanding, there is 4no explicit decree7from the Guru Granth
2
Sahib Ji that1dictates sex as an
1 explicitly heterosexual
6
act. Even in
2 the cases of creating
1 Create
families
spaces
andfor
stability,
2019-09-19
intersectional
we tend
19:49:21
conversations
to2019-09-19
follow morebetween
19:55:23
"traditional"
2ec3e46d50
gender,
heteronormativity
sexuality, and that
faith;ismaintain
heavily influenced
a more inclusive
by patriarchy
understanding
and exace
of

95tvob62dunz2p1eoyzbxu95tvob65mb
Man

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

sabvhynlmgdsabvy6i93acp1tox0vhag
Man

19-25

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Have to do more gurmat based research
3

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Between a consenting married man and woman

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

7

2

1

5

5

2 By talking and getting
2019-09-19
seminars
19:56:02
and2019-09-19
open talks 20:04:28
in sangat
df73e1684d

4

4

7

6

4 Community gatherings,
2019-09-19
same 19:53:46
sex and
2019-09-19
mixed, talks,
19:59:42
somewhere
8a289c58ddsafe in the Sikh community to discuss issues with on a one to o

7

6

6

6

6

6

6

2019-09-19 19:51:28
2019-09-19 19:54:18
f5d26902e5

5

1

1

2

5

1

1 More research

2019-09-19 19:48:07
2019-09-19 19:54:06
36fa21fd91

lcjho2ibbizhtmvb7ok61plcjho2iby2
Man

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

1

7

1

1

1

3

1

1

2019-09-19 19:48:09
2019-09-19 19:52:53
df73e1684d

26-39

United Kingdom

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 For procreation

1

3

2

1

1

3

1

1 Foster a culture in2019-09-19
which people
19:49:30
can2019-09-19
voice their 19:51:57
feelings
87619b82d7
without fear of repercussions

m84rhx9x9jmkwhumm84rhttysw9acp0t
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1

1

7

4

1

2

7

2

1 More awareness 2019-09-19 19:43:48
2019-09-19 19:47:23
40657b6309

vu2cah8dmlkxxftdop8fsvu2cah8mx7r
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/Cultural norms

1 For pro-creation. It is a sin to carry
5 out the act outside
6 of marriage. 6

5

2

3

2

1 Have a platform where
2019-09-19
people19:30:45
that 2019-09-19
need or want19:44:37
to discuss
4c7d6a6480
the topic can. Avoid biases and displaying judgemental attitudes or b

mo8vyusx73xy6dgyjmo8vyumokc8qfri
Man

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

0 It obviously is necessary to creating
2 human life but6serves beyi

1

2

6

3

1 Acknowledge that2019-09-19
it is neither 19:34:43
necessary
2019-09-19
nor sufficient
19:38:35
5748bd177b
for sex to be within heterosexual marriage to be acceptable

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between any number
‘Sin’ of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)
Between any number
‘Sin’ of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

For pro-creation For love

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
‘Sin’ of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires
Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

For pro-creation For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

t6i09kxo8vk2t6ja3c09b9xs8ze2ac2b
Gender Variant/Non-Conforming

Over 60

8tdukw3ltgbw3xvajo8tdu8zvn9rhf6q
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

2demmjnpn800w33z2demmahruw5fq057
Man

19-25

India

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

3l1qn0an2rg0oog64ko63l1qnmsebwqw
Woman

26-39

United Kingdom

1

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

opaz3fhboobqtjt05ar4vopaz3fko3ju
Woman

19-25

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

37l0ncbtc0pwiafjtbjb37l0itkfeczc
Man

40-60

Australia

1 Family life/Cultural norms

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Any sexual thoughts or desires

5ajmhksyej0zyh15ajmhql6m55x80k4t
Man

19-25

India

1

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

For pro-creation For love

0 Sex should be between married couples,
3
and you should
7
avoid lust

2vsfmpe0s16fh220rs2vsfttf6caeew2
Woman

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Pre-marital sex

5

2019-09-19 20:08:28
2019-09-19 20:10:48
df73e1684d

xmqsei42x7qsr4laxmqs2enqr64gsk39
Man
vad8lbgpj3kv6hc2gdk9vad8lbgxe0w3
Woman

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

0 Creation of other life and stopping
5 you mind wonder
5 outside

2

2019-09-19 20:18:26
2019-09-19 20:21:11
15300b3565

5
6

7

7

7

2019-09-19 20:52:18
2019-09-19 20:54:21
fda9883f1e

2 I think Sikh institutions
2019-09-19
need to20:16:46
push2019-09-19
that you don't
20:20:43
doc664644f2f
it with everyone. I notice alot of Kaurs who are in college don't get that

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship
Between a consenting married man and woman

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

For love
Pre-marital sex

Heterosexual attraction

For pro-creation For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire

1 No comments

2

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Reproduce

1

4

4
4

4

1

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

1 We're not there yet
2019-09-19 19:32:51
2019-09-19 19:35:21
f180950d68

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Stay commited, need, don't forgetting
4
the creator in7 drug of lust

7

4

4

7

7

4 Explain the teenagers
2019-09-19
that just19:21:29
for a2019-09-19
pleasure of19:34:43
few minutes
e3bd20627e
do not ruin sole purpose of life do not enter the dark world and forg

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Procreation - leads to the continuation
6
of the human
7 race.

7

7

6

5

4

5

2019-09-19 19:30:59
2019-09-19 19:36:38
4c15444218

2019-09-19 19:23:39
2019-09-19 19:27:16
be8c62cd40

For pleasure or desire

0 Sex is a vehicle of intimacy and closeness.
5
Those 5themes have been
4 expressed in countless
2
Sabads related
1
to the Divine1 "ravishing" "enjoying"
1
bride-beings;
1 or
Building
the Lover
spaces
awaiting
where
2019-09-19
the
sexuality
Beloved
19:16:01
can
by
2019-09-19
preparing
be understood
a19:27:15
bed.
ina2b0817060
At
a healthy
multipleand
levels,
empowering
intimacy can
way.beWork
physical,
together
spiritual,
with the
andLGBTQ+
emotional.
commun

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0

5

5

5

6

5

5 There should be open
2019-09-19
discussion
19:20:36
and
2019-09-19
education19:27:06
from7e07b32a15
Sikh institutions

For pleasure or desire

0 Without anand karaj know every 6
girl as you mother7and sister

5

4

5

7

6

4

5

3

2

3

2

1 Safe and open discussions
2019-09-19
with
19:14:52
sangat
2019-09-19
through19:22:17
courses
e14a5daed1
and classes that feel non-threatening.

5

6

Social media
Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

wtx26remsjd2mubwtx26r3qgr4c24fz5
Woman

40-60

United States

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

0w0yufgd0whaed4n4sb80w0yuf5p2net
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/Cultural norms

ojgmn8fk89faksizao8ojgm3nbeto9n1
Woman

26-39

Canada

1 Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

ht4fjx7fqdtfbk5rht4fjxev3axbg5mj
Man

19-25

Canada

p0gf2bpqmxwv39swth2p0gf2bp6xi0pv
Man

26-39

United States

jc6iszdhnd6rpy22hn0jc6iszrfcm16z
Man

26-39

United States

e2hu4skctkk7sj0mt6e2hu43prvyfxi0
Man

19-25

Canada

0cv3lhfsjdvzm7r0l4n0khe6tszdpqle
Man

40-60

Canada

qi23693dmjsx9q9ghqi23693dmwoksxi
Man

40-60

United Kingdom

dtrs5ldda5cojxedtrs5lc651a3mhf2z
Man

40-60

Canada

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship
Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple (regardless
married man
of Between
gender)
and woman
two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship
‘Sin’

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

‘Sin’

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Other

Knowledge that I have gained

40-60

Canada

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Canada

Family life/Cultural norms

o522xf91zbn9uwto522xfzk9leyf6lup
Woman

26-39

Canada

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

03txeoympwmsiezxlts03txeouzot9my
Man

40-60

United States

Family life/Cultural norms

ai88j9to9dtbywncq47xg0ai88jr8cus
Woman

40-60

United States

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

6

6

6

6 Being non judge mental
2019-09-19
and embracing
17:22:30
2019-09-19
differences
17:26:03
075fb0d46d

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Heterosexual attraction

Masturbation

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Any sexual thoughts or desires
Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of genderHeterosexual
or marital status
attraction
Same-sex
(includes LGBTQIA+)
attraction
Any sexual thoughts or desires
Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

26-39

Canada

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

40-60

Canada

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
manBetween
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman people in a committed relationship

Heterosexual attraction
Same-sex attraction
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

40-60

United Kingdom

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

United States

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

b761wk4pdtzrfa6r831irb761wnhk6il
Woman

40-60

United States

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

v1v3w4j12yfpm90oxq5yv1v3w4gjw3ao
Man

40-60

Canada

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

6j1ryw203hguo0wos8u66j1ryway1q8s
Woman

26-39

Canada

Spirituality/Religion
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

ooef6q9kctkva2brafx32ooef6q92faa
Woman

19-25

United States

Other

7

7

4 Gurbani references
2019-09-19
and practical
16:30:54
application
2019-09-19
into
16:36:30
daily91bf286023
life.

7

7

5

7

7

7

1

5 Articles

3 They can have more
2019-09-19
women and
16:31:06
men
2019-09-19
in ministerial
16:35:40
counseling
982104542d
positions - or at least trained.

2019-09-19 16:40:59
2019-09-19 16:44:31
3f7cafbab2

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is necessary. Lust is not.

For pleasure or desire

0 Sensualism (including sex) is described
7
as a fundamental
7
drive for attaining
7
union with7 another; the Sikh7 Gurus, much like7 the rest of the Indian
7
philosophical7 schools,
Absolutely
believe
avoidthat
and
2019-09-19
this
respond
drive 16:02:23
can
intellectually
be
2019-09-19
utilizedand
for16:28:29
philosophically
Union
e8cc428e92
with 'Brahman'.
against This
current
metaphor
efforts and
is captured
shame campaigns
by the constant
by LGBT
use ofgroups
maritial
to

For pleasure or desire

0 Sex is a normal part of human interaction.
7
Just likes
7 other acts of affection/intimacy/love
7
7 -EG hugging/crying/verbal
1
expression
7
etc- sex is not
5 something to be
5 shared
Dialogue
with
in safe
all. My
spaces,
2019-09-19
Sikhi (spiritual
open15:10:51
talkbase/ethical
from
2019-09-19
leadingguidance)
16:19:17
figures
df73e1684d
helps me recognise sex is something for two people to share as a way
7

7

7

6

4

4

4

4 Discussion groups2019-09-19
maybe
15:50:51
2019-09-19 15:58:41
a778100b78

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For love
Pre-marital sex

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love
Pre-marital sex

For pro-creation For love

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love
For pro-creation For love
For love

1

2

2

2

1

4

4

4

4

4

4 By organizing workshops
2019-09-19
with13:38:00
information
2019-09-19
sessions
15:31:52
followed
d9f1264904
interactive dialogs.

4

4

2

2

4

4

2

0 Sex in sikhism is only allowed in 5
hetrosexual marriage
7 based relationship.
7

1

1

7

1

1 Education in our community.
2019-09-19Majority
15:09:40
2019-09-19
of our community
15:19:56
df73e1684d
still lives in the past and is closed minded. Unless they have a personal

0 Survival of human race

6

4

4

3

3 Educate people about
2019-09-19
importance
14:56:11
of
2019-09-19
sex in human
15:03:04
life.
ade3da040b

3
5

5

4

2019-09-19 15:41:56
2019-09-19 15:46:19
2bead69f5c
2019-09-19 15:19:44
2019-09-19 15:23:55
baecc0c0c5

0 Sex is a part of human life. But not
4 whole life. Get over
5
with it and get
6 on with your life3journey. Very hard
4 though since western
5
culture and6media does not want
3 Byyou
making
to forget
Sikhs
about
understand
2019-09-19
sex ever.
purpose
14:47:32
2019-09-19
of life and14:59:16
proving
ca6d6064cf
that they themselves follow it. And dont let Sikhs learn their purpose fro
3

3

3

3

3

4

3 Encourage education
2019-09-19
and awareness
14:52:42
2019-09-19
sessions 14:55:28
8a98f76132

0 Love, sincerity, creation of new life
4

5

5

3

4

2

2

1 Seminars, education,
2019-09-19
classroom
14:32:07
discussions
2019-09-19 14:43:32
a694406a54

All of the above, depends on the 0situation...?
I don't have
Asenough
long asunderstanding
it is consensual.
1 of the Sikh Perspective
4
to make an
1 informed opinion
5 on that topic. 1

6

For pro-creation

Any sexual thoughts or desires

2

4

0

3

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
Other

2019-09-19 16:06:00
2019-09-19 16:10:30
aa5344593c

3

0 Sex is important element of grehsth
5 dharam in

0 N/a

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

3

1 Be open minded and
2019-09-19
accepting
14:32:35
to other's
2019-09-19
perspective
14:40:31
5ed990d096
and appreciate the differences we share rather than enforce conformity ba

0 sex is forbidden before and outside
7 of marriage. We
7 should be in control
7
of our five vices.
7 Kam being the
7 most difficult to 7
control.

7

7 As a concerned sikh,
2019-09-19
we have14:30:06
much2019-09-19
bigger issues
14:38:57
to f42eeae91b
deal with than sexuality.

0

5

6

sex education is must..talk with anybody without hesitation.
2 some lectures, seminars
2019-09-19
to be14:24:45
held 2019-09-19
on this education
14:32:20
edd3a9c012
to aware the society as a whole including all community

5

5

5

3

5

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is between consenting individuals
5
who have a5complete understanding
5
of the risks
4 as well as the benefits
4

5

5

5 By not making the2019-09-19
subject taboo.
14:27:11
2019-09-19 14:32:13
697ee5cbc4

For pleasure or desire

1 It's just for procreation

4

2

1

1

4

4

4

4 Don't encourage or
2019-09-19
discourage14:22:24
anything.
2019-09-19
Just tell
14:26:23
the people
3132646493
in the community to respect other people regardless of sexuality. B

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

1 Talks that are not 2019-09-19
in Punjabi 14:18:05
2019-09-19 14:21:53
ca8c92a6ad

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Have no idea

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 I think sex is just another aspect 3
of the world we live
7 in. And as Guru4has told us to live2 in gristi it’s something
3
that comes 7with that. to me lust
4 and sex and completely
2 build more
different
awareness.
and
2019-09-19
sexmany
can actually
sikh
13:46:07
groups
2019-09-19
deepen
teach
bonds
14:12:12
children
with
335195be3a
things
peoplelike “sex can only be for procreation” which reinstates purity cultu

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

1 I don't know

7

7

7

7

7 With a very open 2019-09-19
mind.
14:06:08
2019-09-19 14:11:32 1805635650

Between two consenting
Between
people
any number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 That it is a natural part of the human
2 experience. Perhaps
7
to be treated
6 as a sacred act
4

1

7

5

2 By creating safer 2019-09-19
spaces for discussion
13:47:10
2019-09-19
to be had
13:53:32
with
a288b90e89
out judgement or fear of being ostracized

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

0

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

4

6

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

19-25

7

4

6

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between two consenting people in a committed relationship

5

5

7

6

Between a consenting married man and woman

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

5

6

7

7

Between a consenting married man and woman

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

5

6

4

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

All of the above choice have shaped my view throughout my life, but I want to include my own personal preferences.
Between any
Atnumber
the endof
ofconsenting
the day, forpeople
me it is(includes
my decision
polyamory,
and anypolyandry,
potential consensual
polygamy, etc)
partner's decision and preferences that
All-consuming
will dictate or
what
overpowering
shapes my thoughts/actions
view on sexuality.

667ogi96ai9uvkziw667ogicno8emcek
Man

Malaysia

5 Charity starts from2019-09-19
home. I believe
16:50:19
we
2019-09-19
should start
17:01:10
openly
17235a814e
discuss with our kids and help them understand deeper aspects of thi
5 Making it a non taboo
2019-09-19 16:47:47
2019-09-19 16:52:07
81b6d7ea9b

6

7

0 Procreation

6

Between two consenting
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)
Any sexual thoughts or desires

eqfbeas1fttogjcvpeqfbe19mkr8mmrz
Woman

United Kingdom

7
5

5

1 Love, and pro creation

7

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

26-39

7
6

0 Guru gobind Singh ji says..nij naari
4 ke sang nehu tum
4 nit brieo!! Par 4naari ke sang bhul
1 supne hu na jieo!!
4 I got this understanding
4
as a Sikh4 from gurus teaching
1 By gurubani teaching
2019-09-19 16:34:11
2019-09-19 16:44:35
ae5d19a8f2

2

Between a consenting married man and woman

19-25

0 Sex is an unconditional surrender7 of two bodies connected
7
to each other
7
with deep bonding
5
and love. 6
0 Not sure

For pleasure or desire

6

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

o8l42x8nw50g15hlk2o8l42hytwdaebm
Man

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)
For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

7

Any sexual thoughts or desires

2jvnzpxgf875y852jvnzbq8rtq3uk4hg
Woman

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

For pro-creation

Between a consenting married couple
Between
(regardless
a consenting
of Between
gender)
mantwo
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in a committed
people
relationship
regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

2019-09-19 17:17:32
2019-09-19 17:20:46
8e4c09b661

0

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
man and man
woman
and woman

United Kingdom

1 Provide Gurmat-based
2019-09-19
content16:58:35
to inform
2019-09-19
individual
17:02:08
choices
4c7d6a6480
and support spaces for community dialogue.

0 Natural part of life.

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

19-25

5 I have no clue . 2019-09-19 17:05:21
2019-09-19 17:13:00
f1713dac48

1

0

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

xpk4uo7uytquppzxpk4uxepjjy072wjf
Man

1 More presence online
2019-09-19 17:10:59
2019-09-19 17:16:10
f3b63b8715

7

2

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Canada

United States

1 Open discussions2019-09-19
from people17:21:47
of all2019-09-19
sexual backgrounds
17:25:07
2811727d3d
with no judgement
4 Not the setting

7

7

1

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

United States

26-39

1
4

7

6

All-consuming or overpowering thoughts/actions
For love

40-60

panlpvkhsiqu20kpancvfl4qds6phz87
Woman

7
6

1

5

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

26-39

Other

1
5

1

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions

m87h2efxp115s1obyjm87hjgnhtx120z
Man

Media (including pornography, television, social media, etc)

1
4

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

3kiycgwbq46afsgkpde3kiycu74p69u0
Man

Friends and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

1
5

0 Expression of love and connection
3 between individuals
4
that may or may
3 not result in procreation.
4

Any sexual thoughts or desires

‘Sin’
‘Sin’

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peers (perceptions, experiences,
Media (including
opinions)
pornography, television, social media, etc)

Between a consenting married man and woman

7
6

1 Physical , sexual relationship with5 one and only whose
7
married to me.
7

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)
Family life/Cultural norms

Canada

Between a consenting married man and woman

7
5

0 To continue the next generation and
7 to express love
7 with your life partner.
7

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

Any sexual thoughts or desires

United States
Canada

26-39

Spirituality/Religion (Sikhi, Gurbani, etc)

0 Only for procreation
0 Self restraint

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For pro-creation For love

Between any number of consenting people (includes polyamory, polyandry, polygamy, etc)

26-39
40-60

Family life/Cultural norms

Pre-marital sex

2019-09-19 17:34:20
2019-09-19 17:36:42
4c7d6a6480

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

For love

Between a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry,
Any sexual
polygamy,
thoughts
etc) or desires

6

For pleasure or desire

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of Between
gender) two consenting people in a committed relationship

6

For pleasure or desire

For pro-creation For love
Pre-marital sex

7

For love
All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)

Friends and peers (perceptions, experiences, opinions)

5

For pro-creation For love

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love
Pre-marital sex

Any sexual thoughts
Masturbation
or desires

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media,
Between
etc) a consenting
Between
married
a consenting
couple
Between
(regardless
married
a consenting
man
of Between
gender)
and man
woman
two
andconsenting
woman
Between
people
two consenting
in aBetween
committed
people
anyrelationship
number
regardless
of consenting
of gender people
or marital
(includes
status (includes
polyamory,
LGBTQIA+)
polyandry, polygamy, etc)

rvbiq2swwx8k07jbag9vbhlqrvbiq2sa
Woman

India

For pro-creation For love

Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married manBetween
and woman
two consenting people in a committed relationship

For pro-creation For love

2019-09-19 17:39:14
2019-09-19 17:44:07
919c9f5973

6

z2n0tqxnrzk4p3ubjx4f0az2n0tqqv1q
Woman

Canada

3

All-consuming or overpowering
For pro-creation
thoughts/actions
For love

3pmcazv56frdaj013pmcaupd51aui47v
Man

United States

4

0 Close connection and bond between
6
a couple

6z0htr4tubr9n1n6k6z0htp3fp98p8st
Man

United States

4

For pleasure or desire
For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

tz6cikvzzelphbndqgtz6cikvc1ov8pi
Woman

26-39

4

For pro-creation For love

Between two consenting people regardless of gender or marital status (includes LGBTQIA+)

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
(Sikhi, Gurbani,
opinions)
etc)

26-39

5

2 Create safe spaces
2019-09-19
to talk about
16:40:05
it. 2019-09-19 17:27:20
6715c3f548

Family life/CulturalFriends
norms and peersSpirituality/Religion
(perceptions, experiences,
Media
(Sikhi,
(including
Gurbani,
opinions)
pornography,
etc)
television, social media, etc)

19-25

5

3

United Kingdom

26-39

5

5

United States

lnx0htbe2dqblnxzaimw8mhjng5jesve
Man

5

5

Canada

w9ldegrgy3njuxmw9lznwdes3w86bg3v
Man

0

2

26-39

e11vhzpwxbtj09b6d3e11vhx0cxn18ik
Man

For a sense of well-being (i.e. comfort, security)

0 Sex is part of life. Sex is important
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All-consuming or overpowering
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Pre-marital sex
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Man
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Woman
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1 have fun in marriage
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Any sexual thoughts or desires

Between a consenting married couple (regardless of gender)
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Woman
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within marriage is not at all discussed but is implied.
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